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Institute of France 

REPORT TO THE ROYAL ACADEMY 

OF SCIENCES 

by 

Messieurs LaCroix, .Silvestre and Girard, Reporter 

Messieurs LaCroix, Silvestre, and I have been charged to submit a report to 

the Academy on amanuscript that Monsieur Guerry, the lawyer, presented toit July 

2, 1832, and which carries the title Essai sur la statistique morale de la France. 

Among the different subjects to which statistics has been applied, one of the 

most important and most dif:ficult to deal with consists of the enumeration and 

classification of tho se human actions that can exercise an influence of sorne kind on 

the condition ofthe isolated iodividual or on the condition of the societyto which the 

individual belongs. But the actions which it is a question of enumerating and 

classifying are spread across such a vast field, present themselves in so many ways, 

and are produced by so many diverse causes that this branch of statistics is unable to 

lead to useful results unless these results are derived from a large series of 

observations. 
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It is known that these observations must not only be numero us, but also that 

they must be repeated in various tpnes and settings, and above all in an orderly way 

using methods that ensure comparability. Thus, when public administrations 

submitting to a uniform regimen are obligated to record in special registers the 

essential circumstances of those aspects of sociallife under their jurisdiction, and 

wh en specifie functionaries are charged with making known on a regular basis ali the 

facts it falls withîn their province to observe, one can compare one fact with 

confidence with another. The quality of certitude !hat has impressed the public 

indeed renders these statistical tabulations highly appropriate to serve as the basis for 

the research ofwhich the Statistque morale is composed. 

Vital statistics registers, such as have been kept in France for the 1ast forty 

years,5 and periodic censuses of population provide the means for establishing ratios 

of the number ofbirths, marriages and deaths to the population. Since we are ahead 

of most other nations in the systematization and care devoted to maintaining these 

documents, it is plain that foreigners are coming to our country to consult them, 

finding here the elements of a new science that is becoming recognized as more and 

more important 

What is said here about vital statistics applies without restriction to the 

Comptes issued annua!1y on the administration of criminaljustice between 1825 and 

1831. 

Since human actions are always innocent or guilty in relationship to society, 

research on mathematicallaws, based onhow tho se actions are defiried in a parti cul ar 

country, is the essential tluust of moral statistics. It is also tbrough research of this 

type that Monsieur Guerry approaches his subject matter in the treatise he has 

submitted to the judgment of the Academy. 

5Responsibility for vital statistics registration was transferred from parish priests to city 
goverrunents by the law of20 September 1792 (Tîtle 1, article 1; Title VI, articles a and 2). 
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The number ~f persans accused appears to him to more exactly represent the 

number of crimes committed than does the number of convictions. Since there is no 

doubt th at a crime has occurred, even if most of the accused are acquitted, he believes 

it appropriate to take the number of accused as the basis for his calculations. 

The crimina1 statistics tables' drawn up by the Ministry of Justice lead to 

general results that are repeated each year in the different parts of France with a 

constancy and regularity that it is impossible to attribute to chance. 

To present the proof of this reality more tangibly and more decisively, the 

author has divided France into five regions, each composed of seventeenneighboring 

departments: the northem, southem, eastern, western, and central regions. Then, 

adopting the two major classes of crimes-those against persans and those against 

property--he examines both for the period 1825-1830. He finds that: 

1) During this period of six years, the grea test variation in the number of 

crimes against persons in these regions from year to year did not exceed one twenty-

fifth oftheir number. 

2) The maximum variation is reduced to one fiftieth for crimes against 

property. 

Moreover, these remarkable conclusions are not altered by the sex of the 

accused, by their age, or by the season of the year. wh en the crime was committed. 

To generalize these conclusions, it would undoubtedly be useful to establish 

parallels between the various nations which conduct surveys of judicial statistics. 

Unfortunately, differences in the laws they have enacted work against the data being 

comparable from one nation to another, at least for the present, rendering almost 

insurrnountable the difficulties of estima ting the morality of nations from the number 

of convictions returned by their courts. 

We are th us reduced to confining ourselves to France and to the facts that can 

be observed there. 
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In his fust table [Tables 6A and 6B in this edition], 6 the author classifies the 

crimes cornmitted each year by the ir or der of frequency _ Each year there are about 

1,900 crimes against persons and 5,300 crimes against property. Varions types of 

theft comprise the greater part of the latter. Monsieur Guerry enumerates all the 

other types of crime, but the time allotted tous does not permit us togo into them in 

detail. 

The next two tables [7A through SB in this edition] show how crime is 

partitioned between accused persans ofthe two sexes. One sees there that 86 percent 

of crimes against persans are conunitted by males and 14 percent by females. Men 

commit 79 percent and women 21 percent of crimes against property. 

Is it therefore safe to conclude that criminal propensities are weaker among 

women than among men? The author does not think so. He believes that, because 

of t.he type of education they receive and the weakness of the ir physical constitutions, 

women very rarely find themselves in a position to commit certain crimes. For 

example, they are almost never accused of forgery or unlawful removal and 

concealment of documents and so on because they generally have little knowledge 

of business transactions. Similarly, they are rarely involved in cases of anned 

robbery, using overt force to resist authorities, assault and battery, or other violent 

acts that require force and audacity because the fear of exposing themselves to 

immediate danger restrains them. But they become more enterprising to the extent 

that danger is absent and that the nature of the crime seems to mak:e it more difficult 

to discover. This is probably why twelve of fourteen poisonings are corrunitted by 

women and only two by men. It is the same with theft by domestic servants, which 

make up 2/5 of the thefts committed by women by only 1/5 of those thal men 

commit. 

6Tbe numbering of tables in the original manuscript ofthe Report ta the Royal Acade;ny of 
Sciences differs from thatin the translation. We have numbered ali ofGueny's tables consecutively, 
whether or not he assigned them numbers in the original text- trans. 
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A fourth table [Tables 9A and 9B in this edition] offers the distribution of 

crime at different ages, ranging from puberty up to those over seventy years of age. 

The discussion of this table leads to important conclusions which Monsieur 

Guerry has made tangible by graphically representing the number of crimes 

committed at different ages over consistent ten-year ranges. The mere inspection of 

the figures constructed in this manner informs us that the number of crimes reaches 

its maximum during the period oflife thal runs from twenty-five to thirty years of 

age, with this taking place equally for both sexes. The graph also shows thal if the 

propensity for crime is developed earlier for men than for women, it weak:ens more 

rapidly for the former !han for the latter, and thal, final! y, from the age offifty until 

the end of life inclination toward guilt is the same for both sexes. 

In addition, Monsieur Guerry has constructed a table showing the crimes 

characteristic of the two extremes of the life span. This is shown in the fifth table 

[Tables lOA through lOD in this edition] of his work. 

Do the seasons exert sorne influence on the number of crimes cornmitted?. 

The sixth table [Tables 1 !A and liB] and the graph [Plates 3 and 4 in the Appendix] 

based on its results answer this question. A glanee is sufficient to conclude that the 

number of crimes against persons is grea ter in surruner than in winter, and that, in 

contrast, the number of crimes against property is greater in winter than in sumrner. 

Spring and autumn show roughly equal numbers. 

It is perhaps worthy of note that assault on modesty is the one among the 

crimes against persons for which the seasons exert the greatest influence. Indeed, 36 

percent Üf crimes of this type are committed in summer, 25 percent in spring, 21 

percent in autumn, and on]y 18 percent in winter. 

The most important aspect of criminal statistics is that which tak:es as its 

subject of inquiry the verifiable motives for committing crimes. But this research is 

beset by so many difficulties that so far the motives of only capital crimes have 

proved susceptible to classification. Monsieur Guerry has identified twelve such 

motives of capital crimes, wbich he has arranged by or der of frequency in the seventh 
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table [Table 12A] . Hatred and revenge, which are ranked fust, led to the 

connnission oftwenty-six percent of crimes of poisoning, murder and arson, more 

than a quarter of the total. 

The next table [Table 12B] presents capital crimes classified according to 

their apparent motives. The author finds that thirty-five percent of poisonings--more 

than a third-result from adultery. In addition, whatever the type of as sault provoked 

by adultery, whether against the spouses or their accomplices, it has been observed 

fuat ahnost halfthese crimes were directed agaiost the offended spouse [Table 13]. 

In contrast, most crimes committed as a result of debauchery, concubinage 

and seduction are directed against the lives of concubines or the woman· who has 

been seduced. At least this is the inunediate conclusion to be drawn from the facts 

reported in 1he fourtb table [Table 14]. 

Monsieur Guerry ends this discussion by indicating sorne causes peculiar to 

our day which tend, perhaps more than in former times, to léad judgment astray and 

make it less severe against intimate relationships conderimed by morality. His 

thoughts in this regard appear tous entirely prudent and reasonable. 

The author then occupies himself with citing reports on ratios of crimes 

against persons to total population for the five regions of France. 

In taking up this topic [in Table 15], he makes use of criminal statistics data 

for the six years 1825-1830 inclusively. He :finds that the ratio of the number of 

accused tototal population was 1:11,003 in the south, 1:17,349 in the east, 1:19,964 

in the north, 1 :20,984 in the west, and 1:22,168 in the central region. 

It can be seen that the number of crimes committed in the south is twice that 

conunitted in the central region. The differences are greater if one considers the 

departments taken singly. So asto make these differences perceptible to the eye, 

Monsieur Guerry, following the example of one of our honorable colleagues in his 

research along similar lin es~ bas indicated the ratio of the number of crimes against 

persons to the population for each of our 86 departments by shading them in darker 

or lighter colors on a map. 
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One sees, for example, that the department of Corsica, where one pers on was 

accused for every 2,199 inhabitants, is the most darkly colored, while the department 

of La Creuse, where only one person in every 37,014 was accused, is not sbaded at 

aiL 

After having thus sumrnarized his research on crimes against persons, 

Monsieur Guerry reports his findings on crimes against property. 

He finds [in Table 17] that, during the period 1825-1830, the ratio of 

indictrnents to population was 1:3,984 in 1he north, 1:1 :6,949 in the east, 1:7,534 in 

the south, and, finally, 1 :8,265 in the central region. 

As can be seen, the greatest number of crimes against property is always in 

the northem region, which rank.s only third among the regions on crimes against 

persons. 

A second map indicates that the central region is, once again, the one with the 

fe west crimes against property. This map also shows that the department of the 

Seine, colored more darkly than any of the ethers, has one indictment for every 1,368 

inhabitants, while the department of La Creuse, which is not shaded, has no more 

thau one indictrnent in a population of20,235 individuals. 

Many people have thought ignorance to be one of the principal causes of 

committing crimes. It was thus necessary to proceed with the verification of this 

view by the same path used to establish the rank orderings by which crimes against 

persons and against property are distributed '·in the different sections of the kingdom. 

But instead of measuring the state of education by the number of pupils 

attending the schools of different departments, Monsieur Guerry, fearing that these 

data might not be availab]e wi1h sufficient accuracy, is of the opinion thal the 

information collected since 1827 by order of the Ministry ofWar on the number of 

young men who know howto read and write at the time they were conscripted would 

furnish him with a better measure. 

It is on the basis of this information thal he sets up his tenth table [Table 18]. 

Tbere, one sees thal during the three years 1827, 1828 and 1829, 53 of every 100 
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young men drafted in the eastern region of France knew how to read and write. The 

other figures are 52 of 100 in the north, 33 in the south, 27 in the western region, and 

25 in the central region. But, for every 100 accused persons brought beforethe assize 

courts, 52 in the east, 47 in the north, 29 in the south, 26 in the western region and 

24 in the central region knew how to read and write. 

There is thus hardly any difference in exposure to elementary education 

between those who are accused of crimes and those who have not in any of our five 

regions. From this, it follows that instruction does not exert any influence, at least 

at present, on the nmnber of crimes committed. This conclusion would appear to 

invalidate a generally he1d opinion, but it may itself be later invalidated by new 

observations. 

A map on whlch our 86 departments are shaded according to the number of 

conscripts who know how to read and write visually indicatés the geographical 

distribution of education arnong young men in the same draft levy. The legend 

accompanying this map [ see Table A2 in the Appendix] shows, for example, thal 74 

of every 100 conscripts in the department of the Mense know how ta read and write, 

compared with only twelve in the department of Corrèze, where education is less 

widespread than in any other department. 

Monsieur Guerry bas indicated by the same procedure on a fourth map ali the 

ratios observed in the varions departments between the number oflegitimate births 

and that of illegitimate births. The departments of the Seine, the Rhône, the Seine

Inférieure, Nord, the Bouches-du-Rhône, and Gironde are those where the 

proportionately Iargest numbers of illegitimate children are born. This may be 

explained not only by the population agglomeration of the large cities--Paris, Lyon, 

Rouen, Lille, Marseille and Bordeaux--but also by the ease with which these children 
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can be deposited in refuges devoted to receiving them. In this same marmer, in 

England legal charity indefinitely increases the number ofpoor people.' 

The author bas collected severa! documents on donations and bequests in 

favor of paupers, schools and relfgious establislunents. He has considered the 

geographical distribution of these activities by department, and according to the age, 

sex, and social position of donors. But it is necessary to recognize that these 

documents are neither sufficiently numerous nor sufficiently precise to permit 

inferring definite conclusions from them. 

The last part of Monsieur Guerr:is treatise relates an accotmt of his research 

on suicide. 

According ta the comptes of crimina!justice from 1827 through 1830, 6,900 

suicides, which is to say 1,800 eachyear, have been committed in the kingdom as a 

whole. Again, it is necessary to note that, the judicial authorities having verified on1y 

those of these crimes which actually led to death or which gave rise to official 

investigation, the figure of 1,800 is probably far below the number of suicides 

actually committed. 

Now, if one remembers in the Contextofthese facts that the number of crimes 

against persans amounts to 1,900 per year, ofwhich only 600 are attacks on the life 

of another persan, one is drawn to the unexpected conclusion that every time a man 

dies a violent death in France (excluding accidents and involuntary homicides), the 

odds are three to one that he will himselfbe responsible for ending his days. 

From these general considerations, our author turn to the geographical 

distribution of suicides committed in each of the kingdom's five regions. 

7lt is important to note tbat if the ease of depositing illegitimate children in special refuges 
always serves to increase the number of illegitimate births, these establishments can also sometimes 
have the advantage ofpreventing the crimes of abortion and infanticide. 
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He finds that for every 100 suicides committed annually, 51 are committed 

in the northem region, Il in the south, 16 in the east, 13 in the west, and finally, 9 

in the central region. 

With regard to the ratios of the number of suicides to population, one suicide 

for every 9,853 inhabitants is recorded in the northem region. There is one for every 

21,734 persans in the east, one for every 27,393 in the central region, one for every 

30,499 in the west, and, finally, one for every 30,876 in the south. 

It should be noted that the department of the Seine by itself contributes about 

a sixth of the total number of suicides committed each year in our 86 departments, 

but it is necessary to note at the same time that most of these suicides are from 

outside the capital. 

Thus, of 100 [sic J individuals guilly of comrnitting suicide [in Paris], 505 are 

natives of northem departments, 168 of those in the south, 65 of the west, and, 

finally, 52 of the central region. This distribution is in the same or der if not in the 

same proportions as the distribution of suicides in our five regions, taking 

populations into account. 

The explanatory legend of the map Monsieur Guerry has drawn of the 

distribution of suicides by department [Table A2 in the Appendix] indicates thal 

there is one suicide for every 3,600 inhabitants of the department of the Seine, where 

the rate is bighest, while in the Haute-Loire, where the rate is lowest, there is only 

one suicide for every 163,000 inhabitants. 

An inspection of this map reveals a peculiar pattern. From whatever point in 

France one begins, the number of suicides increases fairly regularly as one 

approaches the capital; thus the rate is higher in the nearby departments of Seine-et

Oise, the Oise, and Seine-et-Marne than in the departments of Seine-Inférieure, 

. Aube, and Loiret, a little farther way. The sarne pattern applies ta the city of 

Marseille, considered by sorne the metropolis of our southeastem departments. The 

closer departments are to this city, the higher their suicide rates. 
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A comparison of crimes against persans with verified suicides in the different 

regions of the king dom ~shes pro of that the departments where the lives of others 

are most often attacked are precisely those where attacks on one's own are most 

uncommon, and vice versa. 

We shaH not followthe author in his reflections on the varions causes that can 

drive aman to suicide. Let us only say, withhim, thatthe true motives of this crime 

are know with much greater certainty than the motives of most of the ethers. It is 

rare indeed that individuals who take their own lives fail to leave behind something 

in writing where they make known their last wishes, and where they lay bare their 

reasons for their choice to die, almost al ways while trying to justi:fy them. 

Monsieur Guerry has been able to consult a large number of these 

posthumous vvritings preserved in the prefecture of police and to sort them into sorne 

degree of order by classifying them un der different headings based on the sentiments 

they express. He has constructed a table whose every entry offers moralists ample 

opportunity for reflection. 

We shall not belabor any longer the analysis of the work Monsieur Guerry 

has submitted to the judgment of the A cade my. His treatment of moral statistics may 

be placed in the frrst rank arnong the branches of general statistics, as much because 

of the difficulty in interrelating moral facts demanded by the research as by the great 

importance of the results ta which this research leads. Indeed, the exact knowledge 

of these facts and the certainty that they recur in determined circumstances could in 

and of themselves enlighten the government's choice of the most efficient means of 

creating or improving ail kinds of institutions capable of exerting sorne kind of 

influence on national public or private morais. 

We have already pointed out that we in France find ourselves in possession 

of the most valuable documents for the advancement of statistics. One cannet 

sufficiently praise the large government administrations which collect these 

documents, which publish them, and which, prior to publication, convey them with 

as much liberality as goodwill to persans needing to consult them. 
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Monsieur Guerry has had the happy idea of pulling together a large number 

of these documents, and he bas do ne so with perception and sagacity. Even though 

the conclusions he has drawn from the facts his work presents are not all equally weil 

founded in the discussion, he nonetheless has the merit of having ex:tended the 

domain of moral statistics by embellishing it with new classifications he has 

established based on considerations of a high arder. He seems tous in this to have 

rendered a genuine service and gives an excellent model. Consequently, we believe 

that Monsieur Guerry should be encouraged to persevere in the career he has entered 

and that his work is worfhy of obtaining the approval offhe Academy. 

Presented to the Academy, April8, !833 

Signed: LaCroix, Silvestre, Girard, Reporter 

The Academy approves the conclusions of this report. 

Permanent secretary of the Royal Academy of Sciences 

Signed: Arago 

ESSAY ON THE MORAL STATISTICS OF FRANCE 

by 

André-Michel Guerry 

INTRODUCTION 

The observation and study of facts are the bases of our knowledge. This 

principle bas contributed to the rapid development of the natural sciences, but not 

al ways to that of the moral and political sciences. While it is true that the. moral 

sciences recommend this approach in theory, they nonetheless neglect it in practice. 

The re is discussion rather than observation, and seant regard for the facts either with 

respect to issues or to the solutions proposed, so that what one writer regards as 

certain another dismisses as erroneous. The result is a plethora of opinions that are 

not grounded on a solid observational foundation. 

The employment of fhe method of observation in the study of moral and 

political questions not only contributes to the progress of science, but also to 

concems that are perhaps more important and more immediate. The theoretical 
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systems of our day do not long remain mere abstractions; they move from theîr 

writtenform to the public sphere and soon penetrate our institutions, where they exert 

an influence for good or for ill on society. lt is therefore important that the moral 

sciences adopt, to the greatest extent possible, the rigorous methods of the natural 

sciences, paying attention to facts, collecting them, observing them, and then 

diffusing knowledge. In so doing, the moral sciences will be able to invalidate false 

systems wbile at the same time verifying useful truths. By shedding light on the 

weigb:ty questions of criminallegislation, statistics has already demonstrated the 

usefulness of its application and the success which one would hope for in research 

of this type. Un til recently, statistical anal y sis was limited almost exclusively to the 

tabulation of facts relative to the vital statistics of nations and the knowledge of their 

commercial and agricultural riches; no one bad yet dreamed of the necessity of 

collecting, in a special work, statistics that would evaluate the moral condition of a 

nation's population. Because we are persuaded of the importance and utility of su ch 

a work, we have felt compelled to undertake it. 

Itis upon France that our attention is focused. We offer, in a series of tables 

for the kingdom as a whole and for each of its departments, a collection of 

empirically based documents, methodically presented and coordinated with one 

another, which, taken together, represent the moral condition of society. 

In indicating in a brief text our understanding of the principal results and a 

few of the relationships which they demonstrate, we have duly avoided any 

speculative consideration of causes and causal chains so as not to stray from the 

abject of statistics, which, by limiting itselfto facts in their most concise fonn, does 

not directly show how they are linked. The study of causes is slow, difficult, and 

. fraught with errer. In arder to be fruitful in such delicate and complex matters, it is 

necessary thal the work which we publish ta day be replicated after a peri ad of years. 

In this way, the facts could be embraced in one single look, not only in cross-section, 

but also over time; their causes and reciprocal action would become more apparent, 

and erroneous theoretical induction from the data would be rectified. 
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We have made use ofvarious graphical techniques to rend er our results more 

striking. Without excluding the enumerations in the tables which the reader may 

reflect upon at his pleasure, our graphical presentations provide advantages which are 

also real, but of another type. The gradations of shading of our maps make 

geographical relationships which would be obscured in a long series of figures 

instantly stand out, while quantitative relationships are ex:pressed with precision 

through graphs for which a single look leaves a durable impression in memory. If 

it is necessary to justify the employment of these metbods by appealîng to the 

authority of an illustrious narne, we cite Mr. Al[ exander] von Humboldt, who has 

often made the most ingenions use of them,. and who does not think that science 

should be scomful of borrowing anything helpful. "AU that relates ta extent and ta 

quantification," he says, " is properly presented by geometrical constructions. 

Statistical projections which speak ta the eye without fatiguing the mind have the 

advantage of fixing attention on a great number of important points." 1 

No systematic spirit has guided us; we have sought support from no theory. 

T o have do ne so would have been to demonstrate philosophical short-sightedness and 

to poorly understand the interests of one1s country by attaching oneself to facts 

favorable to a doctrine to the neglect ofthose which seem contrazy toit. We have, 

in addition, carefully made known the sources we have drawn upon, thus supplying 

the means by which one may be assured of our exactitude and of our sincerity. 

1Al[exander] von Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain, Volume 1, 
Introduction . 

We might also cite W. Playfair. The reflections abstracted from his Commercial and 
Political Atlas apply perfectly to our work: 

"The giving form and shape to wbat otherwise would only bave been an abstract idea bas 
often rendered easy and accurate a conception that was in itself imperfect and acquired with 
difficulty .--Men of great rank or active business, cau only pa y attention to general outlines; nor is the 
attention to particulars of use any farther thanas they give a general infonnation. And it is hoped, 
tbat with the assistance ofthese charts, such information will be got without the fatigue and trouble 
ofstudyingthe particulars ofwhich it is coroposed." The Commercial and Political Atlas, Vol. 1, p. 

4, London 1786. 
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CRIMINAL STATISTICS 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The fust certified documents on the administration of criminal justice in 

France go back only as far as 1825. In arder to determine the nature and the number 

of crimes comrnitted during the preceding years, one would be reduced to examirting 

each district registry. Qui te a part from the extreme difficulty of executing it, a study 

of this sort would be so incomplete as to be useless. 

Today, the chief prosecutors convey to the Minister of Justice quarterly 

reports on the criminal or correctional matters brought before the courts in their 

districts. These reports, drawn up on uniform models so that they present positive 

and comparable results, are examined with care by the Ministry, their various parts 

checked against one another, and their analysis conducted at the end of each year in 

the form of the Compte général de l'administration de la justice criminelle [General 

Report on the Administration of Criminal Justice]- Never before has anyone 

executed a work of this type in so complete amanner; we are in the debt of Monsieur 

Guerry ae Champneuf, the former Director of Criminal Affairs and Pardons, who 
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never ceased working over a five-year period to improve it.2 Ali our information 

relating to crime is derived from this work. 

Rather than taking the number of persons convicted as the basis for 

ca1culating rates and ratios, we have instead used the number of persons accused, 

which more exactly represents the number of crimes committed. This method may 

at frrst seem surprising and may appear defective. Since it was the abject of such 

strong criticism at the publication of the Compte Général of 1827. we believe we 

must explain the motives that have led us to follow it. 

This critique points out that a defendant is not necessarily guilty and that the 

number of crimes may not therefore be inferred from the number of persons accused, 

unless one counts as criminal men who are subsequently judged innocent. lt would 

2The compte on the administration of criminal justice in France, which is stilllittle known 
in this country, bas been called by foreign commentators A NATIONAL TREASURE, and A 
MODEL THAT SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY CIVILIZED PEOPLES, OR THOSE THAT 
PRETEND TO BE, WHO WOULD LIKE TO OBSERVE THE STA TE OF THEIR MORALITY. 
Today, it is imitated throughout Europe. The following are, to the best of our knowledge, the nations 
which each year collect more or less extensive statistical documentation on the administration of 
criminal justice. These documents, sorne of which are not made public, are very hard to find in 
France. 

England and Wales--Scotland 
Austria (ms.) 
Belgium 
Grand Duchy of Baden 
Bavarîa 
Denmark 
Spain 
Gene va 

Westlndies 
King dom of Lombardy and Venice 
Milan (ms.) 
Prussia 
Russia (ms.) 
Sweden 
Canton of Vaud 
Würtemberg 

We regretthat we cannat call public attention to the authors ofthese useful works. We can 
only say we be lieve that the report for Geneva was drawn up by Monsieur de Roches-Lombard, the 
counselor of state; the report for the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg, by Monsieur F. W. Wick, 
counselor to the court of Justice at Butzow; the one for Belgium, by Messieurs Ed. Smits and 
[Adolphe Lambert] Quetelet; and the best of them aU, the one for Baden, by one of the most 
distinguished German criminologists, Monsieur Mitterrnaier, a professor at Heidelberg. 

In a speech delivered last January, the govemor ofNew York strongly urged the legislature 
to allocate the funds necessary for the publication of a report on the administration of justice in the 
United States (The Westminster Review, October, 1832, page 379). 
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undoubtedly be mistaken to regard as guilty a man who goes on to be recognized as 

innocent. But can one conclude that there has been no crime simply because the 

crime may not have been committed by the precise persan to whom it is imputed? 

A person is accused of murder, but sufficient evidence is notbrought againsthim and 

he is acquitted. Despite the acquittai it is nonetheless true that a murder has been 

committed. The crime is certain; its author remains unknown. Sometimes, trials 

uncover extenua ting circumstances which appear accompanying the written charges. 

But when this happens, the crime·does not disappear. Instead, the defendant is 

charged with a less serious crime. The presumed murder becomes voluntary 

manslaughter, the voluntary manslaughter becomes involuntary. Nonetheless, 

sometimes the conclusion that a crime has occurred is indeed mistaken, as when an 

accident or suicide is attributed to crime. While it is true that this sometimes 

happens, the numerous formalities completed before the bringing of an indictment 

render it extremely rare. 

Before a case can be submitted to the jury, an inquiry is made by the Crown 

Prosecutor and the examining magistrate, who presents his report to the chambre du 

conseil; if the evidence is sufficiently established, and if it points to a felony having 

been committed, the official record and a report on the evidence are transmitted to 

the chief prosecutor of the Royal Court. A report is made by the latter to the 

Indictments Cham ber. If this chamber perceives not a trace of guilt or insufficient 

evidence of culpability. it orders the defendant to be set free. If the Indictments 

Chamber finds sufficient evidence of guilt, the chief prosecutor draws up an 

indictment, and the defendantis returned to the Court of Assizes. It is difficult, when 

there is a judicial investigation to which so many pers ons contribute, and which lasts 

at least tbree months, to fail to discover the verifiable facts which give rise to 

prosecution. The Ministry of Justice bas also observed that, of a thousand cases 

brought before the Court of Assizes, one would be hard pressed to find twenty thal 

do not remain classified as either felonies or misdemeanors after the defendant is 

acquitted. 
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Using the nurnber of persons accused as the basis for calculations 

undoubtedly leads to errors, but these errors are less serious than those that would be 

made if one used convictions alone. Indeed, the criminal proceedings required by 

law of the chief prosecutors and Crown prosecutors under the direction of the 

Minîstry of Justice are everywhere exercised in the same rigorous way, at least in 

non-political criminal cases, while convictions by juries are not always based on the 

same elements or on the sarne body of evidence. Motives independent of their 

opinion asto culpabîlity often determine the jury's response--if, for example, they 

fear the application of a punishment which they judge to be too rigorous. 

Throughout the kingdom the same charges are sufficient to bring the defendant 

before the bench of the Court of Assizes, but the chances of acquitta! vary by the 

nature of the crime and the place where it isjudged. For arson, more than three

quarters of the accused are acquitted each year, even though there is almostnever any 

doubt as to the reality of the crime.3 In a number of departments, infanticide remains 

the crime least often punished, while in others its repression is always extremely 

strong. 

The differences resulting from these two ways of operating are especially 

important only if one Iimits oneselfto particular crimes orto isolated departments, 

for they are parti y canceled out wh en these crimes are grouped together or wh en one 

considers an entire region.4 It follows then that errer is generally less on the grand 

total of crimes if calculations are based on accusations rather than convictions. 

One might perhaps also question whether it is generally correct to attribute 

the crimes commîtted in a department to its residents. This objection, to which it 

would have been entirely impossible to respond twenty years ago, was examined in 

the Comte of 1828. It is known today, without resorting to conjecture, thal most of 

3 Arson was a capital crime--trans. 

4See pp. 11-12 for what we mean by "region." 
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the persons accused--72 percent--were born and live in the department where they 

were tried. This figure rises to 84 percent for crimes against persons and falls to 69 

percent for crimes againstproperty. The percentage is increased considerably for this 

latter type of crimes if one ex eludes the data from the departments of the Rhône and 

the Seine. A very tin y proportion of the accused--only three percent --are foreigners. 

The fust writings on criminal statistics presented su ch positive results and fit 

so well with generally accepted theories that they were greeted extremely favorably. 

People were growing weary of seeing the same doctrines in turn defended and 

attacked on the basis of logical arguments, and it was believed that at last an 

instrument bad been found that was capable of consistently obtaining a solution to 

the most difficult issues. But soon the accuracy of the results ofthese studies was 

being called into question, and alternative figures were being used to overtum what 

the original numbers had established. At that st~ge in the debate, criminal statistics 

inspired so rouch mistrust that it was accused of being a useless and conjectural 

science of no help whatsoever. 

In criminal matters, it was said, just as in the those pertaîning to the moral 

sciences, the facts are too changeable, too hard to pin down, to be captured by 

numerical observation.5 Thus, so the argument went, it was necessary to restrict 

oneself, as in the past, to theories based on logical reasoning, to the examination of 

general concepts, and to individual experience. Nonetheless, we might ask how the 

results of persona! experience are to be evaluated, sin ce they are neither classified nor 

stated nurnerically, and, as a consequence, the importance ofparticular experiences 

varies, not only from one individual to another, but even within individuals 

themselves. Facts of a particular type momentarily produce the most vivîd and 

durable impressions on one's mind depending on one's biases and the special or 

5The French here evokes imagety of the facts as fugitives fleeing from the justice which 
could be rendered if they could only be captured for statistical analysis. Literally translated, the 
passage reads " ... the facts are too mobile, too fugitive, to not escape numerical observation." -
trans. 
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accidentai circumstances under which the experience occurs. How is one to pull 

together such disparate elements and compare them with one another? Indeed, what 

is a general concept? It is a collection, a categorization, ofparticular facts ofwhich 

it is nothing but the simplest expression and whose enumeration it implies. If 

particular facts have not first been observed and established as fact, or if they are 

incomplete, vague, uncertain, or unknown, what would the general concept 

represent? Clearly, each person could create such a generalization, modi:fY it at will, 

and thereby lay the foundation for any theoretical system one could imagine.6 

Moreover, if prevailing opinion (based on this kind of general experience) 

about a great number of already rigorously established facts of moral statistics were 

entirely mistaken--and the remainder of this work will prove that this is the case-is 

it possible to assume that this conventional wisdom would be any less erroneous 

wh en based on facts which are less directly observed and consequently more difficult 

to analyze? 

The errors for which statistics bas been blamed cannot be directly attributed 

to it. They are due to an absence of critical thought, haste, impatience to obtain 

clear-cut results and immediate applications. Conclusions based on statistical 

analysis are incorrect, not, as one might suspect, because the facts have changed, but 

most often only because the facts used in the anal y sis are hypothetical or exceptional. 

Criminal statistics becomes as empirical and accurate as the ether 

observational sciences when one restricts oneself to the best-observed facts and 

groups them in such a way asto minirnize accidentai variation. General patterns then 

appear with such great regularity that it is impossible to attribute then to random 

chance. Each year sees the same number of crimes in the same order reproduced in 

GGeneral fonnulas can only be derived by bringing together weil observed facts classified 
according to common principles. They must be none other th an a logical deduction from these facts, 
a generalized experience, and not the uncertain and divinatory application of a purely abstract 
principle. 

R-Dupin the Eider (Discourse before the French Academy) 
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the same regions. Each type of crime has its particular invariant distribution by sex, 

by age, and by season ofthe year. All these are accompanied in parallel fashion by 

secondary patterns which appear less important and whose regularities are very 

difficult to exp lain. 

Before entering into the details of criminal statistics, it is important to give 

examples of the consistency and constancy in the reproduction of general patterns 

until now considered unknowable in their totality and subject ta no scientific law. 

In order to compare the distribution of crime in the various parts of the 

kingdom at severa! points in time, it is necessary ta group together a number of 

departments, thus reducing the influence of accidentai causes. We have therefore 

divided France into five natural regions: the north, the south, the east, the west and 

the central, constructing each by grouping together seventeen contiguous 

departments as shown in Table 1. 

This division is not arbitrary, and it does not tend to favor any theoretical 

system, since it is totally geometrie and the boundary of each region is determined 

by th ose of the four others. This appears to be the most convenient way of grouping 

the facts, which must be studied based on large masses ofpersons. However, we are 

far :from suggesting that it be adopted for the publication of official statistical 

documents, which ought to be presented with the original wealth of detaiL If the 

administration were ta present statistical data only by royal court jurisdiction or even 

by the departments forming the territory of a former province~ as sorne have 

suggested as a way of simplifying the task, the data would be considerably less useful 

and would not be any easier to collect. 

If the number of crimes cornmitted each year in France is represented by 100, 

the five regions offer the proportions [shown in Table 2]. 

One sees that, for crimes against persons, the greatest difference observed in 

any region never exceeds the average overthe six-year period by more than four one

hundredths, and that, for crimes against property, the difference is no more than two 

one-hundredths above or below this average. Most assuredly, the annual crop 
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Table 1 
Table 2 

Division of France into Pive Regions 
Proportion of All Crimes Occurring in Each Region 

Region Departments Population ofFrance, 1825-1830 
NORTHERN Aisne, Ardennes, Clavados, Eurë, Manche, Marne, Meuse, 8,757,700 

Moselle, Nord, Oise, Orne, Pas-de-Calais, Seine, Seine-
Crimes Against Persans 

Inférieure, Seine-et-Marne, Seine-et-Oise, Somme Year 

Region 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

SOUTHERN Ardèche, Arriège, Aude, Aveyron, Bouches-du-Rhône, Gard, 4,826,493 

Haut-Garonne, Gers, Hérault, Lot, Lozère, Hautes-Pyrénées, 
North 25 24 23 26 25 24 25 

Pyrénées-Orientales, Tarn, Tarn-et-Garonne, Vaucluse, Var 
22 23 25 23 24 South 28 26 

East 17 21 19 20 19 19 19 
EASTERN Ain, Basses-Alpes, Hautes-Alpes, Aube, Côte-d'Or, Doubs, 5,840,996 

West 18 16 21 17 17 16 18 
Drôme, Isère, Jura, Haute-Marne, Meurthe, Bas-Rhin, Haut-

Rhin, Rhône, Haut-Saône, Saône-et-Loire, Vosges Central 12 13 15 14 14 18 14 

WESTERN Charente, Charente-Inférieure, Côtes-du-Nord, Dordogne, 7,008,788 Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Finistère, Gironde, Ille-et-Vilaine, Landes, Loire-Inférieure, 

Lot-et-Garonne, Maine-et-Loire, Mayenne, Morbihan, 

Basses-Pyrénées, Deux-Sèvres, Vendée, Vienne 
Crimes Against Property 

Year 

CENTRAL Allier, Cantal, Cher, Corrèze, Creuse, Eure-et-Loir, Indre, 5,238,905 Region 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

Indre-et-Loire, Loire, Loir-et-Cher, Loiret, Haute-Loire, 

Nièvre, Puy-de-Dôme, Sarthe, Haute-Vienne, Yonne 
North 41 42 42 43 44 44 42 

Population of the 31,672,822 
South 12 11 11 12 12 11 12 

Five Regions 

East 18 16 17 16 14 15 16 

West 17 19 19 17 17 17 18 
Cors ica 185,079 

Central 12 12 11 12 13 13 12 

Population of the 31,857,%1 

Kingdom Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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harvest or tax figures in the various parts of the kingdom could not have been 

predicted in advance with greater precision or certainty than the number ofthefts, 

manslaughters, and premeditated murders. 

Of 100 individuals cited for theft in the kingdom as a who1e, the number of 

men and of women were respectively as [shown in Table 3]. The relationship 

between sex and crime is thus knovm to within two one-hundredths. 

Of 100 individuals accused of theft each year, [their ages are as shown in 

Table 4 J. The grea test variation for the average bas not exceeded one one-hundredth. 

Crimes are not on]y committed in a known proportion, in a predetermined 

place, by individuals whose age and sex can be predicted, but each of them is also 

affected by the season of the year. Thus, indecent assaults are more frequent in 

surnmer, as one might expect, but what is more difficult to imagine is that they 

reappear in the same proportion each year. [As shown in Table 5], the crimes of 

assault and battery show no less regularity in their distribution. The greatest 

difference has been no more than two one-hundredths above or below the average. 

If we were nowto consîderthe infinite number of circumstances which might 

lead to the commission of a crime, the outside influences or purely persona! factors 

which determine the character of indivîduals, we would find ît difficult to conceive 

thal, in the final analysis, their interplay should lead to such constant effects, thal acts 

of free will should develop into a fixed pattern, varying within such mtrrow lîmits. 

We would be forced to recognize that the facts of the moral order, like those of the 

physîcal order, obey invariant laws, and that, in many respects, the judicial statistics 

render this a virtual certainty. Also, despite the fact that statistics has sometimes 

been abused, and despîte the critical responses by writers whose theories it 

contradicts, moral statistics has imparted, on all sides, a new direction to studies with 

relevance for penal legislation and public morais. Regardless of what opinion or 

what theoretical system one may wish to attack or defend on these matters, 

henceforth one will no longer be able to scorn the help offered by statistics; it will 

be necessary to pay attention to the facts presented by statistics and to discuss them. 
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Table 3 

Sex of the Accused 

Year 

1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 

Male 79 79 78 77 78 

Female 21 21 22 23 22 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Table 4 

Age ofPersons Accused ofTheft 

Year 

1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 

Ages 16-25 37 35 38 37 37 

Ages 25-35 31 32 30 31 32 

Table 5 

Percentage of Indecent Assaults and Assault 

and Battery Committed in Summer 

Indecent Assault 

Assault and Battery 

1827 

36 

28 

1828 

36 

27 

15 

Year 

1829 

35 

27 

1830 

38 

27 

Average 

78 

22 

100 

Average 

37 

31 

Average 

36 

28 



The regularity in the numerical relationships of crimes with one another, and 

especîally in their geographical distribution, emphasizes the importance of 

establishing parallels sirnilar to those we are making for the departments of France 

between the nations which collect data on judicial statistics. At first glanee, one 

would tbink that drawing such parallels would be very easy to accomplish, but for 

a great many reasons it would be almost impossible. The most important ofthese is 

the difference in criminallaws.7 

It is undoubtedlytrue that premeditated murder, poisoning, and manslaughter 

are everywhere defined as crimes, but there is a great number of other guilty acts for 

which there is far less agreement. The reis no general rule for how they are classified 

as to their seriousness, or for distinguishing between petty offenses, rnisdemeanors, 

and felonies. It follows that the words felony, rnisdemeanor, and petty offense do not 

precisely correspond to any particular act, and that their meanings change from one 

country to another. 

In France, where the nature of the infraction is classified according to the 

nature of the penalty, a simple theft is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment 

[for more than :five days but less than five years-trans.] , no matter what the value of 

the object stolen. By contrast, in England, where the nature and value of the object 

is talœn into account, the theft of a horse, an ox, or even a sheep is a felony 

punishable by death. If one were to record the number of felonies in France and in 

England without taking into account this difference in the way in which theft is 

treated, the outcome would be that, in each country, a certain nurnber of 

rnisdemeanors, or even petty offenses, would be mistakenly classified as felonies, 

and that one would thus fall into extremely serious errors. Attacks against persans 

7The major sources of error in comparative criminal statistics have been pointed out by 
Monsieur A. de Candolle in the Bibliothèque unjyerselle de Genève and by Monsieur Mitterrnaier in 
an excellent piece he bas recently published under the title Beitril.ge zur Criminal-Statistik, mit 
verg/eichenden Bemerkungen über die Verhiiltnisse der Verbrechen und der Criminal-Justiz, Berlin: 
Starcke, 1830. 
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present even more marked differences, sin ce sorne of them are treated in En gland as 

infamies, a category for which we do not even have a name in our crirninal code. 8 

Wè admit, however, that on certain points it is possible to establish a concordance 

of criminallaws.9 The difference in the laws governing criminal investigation, and 

in their application, when it is in no way overseen as it is in France by a supreme 

court which standardizes jurisprudence, would be in itself sufficient to insure that the 

facts would not be comparable, not only from one country to another, but even in the 

varions regions of the same nation. 

In nations, such as England, where criminal proceedings are instituted by 

private individuals, the fear of ex ci ting resentrnents, the necessity ofbearing the costs 

of proceedings, and even the possibility ofhaving topa y damages should the accused 

be acquitted are obstacles to theprosecution of crimes. In ùther lands, lilœ Germany, 

that are divided into a large number of small principalities which have no central 

police force in conunon, guilty persans can easily escape capture simply bytraveling 

a few leagues or crossing a river to come under the jurisdiction of a different 

government. Undoubtedly, the statistical tables of the German principalities, which 

5The French is peines a.fflictjyes et infamantes. The Council ofEurope's French-English 
Legal Dictionary (Bridge, 1994) defines this as a combination of peine afflictive (punishment by 
imprisonment for Iife or a fixed tenn) and peine infamantes (banishment and ci vic disqualification). 
Taken by itself, peine afflictive implies harshness of punishment, and it can re fer either to the death 
penalty, to life imprisonment, or a very long fixed sentence. Peine infamante implies the punislunent 
associated with a crime of dishonor.--trans. 

"One may judge the almost complete impossibility of establishing an exact correspondence 
between English law and our own from this passage from the Quarter[y Review: "The edition of 
statutes by Tomlins and Raithby, which is the most condensed of any hitherto gjyen to the public, 
forms seventeen volumes and two parts, from Magna Carta to the end of 1818; frve volumes and a 
half ofwhich comprise the acis from King John's to the end of the reign of George Il, and the 
remaining ten and a half are fi/led with those of the present reign Since the Union with Ir eland a 
thick closely-printed volume has been published every t»to or three years, and the average number 
of public acts passed in each of the last years amounts to 140. At this rate of accumulation, the ir size, 
at the end of the present century, will have swelled to fifty of such ponderous quartas, and the number 
of public acts to 14,000. No in-appropriate companion tho the 800 or 1,000 volumes of Reports 
which, at that period, are likely to compose a portion of a Jawyer's library [sic] (Quarterly Review, 
December, 1820). 
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still do not include criminal trials in ali jurisdictions, could weil show a number of 

crimes proportionally less than that ofF rance. One should nqt, however,jump to the 

conclusion that there are really more crimes committed in France than in Germany. 

These considerations allow an appreciation of just how much confidence is 

merited by writings on statistics which either make judgments of the comparative 

morality of peoples without at least nrinimal analysis of foreign legal systems or 

merely throwtogether whatevertables of crim.inal judgments are available regardless 

of the point intime to which they refer. 

Detailed data relative to the outcome of criminal proceedings, the prevention 

of crime, recidivism, and the more or less speedy working of justice in the 

jurisdiction of each royal court would give rise to sorne important insights, and 

would at the same time allow us to demonstrate the numerous practical 

irnprovements in the administration of justice introduced by statistics. We must, 

however, set these aside as beyond the scope of our present project. In any case, this 

material would be truly useful only if it could be treated in detail. These questions 

should become the object of a special study. 

CRIMES AGAINST PERS ONS 

Crimes against persons comprise more than a quarter of the total number of 

crimes. Nearly 1,900 are committed each year. 

Crimes of assault and battery, the most common type (#! and #9 in Table 

6A), account for a quarter of ail crimes against persons. 

Murderis somewhatless common thanmanslaughter. The varions voluntary 

killings, combined with these two crimes, amount to more than 700 per year, or 

almost two per day. 

The crimes ofresisting arrest, obstruction of justice, and contumacy, which 

occupy fourth place in Table 6A, normally consist of anned resistance to the police 
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Table 6A 

Nature and Number of Crimes Against Persans Committed in France Each Year 

Classified in Order of Frequency (Summaries of 6 Years, 1825-1830) 

Ronk 

Order Crime 

Assault and Battery 

2 Manslaughter 

3 Murder 

4 Contumacy 

5 Rape and Indecent Assault on Adults 

6 Rape and Indecent Assault on Children 

7 Infanticide 

8 Perjury and Subornation 

9 Assault and Battery on Parents 

10 Poisoning 

Il Conspiracy 

12 Crimes Against Children 

13 Parricide 

14 Abortion 

15 Bigamy 

16 Violence Against Judges or Public Servants 

17 Begging with Violence 

18 Political Crimes and Misdemeanors 

19 Blackmail 

20 Prison Escape 

21 Violation of Sanitary Regulations 

22 Castration 

23 Peijury in Civil Matters 

24 Public Indecency 

25 Abuse of Authority 

26 Trading in Black Slaves 

Total 

19 

Number of Share of 

Crimes per Year 1,000 Crimes 

368 197 

298 168 

255 137 

196 105 

173 93 

133 71 

118 63 

87 47 

85 46 

40 21 

22 12 

20 Il 

23 7 

12 7 

Il 5 

9 5 

9 5 

6 3 

6 3 

} } 2 

1,865 1,000 



Rank 

Order 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

JO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

J9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Table 6B 

Nature and Number of Crimes Against Property Committed in France Each Year 

Classified in Order of Frequency (Summaries of Six Years, 1825-1830) 

Crime 

Theft (Other thau those below) 

Domestic Theft 

Forge!J' (Other thau those below) 

Highway Robbe!J' 

Forge!J' of Commercial Insnuments 

Fraudulent Bankruptcy 

Arson of Buildings 

Theft from Churcbes 

Forge!J' by Impersonation 

Counterfeiting Coins 

Embezzlement and Bribe!J' 

Obtaining a Signature by Duress 

Destruction of Real or Persona! 

Pilfering ofDamaging Grain 

Arson ofVarious Objects 

For gelY of Se ais and Deviees 

Pilfering or Damaging Persona! 

Removing or Concealing Titles or 

Counterfeiting Banknotes 

Embezzling or Misappropriating 

Smuggling 

Breaking Seals 

Loss of Ship by Pilot Negligence 

Misuse of Office 

Importing ofProhibited Merchandise 

Misuse ofBlank: Check 
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Numberof 

Crimes per Year 

3,219 

1,043 

265 

159 

106 

J05 

87 

54 

48 

46 

39 

27 

24 

23 

J8 

9 

6 

4 

3 

3 

2 

} 2 

5,282 

Share of 

1,000 Crimes 

} 

6JO 

198 

48 

30 

20 

20 

J6 

JO 

9 

9 

7 

5 

5 

4 

3 

2 

3 

1,000 

Table 6C 

Military Courts in the Interior of the Kîngdom: Nurnber ofMilitary Personnel 

Brought to Judgment over the Ten-Year Period 1818-1827 

Desertion 

Treason 

Spying, Recruiting Spies 

Threats Against Superiors 

Insubordination 

Theft and Dishonesty 

Lying 

Abuse of Authority 

Military Crimes and Misdemeanors 

Other Military Crimes and Misdemeanors 

Total 

Theft and Swindling 

Murder, Manslaughter, Violence 

Rape and Indecent Assault 

Total 

Common Crimes and Misdemeanors 

Military Crimes and Misdemeanors 

Grand Total 

•Of this number, 17,724, or more than half, were convicted. 
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16,462 

23 

29 

2.655 

941 

3.852 

75 

56 

3,334 

27,446 

1,147 

2,J77 

J60 

2,884 

27,446 

30,330' 



in connection with such misdemeanors as brawls or plundering grain committed in 

rural areas and forests. Until 1830, they did not amount to more thau 180 per year. 

Now that they are more common and often take on a different character, a different 

category should be established in the records for those which are not purely due to 

motives of private interest. It will also be important not to confound ordinary 

killings with those which re~ult from political fervor. Othervvise, in a few years, the 

results of the Compte de la justice will no longer be comparable because of the 

influence of those departments where the annual number of attacks against 

authorities greatly outruns previous levels and where it could rise even higher in the 

event oflocal insurrection or political strife. The regularity that one observes in their 

occurrence at certain times of the year would soon be disturbed if ordinary crimes 

were confounded with a large number of ether, purely exceptional crimes not 

subject to the same natural influences. The same cause of errorwould have no less 

an effect on the data on criminal investigations. 

Tables 6A and 6B do not include cases brought before military and maritime 

courts. In 1829, the Minister of War, at the request of Monsieur Guerry de 

Champneuf, initiated the collection of documents to be used to prepare a rough draft 

of the military penal code for the Ministry of Justice. Table 6C on page 20 shows 

the principal results contained in these documents. 

Assaults against modesty (rape and indecent assaults) comprise a sixth of the 

crimes against pers ons. They are not conunitted against adults muchmore frequent! y 

than against children under the age of fifteen. One hundred thirty cases of indecent 

as sault on children are submitted to juries each year. 

Infanticide, perjury and giving false evidence, subornation of witnesses, and 

assault and battery of parents follow in descending order. They account for a 

twentieth of ali crimes against persons, bringing more than 80 cases per year before 

the Assize Courts. 

These crimes are the major determinants of the ordering of the various 

departments on the map of crimes against persons. Poisoning, parricide, and ether 
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types of attacks are so rare as to be regarded as nothing more than accidentai facts, 

especially in regard to their geographical distribution. It is nonetheless necessary to 

note that abortion, ranked no higher than fourteenth, is considerably more common 

than its ranking would seem to indic~te. In sorne areas of the kingdom it is probably 

as common as infanticide. 

To the extent that crimes occur less frequent! y, there is greater variation in 

theirrates over time. Also, the last figures in this table, although exact enough when 

grouped together, ought not to be considered,. when appraised separately, as more 

than simple approximations. 

CRJMES AGAINST PROPERTY 

Crimes against property account for almost three quarters of the total number 

of crimes. Nearly 5,300 are committed each year. 

v arious types of theft make up the greater part of these crimes, in the 

neighborhood of 85 percent. 

Domestic thefts account for a quarter of all thefts, while those committed on 

a public road account for no more than a thirtieth of the total; the least common of 

all are those committed in churches, of which approximately 50 per year are 

recorded. 

These are followed in descending order by various types of forgery, 

fraudulent bankruptcy, arson, counterfeiting, fraudulentreceipt of money by a public 

officer, obtaining a signature by duress, and, finally, other, even more uncommon, 

crimes whose numbers vary a great deal from one year to another. 

It is often said thatmajor crimes are increasing in an alanning way in France. 

The absence of documentation for the earlier period pre vents the establishment of an 

exact comparison between our present situation and the one that existed be fore 1825. 

We are th us reduced, on this point, to simple opinions devoid of pro of of any kind. 

Moreover, there is nothing to lead us to be lieve that assaults against persons are more 
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common today than at the end of the last century. In those days, as bas been 

reasonably established, criminal cases were tried in secret, and their details were 

rarely made known beyond the jurisdiction of the tribunal dealing with the case. 

Today, no sooner bas a crime been cornmitted than.the periodical press immediately 

announces it to every corner of the kingdom. As the procedure rn oves through each 

step of its joumey, and during the hearings, the press reports the most outrageons 

details, which are often repeated again and again--on the occasion of the appeal of 

a point oflawto the Court of Cassation, the petition for mercy, and the carrying out 

of the punisbment. This publicity, which is nonetheless not without advantages, 

gives rise to the inevitable result of making it seem that the number of assaults is 

greater than ït really is. 

On the other band, in an effort to prove the existence of a progressive 

improvement in morais, sorne joumalists have maintained that, since the Restoration, 

the grand total of crimes bas gorre down. Lacking empirical information, they have 

resorted to a variety of deductions based on inferentiallogic. They have thought, for 

example, that the list of sentences to forced laber handed dawn each year by the 

Assize Courts could be used to estimate the approximate number of crimes 

cornmitted. We have already pointed out what renders this an uncertain basis for 

making inferences; even if it were adopted, it would be indispensable to know what 

categories of crimes were responsible for the difference, inasmuch as the laws have 

changed since 1825. It is also said that prison expenditures always exactly 

correspond to the number of prisoners and that the number of prisoners corresponds 

to the number of offenses committed. Since expenditures have decreased, it seemed 

Iogical to sorne of the se writers to con elude that there bad be en a similar proportional 

decrease in the number of crimes. This conclusion, even though it seems perfectly 

natural, is nonetheless ~oneous. The introduction of productive work in the prisons 

and improved internai administration have been the sole ca~ses for the decrease in 

expenditures. It is clear that in statistics the facts should, insofar as possible, be 
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directly observed rather than established by inference, and that even the most 

legitimate hypothesis can never substitute for direct observation. 

In 1825, the number of accused brought before the Courts of Assize for 

crimes against persons rose to 2,069, but, rather than continuing to increase, the 

figures for the four10 following years feil to 1.709, 1,911, and 1,844. Finally, in 

1830, the number feil to 1,666. 

Conversely, crimes agaînst property, after remaining more or Jess stationary 

for three years, suddenly experienced a considerable increase in 1828, when their 

number jumped from 5,018 to 5.552. lt is true thal the year 1830 shows a decrease, 

but one which is without doubt only apparent. The decrease can be accounted for by 

the fact that court proceedings were less active beginning in the last quarter of that 

year, and that, in severa! departments, because the fourth-quarter session of the 

Courts of Assize was not even opened, a large number of accused were not brought 

to trial uotil the fust session of the following year. It is thus likely that the Compte 

général for 1831 will show a rather strong increase compared with the data from the 

preceding year. 

One of the major causes of the increase in crime, both here at home and in 

England, is the ever-increasing proportion of recidivists among the young people 

convicted of property crimes. For a long time, every thought of reform in penallaws 

or in the operation of prisons has been scomed as mere learned speculation. "When 

the administration finally decided to mak.e improvements, it was done at random. 

What is the result of this? In France, almost a third of convicted persans fall into 

recidivism, and, even though it is hard to believe, in our central prisons, where the 

efforts of the philanthropes on improving the material lot of inmates is almost 

exclusive} y concentrated, recidivism is today considerably greater than in theforced 

tabor camps (bagnes). 

1oAithough he appears to be referring to 1826, 1827, 1828, and 1829, Guerry includes data 
for only three ofthese years-trans. 
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Judicial statistics, by bringing to light the true state of affairs, has pointed out 

the problem; it falls to the government to combat it and stop its progress. The first 

way ofintervening would be to set theoretical systems aside and gather a great deal 

ofwell-verified facts on the prison system, then bring them into the discussion. 

Perhaps we could thus avoid attempting changes, at enormous expense, that would 

later have to be abandoned. 

THE INFLUENCE OF GENDER 

Figures on crimes broken clown by gender are shawn in Tables 7 A through 

7D. Crimes being more often committed by men than by women, the rank arder of 

frequencies for menis more or less the same as in Tables 6A and 6B, which present 

the types and numbers of crimes without distinguishing the sex of the accused. Thus 

we shall be mostly concemed here with the crimes conrmitted by women. 

Infanticide al one mak:es up two-fifths of the crimes against persans of which 

women are found guilty (Table 7B). This is the crime they commit most often. 

Premeditated murder, which cornes immediately behind infanticide, is, relatively 

speaking, almost twice as frequent for women as for men, although the latter in 

reality commit seven times more murders. That îs, premeditated murder comprises 

a larger fraction of the crimes against persans committed by women than ofthose 

committed by men, but a larger actual number of such crimes is committed by men. 

For women, poisoning accounts for more than six percent of crimes against 

persons; for men, it accounts for no more than one percent. 

These differences result primarily from the fact that the crimes of assault and 

battery, of manslaughter, and of resisting or interfering with authority, ail 

considerably more often cornmitted by men, reduce the percentage of all crimes in 

the categories to which we were referring above and at the same time make them 

appear more common for women. 
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Rank 

Or der 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Il 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Table7A 

Crimes Against Persans Committed by Men 

Type of Crime 

Assault and Battery 

Manslaughter 

Murder 

Contumacy 

Rape of Adults 

Rape of Children 

Perjury and Subornation 

Assault and Battery ofParents 

Conspiracy 

Poisoning 

Violence Against Judges 

Crimes Against Children 

Bigamy 

Parricide 

Violent Begging 

Infanticide 

Blackmail 

Political Crimes and Misdemeanors 

Abortion 

Prison Escape 

Violation of Sanitary Regulations 

Perjury in Civil Matters 

Public lndecency 

Castration 

Slave Trade 

Abuse of Authority 

Total 
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Number per 1,000 

Crimes Against Persans 

} 

213 

171 

147 

110 

105 

88 

47 

44 

14 

13 

7 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

4 

2 

2 

1,000 
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Order 

Table7B 

Crimes Against Persans Committed by Women 

Type of Crime 

Infanticide 

2 Murder 

3 Assault and Battery 

4 Poisoning 

5 Assault and Battery of Parents 

6 Contumacy 

7 Perjury and Subornation 

8 Manslaughter 

9 Crimes Against Children 

10 Abortion 

Il Conspîracy 

12 Parricide 

13 Violent Begging 

14 Rape of Adults 

15 Rape of Children 

16 Castration 

17 Bigamy 

18 Blackmail 

19 Political Crimes and Misdemeanors 

20 Prison Escape 

21 Violence Against Judges 

Total 

28 

Number per 1,000 

Crimes Against Persans 

406 

107 

72 

64 

63 

62 

48 

43 

37 

32 

21 

19 

8 

6 

5 

2 

1,000 
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Table 7C 

Crimes Against Property Committed by Men 

Rmk 

Order Type of Crime 

Theft 

2 Domestic Theft 

Forgery 

4 Highway Robbery 

Forgery of Commercial Documents 

6 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 

7 Arson of Buildings 

Theft from Churches 

9 Forgery by Impersonation 

10 Counterfeiting Coins 

11 Embezzlement and Bribery 

12 Destruction ofProperty 

13 Obtaining a Signature by Duress 

14 Pilfering and Damage of Grains 

15 Arson ofVarious Objects 

16 Forgery of Sea!s and Deviees 

17 Pilfering and Damage of Personal Property 

18 Removing or Concealing Titles or Deeds 

19 Counterfeiting Banknotes 

20 Embezzling Public Funds 

21 Smugg!ing 

22 Loss of Ship by Negligence 

23 Misuse of Office 

24 Misuse ofBlank Check 

Total 

29 

Number per 1,000 

Crimes Against Property 

635 

156 

53 

37 

22 

20 

14 

10 

10 

9 

9 

5 

5 

5 

4 

2 

} 3 

1,000 



Table 7D 

Crimes Against Property Commîtted by Women 

Rank 

Order Type of Crime 

Theft 

2 Domestic Theft 

3 Forgery 

4 Arson of Buildings 

5 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 

6 Highway Robbery 

7 Theft from Churches 

8 Pilfering and Damage of Grains 

9 Obtaining Titles or Signatures by Duress 

10 Forgery of Commercial Documents 

1 I Forgery by Impersonation 

12 Counterfeiting Coins 

13 Arson ofVarious Objects 

14 Pilfering or Damage of Persona! Property 

15 Counterfeiting Banknotes 

16 Destruction of Real or Persona! Property 

17 Removing or Concealing Titles· or Deeds 

18 Embezzlement and Bribery 

19 Forgery ofSeals and Deviees 

Total 
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Number per 1,000 

Crimes Against Property 

} 

516 

362 

25 

23 

13 

12 

11 

8 

7 

6 

6 

6 

3 

2 

1,000 

The varions types of theft account for 84 percent of the crimes against 

property committed by men and 90 percent of !hase committed by women (Tables 

7C, 7D). Thefts by domestic servants and other household members make up two

fifths of the thefts committed by women, while they account for Iess than a fifth of 

those for which men _are found guilty. Is one to conclude that women are twice as 

lik:ely to misappropriate the property of their masters? Before arriving at a 

conclusion in this regard, it would be necessary to know, for the kingdom as a whole, 

the number ofhired servants of the two sexes, but as easy as it would be to assess this 

in a general census, these numbers are complete! y unknown. Ifit were ta turn out 

that there were twice as many women as men employed as domestic servants, the 

result would be that domestic theft would be no more frequent for one sex than for 

the other. 

Thefts in churches account for one percent of the total nwnber of thefts 

committed by both men and women. 

Tables 7 A through 7D indicate, separately for each sex, the relatiouships 

between different crimes when the total number is eXpressed as 1,000. In contrast, 

Tables 8A and 8B below show, separately for each crime, using a base of 100, the 

proportion committed by offenders of each sex. It is essential to make a distinction 

between these two ratios, which can be confused Mth one another at fust glanee. 

The first classifies crimes according to absolute .frequency, the second according to 

relative frequency. 

The crimes of slave-trading, abuse of authority, rape, bigamy, and assaults on 

judges, appearing at the top of the fust colu:mn of Table 8A, most ofwhich are rare, 

are characteristic of men. At the bottom of the same column one fmds the crimes of 

infanticide, castration, and abortion, for which the numbers are also very irregular, 

but which are characteristic ofwomen. The criminal attacks for 'Wh.ich the greater 

part are committed by men being of necessity those for which women commit a 

smaller proportion, and vice versa, the result is that the rank ordering for the two 

sexes is inverse. 
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Table 8A 

Sex Ratio for Persans Accused ofEach Crime, Table 8B 

Crimes Against Persans Sex Ratio for Persons Accused ofEach Crime, 

For Every 100 Crimes there were Crimes Against Property 

Rank 

Order 
Type of Crime ByMen ByWomen For Every 100 Crimes there were 

Rank Type of Crime ByMen ByWomen Slave Trade lOO 0 
Order Smtiggling lOO 0 Abuse of Autbority lOO 0 

{ { 
Breaking Seals 100 0 

Public Indecency 100 0 
Loss of Ship by Negligence lOO 0 

Violation ofSanitary Regulations 100 0 
Misuse of Office 100 0 

Perjury in Civil Matters lOO 0 
Misuse ofBlank Check 100 0 

2 Rape of Adults 99 

3 Rape of Children 99 2 Embezzlement and Bribery 99 
4 Bi garn y 98 2 3 Counterfeiting Seals 98 2 
5 Violence Against Judges 98 2 4 Destruction of Real or Persona! 98 2 
6 Blackmail 97 3 5 Counterfeiting Banknotes 95 5 
7 Political Crimes and Misdemeanors 97 3 6 Forgery of commercial Documents 93 7 
8 Manslaughter 96 4 7 Highway Robbery 92 8 

9 Assault and Battery 95 5 8 Removal or Concealment ofTitles 90 10 

10 Contumacy 91 9 9 Pilfering or Damaging Persona! 89 11 

11 Murder 89 11 10 Forgery 89 11 

12 Perjury and Subornation 85 15 11 Fraudulent Bank:ruptcy 86 14 

13 Prison Escape 83 17 
12 Forgery by Impersonation 86 14 
13 Counterfeiting Coins 86 14 14 Assault and Battery of Parents 80 20 
14 Arson ofVarious Objects 84 16 15 Conspiracy 80 20 
15 Theft 83 17 16 Violent Begging 79 21 
16 Theft from Churches 78 22 

17 Parricide 64 36 
17 Obtaining Signatures by Duress 71 29 

18 Poisoning 55 45 18 Arson of Buildings 70 30 
19 Crimes Again.st Children 50 50 19 Pilfering of Damage of Grains 69 31 
20 Abortion 28 72 20 Domestic Theft 60 40 
21 Castration 25 75 

22 Infanticide 6 94 
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For every 100 crimes against persans, men commit 86 and women 14. Of the 

same number of crimes against property, men commit only 79 and women 21. 

Tt would be a mistake to think th at the se figures represent the strength of the 

penchant for crime for each sex orto conclude, for example, that, for crimes against 

persons, these criminal tendencies are actually five times more developed in men 

than in women. There is a princip le which one should never lose sight of in making 

comparisons of this sort: one should only compare facts that are of the same nature 

and placed in a similar context. Are the motives and outside influences that produce 

crime the same for the two sexes? Are the opportunities and means for executing 

a crime equally available? It is evident that very different conditions can be found 

on each si de, and that these differences grea tl y affect the accuracy of the relationships 

indicated above. There are many crimes whîch women almost ne ver find themselves 

in a position to connnit, and if they are not found guilly of them one should not 

search for the reason in their better moral character. It is not very surprising that they 

are not tried for extortion or misappropriation of funds by a public official, sin ce they 

do not assume public office. If they are rarely accused of forgery, bribery, 

counterfeiting, misappropriation, or unlavv:ful removal and concealment of 

documents, it is because they are generally poorly educated and, in any event, they 

are little versed in the knowledge of the various civil transactions. In addition to the 

crimes tied to social position, there are others which demand both physical strength 

and daring: anned robbery, interfering with lawful authority, as sault and battery, and 

manslaughter. In situations in which the opportunity to commit these crimes is 

offered ·to women as often as to men, women are frequently intimidated by their 

feelings ofweakness and by a fear of danger. But these opportunities are infinitely 

less cornmon for them. Speaking only of manslaughter and assault and battery, 

which alone account for two-fifths of crimes against persons conunitted by men, 

these crimes are usually, as can be seen in the table of motives (Tables 12B, 12C 

below), the result of quarrels in public places, brawls, and chance encounters which 

women almost never meddle in. Rivalries of commerce and industry and disputes 
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in the guilds are also frequent causes of assault and manslaughter which do not exist 

forwomen. 

It is impossible, given the present state ofjudicial statistics, to take accoun.t 

ofthese differences. Nonetheless, evenifit is agreed that women are generally more 

moral than men, it is also necessary to recognize that, in reality, there is less 

disproportion than is generally supposed in the strengths of the criminal tendencies 

of the two sexes. The following data will emphasize the specifie characteristics of 

crimes cornm.itted by women. 

Men commit the crimes of assault and battery, premeditated murder, and 

manslaughter at a higher rate than they commit parricide and poisoning. The 

opposite is true of women. Although they are found guilly of on1y a twentieth of 

manslaughters and a twenty-fifth of the cases of assault and battery, women cornm.it 

a tenth of the premeditated murders and voluntary manslaughters, a quarter of the 

assaults and batteries against parents, more than a third of parricides, and almost half 

the poisonings. 

To the extent that the danger decreases, they become more enterprising. If 

they commit no more than five percent of the assau1ts and batteries, and eight percent 

of highway robberies, they nonetheless commit 17 percent of ordinary thefts, 22 

percent of thefts from churches, and, without including infanticides here, half the 

assaults on small children. 

More than three-fifths ofpoisonings between spouses are committed against 

the husband by the wife, acting alone or aided by accomplices. 

Of 100 attempts on the life of one spouse by the other approximately 60 are 

connnitted by the hus band and 40 by the wife. Nonetheless, for wives, four-fifths are 

premeditated, as opposed to on1y three-fifths premeditated by hus bands. 

When one spouse makes an attempt on the life of the other as a result of 

family quarrels and arguments, except in cases of adultery, and family members are 

accomplices, they are almost always women. 
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The general opinion of stepmothers (and the name itself has become almost 

an insult among us) is justified by the facts, since when children of a first marriage 

are killed by the new spouse, it is almost always by the second wife oftheir father. 

Poorly directed natural affections and the intensity of feelings whlch women 

o:ften allow themselves to be drawn into would seem to be, for them, the most usual 

cause of crimes against persans, attacks whose nature is th en determined by their 

weakness. This has already been discussed above, but there is a new and truly 

extraordinary proof of it: this is the fact that sorne women kill their chlldren out of 

tendemess, and on! y to remove them from the hardships of !ife. Sorne will ask if 

tbese women have gone mad. Nothing in their previous conduct would lead one to 

suspect it, and they consider their crime to be an act of devotion. They cont:mplate 

it for a long time and carry it out calmly. Immediately afterwards, they tak:e their 

ownlives. 

THE INFLUENCE OF AGE 

Tables 9A and 9B show the rankordering of crimes at e.ach age oflife. This 

ordering is clearly not the same for men and women. It is therefore important to 

make a simultaneous distinction based on both the age and sex of the accused, but 

the documents in our possession on this subject permit us to establish this only 

imperfectly, and then only for the sum total of ali crimes. Here are the major 

findings offered by an analysis of the se documents. We present them using absolute 

numbers and without taking into account the distribution of the population by sex 

. t "]kn 11 and age, which, in our country, IS no prec1se y own. 

IIMonsieur [Adolphe] Quetel et, who bas publisbed sorne remarkable papers on the general 
statistics of the Netherlands, bas included his Recherches sur le penchant au crime aux ~ifferer_'S ages 
in the most recent volume of the papers of the Brussels Academy. Although presented rn a different 
fonnat, the results of his work are in complete agreement with our own. 
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The maximum level of crime for both sexes falls between the ages oftwenty

:five and thirty. Almost a :fifth of the total number of crimes are committed in this 

short period of five years (Plates 1 and 2 ). 

Criminal tendencies are developed earlier in men than in women. 

Comparative} y, they are strongest among men between the ages of sixteen and 

twenty-one. On the other hand, they fall off more rapidly among men than among 

women, particularly afterthe age ofthirty-five. Of1,000 crimes committed by men, 

nineteen take place before the age of sixteen, 169 between the ages of sixteen and 

twenty-one, and 162 between the ages oftwenty-one and twenty-five; for a similar 

number of crimes committed by women, the figures for the sarne age groups are 14, 

135, and !58. 

Until the age oftwenty-five, each five-year period shows, as can be seen, a 

higher proportion of crimes for men. This ex cess be cornes even more obvious if one 

takes into accounf criminal cases involving men from twenty to twenty-five years of 

age which are removed from civilian jurisdiction and brought before military or 

admiralty courts. On the contrary, the proportion of crimes by women increases 

after the age oftwenty-five, and especially between the ages ofthirty and fifty. Of 

1,000 crimes, the figures for women in successive age groups are 185, 148, 117, 84 

and 66, while for men, they are 182, 144, 91, 76 and 59. After the age of 50, the 

figures for the two sexes differ hardly at ali nntil the end oflife, which is to say !hat, 

in any given age category, men and women commit a similar fraction of the total 

number of crimes of which they are found guilty during the entire period of their 

existence. It would be difficult to exp lain these parallel patterns without knowing the 

particular types of crime to which they apply. 

Let us now examine the distribution of crimes at different ages by ten-year 

periods without makîng a distinction by sex. Here, each column represents 1,000 

crimes, and the results are completely comparable sin ce there has been no attempt to 

establish a relationship with population figures. 
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Table 9A 

Distribution of Crimes Against Persans at Different Ages, by Ten-Year Age Groups 
··Table 9A (continued) 

Under21 Years Ages 21-30 
Distribution of Crimes Against Pers ons at Different Ages, by Ten-Year Age Groups 

Ages 30-40 Ages 40-50 
Rank Share of Ronk Share of 

Order Type of Crime 1,000 Order Type of Crime 1,000 Rank Share of Ronk Share of 

Crimes Crimes 
Order Type of Crime 1,000 Order Type of Crime 1,000 

Crimes Crimes 
Assault and Battery 184 Assault and Battery 218 

2 Indecent Assault on 169 2 Manslaughter 157 
Assault and Battery 179 Murder 194 

2 
A duits 

Mur der 154 2 Assault and Battery 181 

3 Manslaughter 152 3 Manslaughter 133 
3 Manslaughter 147 3 Murder 120 

4 Contumacy 110 4 Contumacy lOO 
4 Indecent Assault on 123 4 Contumacy 111 

5 Indecent Assault on 73 5 Indecent Assault on 94 
Children 

A duits Children 

5 Murder 101 5 Indecent Assault on 105 
6 Infanticide 63 6 Perjury 69 

A duits 
7 Indecent Assault on 59 7 Indecent Assault on 61 

6 Contumacy 78 6 Infanticide 83 Children A duits 

7 Infanticide 48 7 Indecent Assault on 58 
8 Assault on Parents 59 8 Assault on Parents 44 

8 Assault on Parents 47 8 Assault on Parents 50 
9 Perjury 49 9 Infanticide 41 

9 Conspiracy 32 9 Perjury 33 
10 Poisoning 25 10 Poisoning 23 

10 Perjury 29 10 Poisoning 16 
11 Crimes Against Children 16 11 Conspiracy 19 

11 Poisoning 14 11 Crimes Against Children 10 
12 Conspiracy 12 12 Bigamy 13 

12 Miscellaneous 8 12 Conspiracy 10 
13 Parricide 9 13 Violent Begging 8 

13 Violent Begging 6 13 Parricide 8 

14 Crimes Against 5 14 Miscellaneous Violence 6 
14 Violent Begging 8 14 Crimes Against Children 7 

Children 
15 Bi garn y 8 15 Abortion 7 

16 Abortion 6 16 Parricide 4 
15 Parricide 5 15 Abortion 5 

17 Miscellaneous Violence 6 17 Miscellaneous Violence 4 
16 Abortion 3 16 Violent begging 2 

17 Bigamy 17 Bigamy 
Other Crimes 12 Other Crimes 12 

Other Crimes 4 Other Crimes 7 
Total 1,000 Total 1,000 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
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Table 9A (continued) 

Distribution of Crimes Against Persans at Different Ages, by Ten-Year Age Groups 
Table 9A (continued) 

Distribution of Crimes Against Persans at Different Ages, by Ten-Year Age Groups 

Ages 50-60 Ages 60-70 
Ages 70 and Above 

Rank Share of Rank Share of 

1,000 
Rank Share of 

Order TYPe of Crime Order Type of Crime 1,000 

Crimes 
Order TYPe of Crime 1,000 Crimes 

Crimes 

Manslaughter 185 Manslaughter 173 
Rape of 318 

2 Murder 182 2 Indecent Assault on 166 
Children 

Children 
2 Assault and 137 

3 Assault and Battery 175 3 Murder 159 
Battery 

4 Contumacy 98 4 Assault and Battery 138 3 Manslaughter 125 

5 Indecent Assault on 88 5 Perjury 99 4 Murder 102 

Children 5 Perjury 102 

6 Perjury 76 6 Contumacy 78 6 Contumacy 94 

7 Indecent Assault on 32 7 Infanticide 42 7 Poisoning 23 

Adults 8 Infanticide 23 

8 Infanticide 24 8 Poisoning 35 
9 Rape of Adults 23 

9 Poisoning 20 9 Parricide 21 
10 Conspiracy Il 

10 Assault on Parents 19 10 Abortion 18 

Il Abortion 15 Il Indecent Assault on Adults 14 Il Miscellaneous Il 

Violence 
12 Bigamy 15 12 Crimes Against Children Il 

13 Violent Begging 13 13 Assault on Parents 7 
12 Assaults on 

14 Parricide 10 14 Conspiracy 7 Parents 

15 Conspiracy 10 15 Bigamy 7 13 Parricide 

16 Crimes Against 16 Miscellaneous Violence 14 Crimes Against 

Children 6 7 Children 

17 Miscellaneous 17 Violent Begging 7 15 Abortion 

Violence 6 16 Bigamy 

Other Crimes 26 Other Crimes Il 17 Violent Begging 

Other Crimes 34 
Total 1,000 Total 1,000 

Total 1,000 
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Table 9B (continued) 
Table 9B (continued) 

Distribution of Crimes Against Property at Different Ages, by Ten~ Year Age Groups 
Distribution of Crimes Against Property at Different Ages, 

by Ten-Year Age Groups 

Ages 50~60 Ages 60-70 
Ages 70 and Above 

Rank Share of Rank Share of 
Order Type of Crime 1,000 Order Type of Crime 1,000 Rank Share of 

Crimes Crimes Or der Type of Crime 1,000 Crimes 

The ft 542 The ft 507 The ft 53& 
2 Domestic Theft 131 2 Domestic Theft 166 

2 Forgery 102 
3 Forgery 90 3 Forgery Il& 

3 Domestic Theft 81 
4 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 42 4 Extortion and 32 

Embezzlement 4 Arson of Buildings 65 

5 Forgery of Commercial 33 5 Arson of Buildings 29 5 Counterfeiting 37 
Documents 

6 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 32 
6 Extortion and 32 6 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 28 

Embezzlement 7 Extortion and Embezzlement 22 

7 Highway Robbery 31 7 Highway Robbery 25 8 Forgery by hnpersonation 21 

8 Arson ofBuildings 29 8 Forgery by 24 9 Arson ofVarious Objects 21 
Impersonation 

10 Forgery of Commercial Documents 21 
9 Forgery by Impersonation 13 9 Counterfeiting 21 

Il Highway Robbery 21 
10 Counterfeiting Il 10 Forgery of Commercial 

Documents 15 12 Pilfering Grains Il 

Il Theft from Cburcbes 9 Il Destruction ofProperty 10 13 Destruction ofProperty 6 

12 Extortion of Signatures 7 12 Theft from Churches 9 14 Theft from Churches 6 

13 Pilfering Grains 7 13 Arson ofVarious 6 15 Extortion of Signatures 
Objects 

16 Counterfeiting Seals 
14 Arson ofVarious Objects 7 14 Extortion of Signatures 4 

17 Pilfering Personal Preoperty 
15 Destruction of Property 6 15 Pilfering Grains 3 

Other Crimes 16 
16 Counterfeiting Seals 4 16 Counterfeiting Seals 

17 Pilfering Persona} 17 Pilfering Persona! 
Property Property Total 1,000 

Other Crimes 5 Other Crimes 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
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Among ali the crimes against persons cornmitted by accused ofboth sexes 

rmder the age of twenty-one, those of assault and battery, rape conunitted against 

adults and manslaughter are the most common (Table 9A). Between the ages of 

twenty-one and thîrty, the most common are assault and battery, manslaughter, and 

murder. These three crimes, whose rank order is sometimes transposed, invariably 

appear in the frrst three positions from age twenty-one up to age sixty, but after this 

age assault and battery and murder become a little less common. They are reduced 

in frequency and are ·then replaced by indecent assaults, which occupy the first rank 

among accused who are over seventy. 

In the fust colwnn, rmder the heading "under twenty-one," rape committed 

on adults appears in second place. Between the ages oftwenty-one and thirty, and 

between thirty and forty, this crime is in no more than the fllth position. It falls to 

seventh rank a:fter the age of forty, and finally to eleventh after sixty- Beginning in 

the same column, sexual assauit on children appears in the fourth position and then 

follows a direction parallel to thal of rape of adults un til the age of forty, but after this 

age their positions are reversed. Indecent assaults on children, which had been 

diminishing up to that point, suddenly become more numerous. In the forty to fifty 

year-old age group, they reappear in the frfth position, just as they do in the under 

twenty-one age group. They remain in the fifth position for the next ten-year age 

group, but they ri se to second arnong sixty to seventy year-olds and finally to fust for 

those seventy and above. 11 

12something is wrong here, either in the table or the text We have corrected ~e t~x~ to make 
it consistent with the table, but it is possible that. it is the table rather than the text which lS rn correct 
in the original. As given by Guerry, the text reads: 

. . . Beginning in the same column, sexual assault on children appears in the fourth position and th en 
follows a direction parallel to that of rape of adults until the age of forty. Indecent assaults on 
children, which bad be en diminishing up to th at point, suddenly become mor~ numerous. ln the forty 
to fifty year~old age group, they reappear in the fifth position, just as they dom the und er twen~-one 
age group. They are in the-second position for the next ten-year age group, and they finally nse to 
fust for the age group seventy to eighty and above. 
--trans. 
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Premeditated murder is quite uncommon before the age oftwenty-one, but 

it becomes the most frequent crime of pers ons bet\:veen the ages of forty and fifty. 

Nonetheless, it is not in that age group but among those between twenty-one and 

thirty th at the grea test number of actual murders is corrimitted. Afterth~ age of sixty, 

murder becomes a lesser part of the total number of crimes. The decrease, however, 

is not so great as the drop in rank would seem to indicate, since the numbers in the 

last column, with the exception of the first, are tao small to be considered an 

expression of a scientific law. 

One would expect that parricide would decrease in each column along with 

advancing age, but it occupies only the fifteenth rank in the series of crimes 

committed by those under twenty-one. It increases to fourteenth after age fifty and 

to ninth after age sixty. Not only is parricide placed higher in the latter colurnns, 

whichmight be explained by other crimes decreasing to the point that they fall below 

itwithoutreducing its proportional relationship to the total number of crimes, but this 

proportion increases quite regularly rather than remaining constant. From no more 

than five crimes against persons before age twenty-one, parricide increases to 8 in 

1,000 at ages twenty-one to thîrty, to nine at ages thirty to forty, and finally to ten in 

1,0000 after age fifty and 21 after age sixty. 

Fathers being generally about twenty-five years older than their sons, one 

would think that most parricides would be committed against old men of ninety. 

This interpretation seems at frrst glanee to fit the facts, but it is nevertheless not 

completely justified, since the age of the sons is often conformded with that oftheir 

accomplices, which is ordinarily greater. 

The ft is, at every age, the most frequent of the crimes against property (Table 

9B). It is also the easiest means oftaking possession of the property of others. Theft 

by domestic servants occupies the second rank until the age of seventy, aftei wbich 

frrst for the age group seventy to eighty and above. 
--trans. 
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it diminishes because there are many fewer opportunities to commit it. Moreover, 

as we pointed out above, the number of persons of the two sexes employed as 

domestic servants in France is unknown, as is their distribution by age. Nonetheless, 

it can be assumed that they are few in number among those of advanced age. 

Below the age of twenty-one, highway robbery cornes immediately after 

domestic the ft. After this age, it is exceeded by forgery, and it rernains in the fourth 

position nntil the age of fifty. It falls thereafter, making way for fraudulent 

bankruptcy, forgery of commercial documents, extortion or misappropriation of 

money by a public official, and later by forgery by impersonation and arson, crimes 

for which physical strength is not necessary and which also do not place the life of 

the offender in danger. 

Thefts from churches are at every age the least common variety of thefts, but 

it is during youth that they attain their highest rank ordering in the series of crimes 

against property. After the age of seventy they fa!! to the lowest rank. 

The crimes of counterfeiting coinage, arson, and extortion or 

misappropriation by a public official are characteristic of old age. This is true in 

particular of extortion and misappropriation by a public official, which is only in the 

seventeenth rank for those under twenty-one, butrises progressive! y with advancing 

age and occupies the fourth position after age sixty. 

It should be easy to follow the development of other crimes with increasing 

age. The last crimes in each column and those which are the least common after the 

age of seventy should be disregarded. 

The crimes characteristic of each age are not necessarily those which occur 

most frequently at that age, but rather those for which a greater proportion are 

committed at that age than during the rest oflife, whatever may be their relationship 

with the absolute number of other crimes. This is a distinction analogons to the one 

already made above in speaking of the influence of gender (Tables 8A, 8B), where 
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we have seen, for example, that certain crimes that are characteristic ofwomen may 

be very rare, while others which, numerically, occupy the highest rank among 

women, may nonetheless be committedmore often by men. The absolute frequency 

of crimes at each age is thus not talœn into consideration in Table 1 OA through lOD. 

Rather, these tables show their relative distributions, which are calculated on a base 

of 1,000 to facilitate comparison without taking into account their respective 

numbers. 

Among the crimes against persons, indecent assaults against adults are the 

category most often committed before the age oftwenty-five (Table 1 OA). Criminal 

conspiracy cornes next in order, then assaults on sittingjudges in court, and finally 

indecent assaults on children under fifteen years of age. Poisoning, perjury, and 

begging by violent means are the crimes committed proportionately least often by 

young people. 

Among the crimes againstpersons for which old people are found guilty, one 

finds, frrst of al!, as in the preceding table, rape against children. We have already 

seen that, among ali the crimes against persons, this is the one they commit most 

:frequently, and itremains the one which is committed proportionally more often than 

any other by those over sixty years of age. To be sure, it is distressing to see thus 

reproduced, al ways at the highest ranks, a crime so contrary to the feelings of respect 

old age ought ta inspire, but, in any case, rape against children is a crime of such 

foolish and enfeebled character that quite often in can be considered a symptom of 

senile dementia. 

It was shown in Table 9B that the ft from churches, which is the most frequent 

type of crimes against property by persans under twenty-one years of age other than 

other types of the ft, diminishes progressively with age, becoming one of the rares! 

types afterthe age ofseventy. We see herethatthis crime is again, ofall the crimes, 

the one most characteristic of young people because almost half of such crimes are 

committed by accused who are undertwenty-five. In contrast, it is amongthe crimes 

for which the smallest proportion is committed by accused over sixty. T o what can 
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TABLE !OA 

Crimes Against Persons Characteristic of Y aung People TABLE lOB 

Crimes Against Persans Characteristic of the Elderly 
Of 1,000 Crimes Number Cornrnitted 

Of 1.000 Crimes. Number Committed 
Rank 
Order Type of Crime Before Age 25 After Age25 Rank 

Indecent Assault on Adults 
Order Type of Crime After Age 60 Before Age 60 476 524 

2 Conspiracy 405 595 Indecent Assault on Children 108 892 

3 Assault on Judges 357 643 2 PeJjury and Subornation 87 913 

4 Indecent Assault on Children 334 666 3 Parricide 86 914 

5 Infanticide 325 675 4 Abortion 86 914 

6 Assault and Battery 319 681 5 Poisoning 63 937 

7 Assault on Parents 306 694 6 Assault on Judges 54 946 

8 Contumacy 292 708 7 Manslaughter 43 957 

9 Manslaughter 291 709 8 Mur der 42 958 

10 Crimes Against Children 271 729 9 Bigamy 38 958 

Il Parricide 271 729 10 Violent Begging 38 962 

12 Murder 237 763 Il Crimes Against Cbildren 32 968 

13 Perjury and Subornation 207 793 12 Contumacy 31 969 

14 Poisoning 177 823 13 Assault and Battery 29 971 

15 Abortion 172 828 14 Infanticide 24 976 

16 Violent Begging 135 865 15 Conspiracy 23 977 

17 Bi garn y 42 958 16 Indecent Assault on Adults 7 993 

17 Assault on Parents 5 995 
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TABLE lOC TABLE lOD 

Crimes Against Property Characteristic of Young People Crimes Against Property Characteristic of the Elderly 

Of 1.000 Crimes Number Committed Of 1.000 Crimes Number Committed 

Rank Rank 
Order Type of Crime Before Age 25 After Age 25 Order Type of Crime 

After Age 60 Before Age 60 

Theft from Churches 443 557 Extortion and Embezzlement 136 864 

2 Domestic Theft 439 56! 2 Counterfeiting 93 907 

3 The ft 377 623 3 Arson ofVarious Objects 86 914 

4 Destruction of Property 340 660 4 Theft by Impersonation 81 919 

5 Highway Robbery 308 692 5 Destruction ofProperty 78 922 

6 Arson ofVarious Objects 290 710 6 Forgery 78 922 

7 Pilfering Grains 264 733 7 Arson of Buildings 77 923 

8 Arson ofBuildillgs 204 796 8 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 50 950 

9 Forgecy by hnpersonation 200 800 9 Forgery of Commercial Documents 29 971 

10 Counterfeiting 167 833 10 Pilfering Grains 29 971 

Il Forgery !54 846 Il Theft 28 972 

12 Forgery of CoiiUDercial Documents 143 857 12 Theft from Churches 26 974 

13 Extortion of Signatures 114 886 13 Domestic Theft 25 975 

14 Fraudulent Bankruptcy 69 931 14 Highway Robbery 25 975 

15 Extortion and Embezzlement 5 995 15 Extortion of Signatures 23 977 
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we attribute this contrast? Perhaps it is because religions ideas are stronger in old 

age. But, if this is the case, why do crimes, instead ofbecomîng less serious, instead 

become more depraved and of more pronounced perversity than they forrnerly were? 

The fact is that, often, enfeebled by the years and stricken by vague apprehensions 

about the future, man can respect everything connected to worship, and even devote 

himselfto observingthe extemal practices of religion, without as a result reforming 

his conduct in any way. 

1BE INFLUENCE OF 1BE SEASONS 

The greatest nwnber of crimes against persons is committed in summer; the 

fewest are in winter. Spring and autumn show more or less equal numbers (Table 

liA; Plate 3). 

Of ail the crimes against persans, indecent assault îs the one for which the 

influence of the seasons is the most evident. Of lOO crimes of this type, 36 occur in 

summer, 25 in spring, 21 in autumn, and only 18 in winter. 

If this distribution were, as sorne would have us believe, an indirect effect of 

temperature variations, crimes against persons should be most numerous when the 

average temperature is highest, and, in consequence, during the months of July and 

August. However, it is not then that they are ordinarily most numerous, but instead 

in the month of June. 

The maximum number of crimes against persans, which may nevertheless be 

linked to the rise in temperature, would seem to better coincide with the length of the 

day. It will be possible ta con:firm this in a few years when specifie findings by 

month for the various crimes become available. 

Infanticide is more frequent in spring and winter than in summer or autumn. 

In the event that this distribution is maintained in the future, it will be easy to 

exp lain, sin ce it is more or less the same as that of the most numero us births. The 
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December 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

TABLE liA 

Influence of the Se as ons on Crimes Against Pers ons 

Per 1,000 Per 1,000 

82 

69 } Winter 221 

70 

85 

78 } Spring 255 

92 

99 

89 } Summer 283 

95 

88 

75 } Aununn 241 

78 
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TABLE liB 

Influence of the Seasons on Crimes Against Property 

Per 1,000 

December 102 

January 96 } Wînter 

February 81 

March 84 

April 75 } Spring 

May 77 

June 78 

July 71 } Summer 

August 82 

September 80 

October 85 } Autumn 

November 89 

56 

Per 1,000 

279 

236 

231 

254 

mon th ofMarch, in which the great est number of infanticides is cornrnitted, is second 

only to February as the month baving the most births. 

Crimes against property appear in more or less the reverse arder of crimes 

against persans, so that the minimum of the former often coincides with the 

maximum of the latter (Table llB; Plate 4). It is in summer that crimes against 

persans are most frequent; it is also during this season that the greatest number of 

admissions are made to the royal asylum at Charenton. 

Must it be concluded that there exists, as sorne have said, a relationship 

between madness and crime, and that the same causes can disturb the mind and 

pervert the will? Even if the coïncidence that sorne have found so remarkable indeed 

existed, and, moreover, even if it were to recur with even stronger numbers, we 

believe it would in no way suffice to resolve the issue. Indeed, since sorne time, 

which may be fairly long, clapses between the period of the ons et of delirium and the 

time wh en ît is decided to take the lunatic away from hîs family, and sin ce, in any 

event, the asylum at Charenton receives its patients from ail parts of France, it 

follows that, in general, admissions during the month of June result from the onset 

of madness in, generally speaking, the mon th of May. 

Comparisons between lunatics and criminals, considered especially in their 

relationships to age and sex, would undoubtedly be of great interest. We nonetheless 

point out that part of the statistical research on whîch it would be necessary to base 

such comparisons does not merit a great deal of confidence, since it covers hardly 

more than the public mental institutions in the capital, and we can learn nothing from 

it about Iunatics confined in the departmental prisons and hospitals orthose who are 

treated in the bosom of the ir family. As a consequence, many of the fmdings 

presented in this research may weil be exceptional, which is to say that they relate 

only to a certain category oflunatics. Dr. Esquirol, to whom we are in debt for the 

statistics on Charenton, Bicêtre, and Saltpétrière, and who does research with so 

much zeal on everything tbat might be useful to the study of mental illness, hlmself 

recognizes how incomplete and insufficient are the documents we possess on this 
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subject. 13 Many times he has asked the administrative authorities to publish a general 

statistical study of mental illness in France. This work began in 1818 along lines he 

had laid out, but it was later interrupted. It is our hope that it will soon be completed 

and that not only will it bring about the solution of important questions of moral 

philosophy butthat, above ali, it will shed sorne light on the treatrnent of one of the 

saddest infirmities which smites the human species. 

MOTIVES OF CAPITAL CRIMES 

Of aU the parts of criminal statistics, perhaps the most important is the one 

that has as its object to make known the motives of crimes, at least insofar as they 

emerge from criminal investigations and court proceedings. Unfortunately, this is 

at the sarne time arnong those parts of criminal statistics which offers the greatest 

difficulties and which has been the least studied until recently. The table of motives 

we have constructed based on the reports for the live years 1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 

and 1830 is undoubtedly incomplete. The division of motives into categories could 

be more methodical, and each entry, instead ofbeing reduced to a simple statement, 

ought to be covered in a chapter and be fully developed. Despite all its 

imperfections, Table 12 nonetheless offers findings worthy of our attention. 

Furthermore, it serves to clarify ideas and to mark the point of departure for future 

research. In any event, it should be noted that, since the reports have been completed 

only for a five-year period, the various numerical relationships presented here are not 

rigorously exact and that they only indicate tendencies, especially in Tables 13 and 

14 be1ow. 

1l[Jean Etienne Dominique] Esquirol. "Remarks on the Statistics on Lunatics." Annals of 
Public Hygiene and Legal Medicine, December, 1830. 

--Ibid. ''The Status ofLunatics in France, and Ways ofimproving The ir Lot'' (Paris, 1818). 
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Rank 

TABLE12A 

Rank Order of Apparent Motives for the Crimes ofPoisoning, 

Manslaughter, Murder, and Arson, 

Classified by Frequency 

Order Motive 

Hatred-Vengeance-Resentment 

2 Domestic Dissension-Hatred among Relatives 

3 Gambling Disputes-Quarrels in Public Places 

4 Théft (by Perpetrator or by Victim) 

5 Chance Encounters or Disputes 

6 Altercations over Damage--Disputes among Neighbors 

7 Adultery 

8 Debauchery-Concubinage--Seduction 

9 Desire to Collect an Inheritance or Ann.ul a Life Annuity 

10 Desire to Collect a Life or Property Insurance Claim 

Il Scomed or Thwarted Love-Refusai ofMarriage 

12 Jealousy 

Total 

59 

Frequency per 

1,000 Crimes 

264 

143 

113 

102 

94 

80 

64 

53 

26 

25 

20 

16 

1,000 



TABLE 12B 

Rank Order of Apparent Motives, by Crime 

Poisoning Murder 
TABLE 12B (continued) 

Frequency Frequency 
Rank Order of Apparent Motives, by Crime 

poe poe 
Manslaughter Arson R"'k 1,000 R"'k 1,000 

Orcier Motive Crimes Orcier Motive Crimes Frequency Frequency 

218 poe P"' Aciultery 349 Hatred--Vengeance--
~k 1,000 R"'k 1,000 Resentment Order Motive Crimes Order Motive Crimes 

2 Domestic Dissension- 320 2 Theft 214 
Hatred--Vengeance- Hatred-Vengeance-Hatred among Relatives 
Resentment 305 Resentment 343 

3 Desire to CoHect an 120 3 Domestic Dissension-- 2 Chance Encounters or 2 Desire to Collect an Inheritance or Annul a Life Hatred among !50 
Disputes 214 Insurance Ciaim !98 Annuity Relatives 

3 Gambling Disputes-- 3 Altercations over 4 Hatred....:v engeance- 4 Gambling Disputes-
Quarrels in Public Places 177 Damage--Disputes !54 Resentment 97 Quarrels in Public 

between Neighbors Places 94 

4 Domestic Dissension-- 4 Domestîc Dissension--5 Debauchery-Concubinage- 5 Adultery 91 Hatred among Relatives 119 Hatred among Relatives 115 Seduction 51 

5 Altercations over 5 Debauchery-6 Theft 17 6 Debauchery-- 12 
Damage--Disputes Concubinage-Seduction 50 Concubinage---
between Neighbors 86 Seduction 

6 Debauchery- 6 Scomed or Thwarted 1 Scomed or Thwarted Love-- 1 Altercations over 
Concubinage--Seduction 36 Love--Refusai ofMarriage 49 Refusa\ ofMarriage 17 Damage--Disputes 59 

between Neighbors 1 Theft 35 1 Theft 49 
8 Desire to Collect an 8 Desire to Coliect an 8 Adultery 14 8 Jealousy 39 lnsurance Claim 12 Inheritance or Arum! a 

Life Annuity 50 9 Scorned or Thwarted 9 Adultery 30 
Love-Refusai of 6 

9 Jealousy Il 9 Jealousy 26 Marri age 

10 Gambling Disputes- 10 Scorned or Thwarted 10 Jealousy 5 10 Gambling Disputes-
Quarrels in Public Places Love--Refusai of 26 

Quarrels in Public Places Mani age 

Il Desire to Collect an Il Chance Encounters or 
Il Chance Encounters or Il Chance Encounters or Inheritance or Annul a Disputes 

Disputes Disputes Life Annuity 

12 Altercations over Damage- 12 Desire to Collect an 12 Desire to Co !lect an 12 Desire to Collect an 
Disputes between Neighbors Insurance Claim Insurance Ciaim Inheritance or Annul a 

Life Annuity 

Total 1,000 Toul 1,000 Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
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TABLE IZC (continued) 

TABLE12C 
Rank Order ofthe Crimes ofPoisoning, Murder, Manslaughter and Arson, 

Rank Order of the Crimes ofPoisoning, Murder, Manslaughter and Arson, 
Classified According to Their Apparent Motives 

Classi:fied According to Their Apparent Motives Adultery vm. Debauchery, Concubinage, Seduction 

L Crimes Committed Because of Hatred, IL Domestic Dissension or Hatred among Murder 542 Mur der 522 

Vengeance or Resentment Relatives 2 Poisoning 321 2 Manslaughter 299 

Manslaughter 504 Murder 403 3 Manslaughter 95 3 Ars on [[5 

2 Murder 315 2 Manslaughter 366 4 Arson 42 4 Poisoning 64 

Arson !59 3 Poisoning 132 

4 Poisoning 22 4 """" 99 
Total 1,000 Total 1,000 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
Desire to Collect an Inheritance or x. Desire to Collecta Life or Property 

Annul a Life Annuity Insurance Claim 

III. Garnbling Disputes, Quarrels in Public IV. Theft 
Mur der 731 Arson 973 

Places 

Manslaughter 682 Murder 797 
2 Poisoning 269 2 Poisoning 27 

2 Murder 318 2 Manslaughter 148 
3 Manslaughter 3 Manslaughter 

3 Poisoning 3 Arson 45 4 Arson 4 Murder 

4 Anon 4 Poisoning 10 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 

Scomed or Thwarted Love, Refusai of XII. Jealousy 

V. Chance Encounters and Disputes VI. Altercations over Damage, Disputes Marriage 

between Neighbors Murder 500 Murder 612 

Manslaughter 1,000 Manslaughter 486 
2 Arson 3!0 2 Arson 225 

2 Poisoning 2 Murder 280 
3 Manslaughter 138 3 Manslaughter 122 

3 Murder 3 Anon 234 
4 Poisoning 52 4 Poisoning 41 

4 Arson 4 Poisoning 

Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
Total 1,000 Total 1,000 
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The first table (12A) shows the motives of the crimes of poisoning, 
Table 13 

Poisoning, Manslaughter, and Murder Committed by Reason of Adultery 

manslaughter, murder, and arson arranged in order offrequency, without making a Por Pee Pee Attempts on the Life 
distinction based on the nature of the crime. Hatred and vengeance, which appear in 

1,000 1,000 1,000 

Of 

the fust position, were the motives of26 percent, or more than a quarter of the total Of { Adulterous } Adulterous Hus bands Il 

number of these crimes. These are followed by domestic dissension and family Spouses 
Of { By the Offended } 22 
Adulterous Hus band 33 

hatreds (14%), then by garnbling quarrels and disputes in public places (Il%). The Wives By the Wife's Lover Il 

motives under these fust three headings by themselves produce more than half the By the Adulterous 
Wife 

77 

crimes ofpoisoning, manslaughter, murder, and arson. Of OfOffended { By the Wife's Lovee 177 
} 437 

The four expanded tables (12B) found immediately after the first one show 
Offended Hus bands By the Wife and Her 166 

Spouses 

{ 
Lover 

} the relative frequency of motives separately for each of the crimes discussed above. 
By the Wife and 17 719 
a Third Party 

In the first ofthese tables, it can be seen that the most common cause ofpoisoning 
By the Adulterous 177 

{Hus band 

} is adultery,14 which is ranked first and which motivates 35 percent, or more than a 
OfOffended By the Husband and 55 Wives His Lover 282 

third of these crimes. By the Husband' s 50 
Lover 

Next come, in the second and third positions, domestic dissension (32%) and Of { By the Off,nded 17 } Husbands' Wîfe 
34 

a desire to collect an inheritance or avoid paying a life annuity (12%). Of {Lovers By Relatives of the 17 

Lovers Adulterous Husband 

} Gambling disputes or quarrels in public places, chance encounters, and By the Offended 110 172 
OfWives' {Husband } neighborhood arguments are almost never motives for poisoning--they give rise to Lovers BK the Wife and a Il 138 

manslaughter, and, sometimes, to premeditated murder. This finding is obvious. 
T ird Party 

By Relatives of the 17 
Unfaithful Wife 

The following twelve tables (12C) show crimes rank ordered not by their 
Of the { By the Adultemus 22 } nature but accordîng to the motives which lead them to be committed. They refer Children of Mother 39 

{Adultery By the Offended 17 } back to the nurnbers in the general table (12A). Of 
Husband 

55 
Children { By th' Adulterous 5 

} We have not included in these tables the small number of homicides and Of Mother 
Le~timate By the Adulterous Il 16 

arsons committed by children or lunatics. 
Children Husband and His 

Lover 

\Vhenever, for reasons of adultery, one spouse makes an attempt on the li fe OfThird By the Wife's Lover 16 16 Parties 

of the other, one might tllink that it is often the offended spouse who takes revenge { Opposedto } OfThird the Adultery 
Parties OfThird 

21 

Parties By the Offended 
FavorinÎJ Husband 5 5 
theAdu tery 

Total 1,000 1,000 1,000 

140ne is reminded of the old adage of Roman law: Mu lier adultera, ergo venefica. 
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on the guilly spouse. This, however, hardly everhappens. Of 100 assaults of this 

type, no less than 96 are against the offended spouse, but it is necessary to note that 

this fmding applies when bath spouses are considered together. If one considers only 

adulterous hus bands, orres sees, astonishingly, that their lives are never threatened. 

The small proportion of four percent applies only to unfaithful wives, who are struck 

down by their own !avers half as often as by the hus bands they have betrayed (see 

Plate 5 in the Appendix). 

It is sad to think that those who have often been publically subjected to 

scandalous jesting formistakes they did not commit are preciselythe orres who must 

most fear for their lives. The crimes directed at them amount to three quarters of 

those set in motion by adultery. Attacks on the husband's life are the most common; 

they amount to three-fifths of the total number, while th ose on the wife make up only 

two-fifths. 

Attempts on the lives of offended husbands present themselves in the 

following or der: they are most often committed by the wife's lover acting al one, then 

by the lover and the wife, then wife acting alone, and, fmally, by the wife and a third 

party. 

More than three-fifths of attempts on the lives of offended wives are direct! y 

conunitted by their adulterous husbands, one- fifth by the husband's lover, and 

roughly another fiftb by the husband and his lover acting together. 

If the lives of adulterous spouses is almost never threatened,. this is not the 

case for their lovers, who are, nonetheless, almost three times less often exposed to 

attack as offended spouses. 

The adulterous husband's lover is three times less often the victim than is the 

wive's lover. The latter most often perishes at the hand of the husband, but 

sometimes at the hand of the wife or th ose close to ber. It is indeed worth y of remark 

that whenever relatives get mixed up in these bloody disputes they are consistently 

driven by honorable motives. If they become involved, it is always to put an end to 

the disturbances thal have perturbed the family and to avenge the spouse who has 
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been deceived. They inevitably strik:e, not at their relatives who betray their marital 

duties, but rather at their lovers. 

After spouses and their lovers, children are the primacy victims. First, there 

are those who are the fruition of adulterous intercourse, then those born to a 

legitimate union. The former are killed by mo th ers who wish to eradicate every trace 

of their indiscretions or by husbands to avenge their insult. The others, objects of 

aversion or jealousy, and whose inheritance is coveted for preferred children, are 

struck down by adulterous spouses and their lovers. 

These findings pertain to crimes committed by the population as a whole, 

without making distinctions of any kind. They would probably be quite different if 

they applied only to crimes committed by inhabitants oflarge towns, and especially 

if they were limited to the higher social classes. 

Debauchery, 15 seduction, and concubinage16 lead to the commission of 

roughly as many crimes as adultery. 

We have seen that, in adultecy, it is the life of the man that is most often 

threatened. Here, it is exactly the opposite. By compensation of a sort, more than 

three-fourths of the attacks are directed against women. The ir lives are at risk twice 

as often as those of men. 

The desire to prevent a complaint from being filed after an indecent assault 

and thus to escape the scandai and the dangers of a criminal proceeding is the most 

common motive for attacks on the lives ofwomen, but this motive alone produces 

only roughly a quai-ter of such attacks. 

15The French term is débauche. In Guerry's day, this was a legal tenu which referred to 
various sorts of behaviors that were theo considered depraved, including botb heterosexual 
"perversions" and homosexual practices-trans. 

16Tbe French term is concubinage. It carries roughly the same gender-neutral meaning that 
unrnarried cohabitation does today. A concubine was a fernale cohabitant, whilethe male partnerwas 
a concubin-trans. 
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Next, a sixth of these crimes is cornmitted to take revenge on unfaithful 

cohabitants orthose who want to break away from illicit practices. Another sixth is 

committed to dispose of women who have been seduced or abandoned lovers who 

have become an obstacle to the marri age of the accused. What a sad consequence 

this is ofliaisons like this! No matter wh ether she is faithful or unfaithful, the danger 

faced by the seduced woman is the same. 

Sorne ofthese crimes, rougbly one in seventeen, are of special nature, and are 

committed in sorne sense with the complicity of the unfortunates who are the victims. 

They result from unintentional poisonings and perilous maneuvers whose goal is to 

induce abortion and to avoid a future crime. 

In marriage, the wife's in:fidelity leads to on1y about one in everythirty-three 

assaults on the woman's life. It produces a sixth, or four times as many, in illicit 

unions. 

As was noted above, the most common motive for attacks on the lives of 

women as a result of seduction, sexual im.morality and illicit cohabitation causes a 

fourth of the total number of su ch crimes, and the motive principally responsible for 

attempts on the lives of men is even more powerful, causing more than half these 

crimes. This motive is the desire to avenge relatives who have been seduced. ln 

crimes such as this one, those which are in no sense due to a direct and personal 

interest are extremely rare, so much so as to account for barely two percent of the 

total, which includes the Corsican vendetta. Half ofthese are committed on sudden 

impulse or in defending a third party. The other half is, generally, to avenge a 

relative who has been seduced, but often also, it must be said, with the intent of 

satisfying the hatred against pers ons with whom the accused was involved in an illicit 

criminalliaison. 

One in roughly thirty-three assaults on the lives of men in the context of 

seduction, debauchery, and illicît cohabitation is cornmitted in a place of prostitution. 

This is almost al ways where prostitutes are attacked wh en there is an attempt on their 

lives. 
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Table 14 

Poisoning, Manslaughter and Murder Commîtted by Reason of Debauchery, Seduction and Concubinage 

Of 
Offended 
Persans 
~d 
Those 

~n.ftf;~\'td 
Relations 

OfThird 
Parties 

Of Males 

{ 

{ 

Of 
Fern ales 

Of 
Relatives 

Of 
Strangers 

Attempts on the Life 

Of Men Who Have Seduced the Relatives of the 
Accused (Daughters, Sisters, orNieces) 

Of Men During or After Acts ofDebauchery 

{ 
Of Men by Their Abandoned Concubines 

Of Rivais in Illegitimate Intercourse 

Of Seducers, to Gel Rid o fThern 

Of Boys, Ailer Homosexual Rape 

~Je";,~nfi'fm~ ~~i~:~c~~~'iJ!J'~t, to 

Of Con<:~~bines Who Have Ab311doned the Accused 

OfWornen V/lm Have Been Seduced, to Get Rid of 
Th<m 

OfProslirutes in Bawdy Houses 

Of Young Wornen During !ID Attempted Abortion 
by a Physician or Their Seducer 

{ 
Of Concubines wd Sedu~ Girls by Their Lover 

Of Young Wornen Who Wouid be Obstacles to 
Mania ge, by Thcir Seducers 

OfWornen Eogaged in Dlicit Ùltercourse, by reason 
of Alteroations or Jealousy 

Of Concubines. by Concoctions Ùl!ended to Render 
Them Sterile 

OfProstitutes 

ûfFathers of Seduced Girls by Their Seducers 

{ ûfCbildrcn lssuing from Dlicit Ùltercoursc 

Of Brothers trying lo Put an End to Their Sisters' 
Relation:;hip with the Accused 

Of Men Who Have Informed Fathers ofTheir 
Daughters' Relationship with the Accused 

Of Men Who Have Carried Girls Rescued Girls 

{ 

from Their Ravishers 

Of Men of Whom the Concubines of the Accused 
Have Complained 

Of Relatives ofWomen the Accused Has Molested 

OfPersons Who Have Given S:mctuary to 
Kidoaped Girls 
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To complete this table of evils that follow in the wake of the dissolution of 

norality, one must add to this startling series of crimes roughly one in fourteen of the 

1rsons for which the motives are known, a great many duels, mental illness, 

!Specially among prostitutes, all infanticides, and then, fmally, for the capital, the 

~eater part of the suicides committed by young women. 

One is led by these facts to considerations which undoubtedly have not 

~scaped the reader. Today, when:r:eligious beliefhas weakened, traditional standards 

lf private conduct (at least those which do not directly touch on material and 

Jecuniary interests) are shaken and called into question. Above ali, sexualliaisons 

:ensured by morality are looked upon with extreme indulgence. The theater and 

mpular literature, by ceaselessly portraying them as excusable mistakes, lead public 

lpinion astray and, if that is possible, render it even less strict. However, if we 

lbandon the principle of duty in fa v or ofthose of self-interest or utility, so that in our 

:yes the morality of an act results not from its inherent nature but entirely from its 

:onsequences, our conduct must still remain the same. We are forced to admit that, 

mderstood in the context of this new information, liaisons of this type become no 

ess serious as offenses than theywere under the doctrine which bas been rejected as 

nsufficient and founded on vain prejudice. In deepening our knowledge of men in 

ociety, it will al ways by found that the ideas oftrue uti1ity and duty, far from ever 

1eing in opposition, merge with one another and are inseparable. 
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GEOGRAPIDCAL DISTRIBUTION 

CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS 

The five regions of the kingdom, ranked according to the number of crimes 

committed there in proportion to their population appear in the order [ shown in table 

15] for the six-year period 1825-1830. 

Based on Table 15, the departments of the southem region are, over those six 

years, tho se where the greatest number of crimes against pers ons are found. Crimes 

there were twice as numerous as in the western and central regions, whose crime 

rates were roughly the same. The differences for individual departments taken 

separately are even greater. 

On the average, each year, one person in every 2,199 inhabitants of the 

department of Corsica is accused of crimes against persons; in the department of 

Lot, this figure is one in 5,885; it is one in 6,173 in Ariège, and one in 17,085 for 

France as a whole. At the ether end of the scale, the rate is no more than one in 

32,000 inhabitants in the Côte-d'Or and Indre, one in 33,000 in the departments of 

Somme and Sarthe, one in35,000 in the Ardennes, and, fmal1y, one in 37,000 in La 
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Table 15 

Ratio of the Number Accused of Crimes Against Persans to Population 

(One Accused per .... Inhabitants) 

Year 

Regîon 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

South 9,072 s 9,972 s 11,830 s 11,743 s 11,277 s 13,080 s 11,003 

E"'t 17,972 E 15,535 E 16,980 E 16,361 E 16,661 c 18,512 E 17,349 

North 17,983 N 19,995 w 17,880 N 18,476 N 20,414 E 19,151 N 19,964 

West 20,140 c 22,485 c 19,475 c 21,471 c 22,388 N 22,807 c 20,984 

Central 22,293 w 24,168 N 20,852 w 22,756 w 23,759 w 26,548 w 22,168 
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Creuse, whose rate is approximately :fifteen times less than Corsica's. ln this latter 

department the number of accusations bas grown smaller each year, falling by more 

than half sin ce 1825. 

Of ali crimes against persons, th ose directed againstparents imply the great est 

moral perversion. It is important therefore to know if crimes of this type are equally 

concentrated in the south. But since it is probable that local causes in that region 

which increase crimes against persons also increase attacks on parents, we compare 

the data on crimes against parents with the total number of crimes against persons 

rather than with population. 

It is in the southem and central regions, in Berry, Limousin~ Auvergne, and 

Provence~ and in parts of Languedoc and Guyenne that attacks against parents are 

least numerous in comparison with the total number of crimes against persons. It is 

in the north, the east, and the west that they are more frequent. Corsica, Lot, Ariège, 

Pyrénées-Orientales, Haut-Rhin and Lozère, the six departments ranked first on 

crimes against persons, rank only 8lst, 54th, 67th, 74th, 40th, and 72nd on assaults 

on parents. Undoubtedly, for the se latter crimes the rank order of departments cannet 

be determined with great precision, but they are nevertheless close enough to permit 

approximation. 

The are as of the kingdom where there is the greatest respect for parents are 

generally those where young soldiers most quickly leave military service to retum 

to their families. It is in these areas that one also :finds fewer illegitimate births and 

suicides. 

We shall examine, in the text accompanying the education map, the extent 

to which the opinion attribuÇng most crimes against pers ons ta ignorance is justified. 

Because population concentration softens marals while at the same time 

reducing the chance of escaping the pursuit of justice, sorne would say it reduces the 

frequency of crimes against persons. By consulting Table Al in the Appendix, it can 

be seen th at the effect of population concentration is at most very limited, if it exists 
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CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS 

Map 1 

Crimes Against Persons 
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at all, sin ce a large number of crimes of this type are committed in the departrnents 

ofBouches-duRhône, Hérault, Var, Haut-Rhin and Moselle, wherethere are very 

populous cities. Replacing population density with the ratio of rural to urban 

population would not make this influence stand out any better, since although the 

departments of Corsica, Lot, Ariège, Aveyron, and Lozère have sparse populations, 

the southeastem region is nonetheless the one with the largest urban population. The 

western and central regions, with the smallest urban populations, are those which 

show the smallest number of crimes against persons. This is the opposite ofwhat we 

should have seen had the position we spoke of above been generally true. 

The lottery has been represented in Parliament as the principal cause of ali 

domestic the ft, assault and battery against parents, and poisonings, if not of ali types 

of crime. It is difficult to conceive how the lottery--an institution which we are in 

any case far from approving--could by itSelf produce ali these crimes. Poisonings are 

rouch too uncommon for their distribution by department to be anything but very 

uncertain. It is more or less the same with assault and battery against parents. It 

would be mistaken to draw conclusions from data for a single year, which could 

re present exceptional figures. We now know that a fairly large proportion of these 

crimes are committed in departments where the lottery is seldom played and in others 

where it is not played at ali because there are no lottery bureaus. In any case, even 

if we assume that domestic theft, assaults against parents, and poisonings are in 

reality more common in the departments where more is beton the lottery tban in the 

others, it might very weil be a simple coïncidence or the spurious correlation of tvvo 

effects, independent of one another but both produced by a common cause. 

In each period in history, there are general causes that are clairned to explain 

everything and whose effects are seen everywhere. Thus it is that in France, for 

example, the differences which have been observed between the moral character of 

different peoples, in their customs and prejudices, have been successive! y attributed, 

always according to the dominant ideas of the time and in an exclusive manner, to 

climate, to temperature, to di et, and finally, in recent times, to elementary education, 
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Rmk 

Order Department 

Landes 

2 Charente 

3 Charente~Inférieure 

4 Aisne 

5 Meurthe 

6 Côtes-du-Nord 

7 Somme 

8 Marne 

9 Morbihan 

10 Seine-et-Oise 

77 Aube 

78 Loire 

79 Cantal 

80 Aude 

81 Corsica 

82 Indre 

83 Nièvre 

84 Jura 

85 Hautes-Pyrénées 

86 Corrèze 

Table 16 

Crimes Against Parents 
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Number of Crimes Against Parents per 1,000 

Crimes Against Persons 

133 

129 

125 

116 

110 

107 

106 

104 

100 

94 

13 

12 

Il 

10 
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to the industrial system, to the actions of the clergy, and to the enjoyment ofpolitical 

rights. Especially today, when peoples spirits are thrown into lively discussions of 

public affairs, one is inclined to view the moral character of different peoples as the 

variable result of institutions. Natural influences, which seem to go almost 

unnoticed, nonetheless operate with no less force and are worthy of as much 

attention. 

Among the causes of the unequal geographical distribution of crimes against 

persons~ there is one which has until now has not received enough attention. This 

factor is regional differences in acquired or early organization which, despite the 

regularity of our new administrative divisions, makes it necessary to recognize the 

kingdom as made up of severa! distinct nations, each with its own language, 

mann ers, customs, and traditional prejudices. In similar- circumstances, a Basque or 

an inhabitant of Languedoc will behave very differently than a person from 

Normandy; similarly, someone from Lower Brittany will not behave like a resident 

of Auvergne or Berry. Moreover, these variations in character-types in many of our 

old provinces are so striking that they have long been consecrated in popular 

proverbs. Unfortunately, the natural history of man, in which we should take a 

vigorous interest, is too little advanced to be of any use here. Distinctions of type or 

race have been scarcely glimpsed for only part ofEurope, and then only on the basis 

ofhistorical documents and in an entirely incomplete and superficial matter. The 

study of physiological characteristics would seem likely to lead to more empirically

based and satisfacto:ry results, 17 but it will undoubtedly be a long time yet before we 

have sufficiently numerous observations to rigorously determine a geographical 

distribution of races in this country. 

In addition to the facts which we have collected, and whose linkage with the 

distribution of crime can be studied, there are other extremely important data which 

17W.F. Edwards.--Physiological Characteristics of the Human Races, Considered in Their 
Relationship to History. (Paris, 1829). 
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we regret not being able to offer to our readers. Even if the end result of examining 

them should prove negative, it would not be fruitless, sin ce, in research of this type, 

in which a priori explanations are almost al ways erroneous, it is usually only by the 

path of exclusion that one can hope to arrive at the truth. 

In order to appraise ease of transport, we have drawn up the fold-out map of 

royal highways per square league; 18 we hope that a simîlar study would be published 

of departrnental highways, communal roads, and navigable rivers. It would also be 

useful to know wh ether the se roads traverse forests or uncultivated land for any long 

stretch, and to know, for each department, the property divisions, the physical aspect 

of the countryside, the principal industry, the type of cultivation, and, consequently, 

the customs and usual occupations of its inhabitants. It is true that these pieces of 

information are for the most part in our possession, but since until now they have 

been indicated in a vague and imprecise manner, they ought to be sufficiently based 

on observation and sufficiently precise asto be expressed numerically and to permit 

the classification of departments in rank arder, aJl of which is in a large number of 

cases impossible toda y. Finally, our desire would be that, for capital crimes only, the 

Compte général de la justice criminelle, so perfect in other respects, would 

distinguish in the future between crimes committed by city-dwellers and those 

conunitted by inhabitants of the countryside, and, in addition, that it would present 

the major findings by administrative districts, 19 as is clone for correctional matters. 

This would be one of the best ways of demonstrating the local causes of crimes and 

delivering the most active police surveillance to those places where it is most 

necessary. 

18This map is not available tous. -trans. 

1"Here, Guerry is asking for the equivalent of modern county and census tract data. He caUs 
for breakdowns by arrondisements, which were in most departments roughly the equivalent of 
counties in the United States. For Paris, an arrondîsementwas one of the city's twenty wards.-trans. 
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Sorne will perhaps wonder at our seemingly endless requests for new 

information and more extensive details. It is quite generally thought that, once a 

statistical framework is set in place, nothing remains but to periodically :fill it in 

without searching for more information. Tiûs is gravely mistaken. Statistics, thus 

considered, would be of highly restricted utility. Of course, as a first priority, facts 

that have been previously presented should always continue to be collected in the 

same form so as to show development over time. On the other hand, supplemental 

or secondary data !hat might be tied to these primary facts should not be neglected. 

It is seldom that a single table gives the complete answer to a question. The simpler 

a question appears, the more o:ften it is discovered to be complex. By continuing to 

extend the scope of research as the issue is broken up into parts, one arrives at an 

understanding of ail its elements, illuminating it on all sides. If, on the other hand, 

one stops with the first partial results, it is necessary to use untested hypotheses to 

compensate for the knowledge of the facts that remain unknown, and one thus 

becomes involved in an interminable series of errors 

CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY 

The five regions of the kingdom, arranged on the basis of the relationship 

between their populations and the number of crimes against property committed, 

appear in the order [shown in Table 17]. 

The maximum is consistently found in the northem region, which only ranks 

third for crimes against persans; and except for the year 1830, for which the results 

may have been affected by causes we have indicated above, the minimwn always 

falls in the central region, where crimes against property are generally twice as 

uncommon as in the northem region. F ollowing the department of the Seine, where 

there is one accused for every 1,368 :inhabitants, or twelve times more than in the 

departments of Haute-Loire and La Creuse, the greatest number of crimes is in part 
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CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY 

Table 17 

Ratio of the Number Accused of Crimes Against Property to Population 

(One Accused per .... Inhabîtants) 

Year 

Region 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

+North 4,226 N 4,181 N 4,238 N 3,681 N 3,561 N 3,773 N 3,924 

East 6,194 E 7,089 E 6,896 E 6,637 w 7,362 c 7,463 E 6,924 

South 7,912 w 7,472 w 7,324 s 7,313 s 7,369 E 7,686 w 7,534 

West 7,992 s 8,423 s 7,354 w 7,353 E 7,403 w 7,745 s 7,945 

-Central 8,382 c 8,703 c 9,792 c 8,148 c 7,626 s 8,279 c 8,285 

Map2 

Crimes Against Property 
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ofNormandy, and, afterthat, in the departrnents of Seine-et-Oise, Eure-et-Loire, and 

Pas-de-Calais. 

By way of happy compensation, the parts of the kingdom which have the 

most crimes against persans show very few against property. However, 

Alsace and the departments of Corsica, Seine-et-Oise, Moselle, and Lozère are 

exceptions which are once again highly ranked, just as they were in the preceding 

map. 

Proportionally to population, crimes against property are usually more 

common in populous cities than in tho se whose inhabitants are less numerous. Sorne 

believe it is possible to conclude from this that high population density is the 

principal cause of crimes against property. This would be carrying the generalization 

tao far, since fewercrimes of this type are commîtted in sorne departments where one 

fmds major cities--Nantes, Bordeaux, Nîmes, Toulouse, Montpellîer, and Marseille-

than in the northem departments where the largest tovms are Troyes, Châlons, Arras, 

Evreux and Chartres. Sorne have undoubtedly attributed to population concentration 

the influence actually due to varions other factors which :frequently coïncide with 

high population density without necessarily being caus ally Iinked with it as a result. 

Since these factors vary together, it is difficult because oftheir similar distributions 

to distinguish how great an effect is due to each factor. 

Wealth, as indicated by the amounts of taxes on bath in come and property 

(Column A, Table Al in the Appendix) and by regional revenues, is more closely 

related than population density to crimes against property, so that it thus appears to 

be an indirect cause of such crimes. It should be noted that it is true that the 

maximum level ofwealth as measured by the combination ofthese two elements falls 

·in the northem departments, where one also fmds the most crimes against property, 

and that the minimum falls in the central region, where these crimes are the most 

uncomrnon. But then, on the other band, average wealth is almost as high in the 

south as in the north, following the direction of a curve that, beginning in the 

department of Charente, crosses parts of Guyeillle, Languedoc, and Provence. If 
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wealth indirectly produces crimes against property in the north, why is the same not 

true in the south? 

Although the poorest departments are those with the fewest crimes against 

property, it would be careless to conclude that abject poverty is not the principal 

cause of such crimes. To justify this last opinion, which we are far from rejecting, 

it would be necessary to bave more direct proof. Indeed, it is possible that the 

departments where there is the least wealth are nonetheless not tho se where there are 

the most indigent persons, and that the departments where the most considerable 

fortunes are found are precisely those where poverty is at the same time most 

extreme for a certain part of the population. 

The question of the influence of wealth or poverty on morality presents more 

difficulty than rnight be supposed at fust glanee. ln order to study it, it would be 

indispensable to establish the proportional numbers of indigent persons and beg gars 

for each departrnent. It îs true that sorne documents have been published on this 

subject, but they are of a dubious nature and do not appear to merit enough 

confidence to be included in the present analysis. 

Column B of Table Al in the Appendix, which is based on the excellent 

report presented to the Public Finance Administration in 1830 by Monsieur de 

Chabrol, shows, for each departrnent, the development of commerce and industry, 

represented by the ratio of business li censes to the population. Almost ali of tho se 

departrnents where this ratio is highest are above the average on crimes against 

property; while the others, with the exception of Corsic~ are weil below it. We 

could point that there are, as always, exceptions: for part ofBrittany, for exarnple, 

where there is the least industry but where theft is very common, or for the 

departments of Ardennes, the Meuse, and the Côte-d'Or, where, in contrast, one fmds 

few crimes against property coupled with very active industry. But we must 

emphasize the general findings. 
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This apparent connection between crimes against property and the 

development of commerce and industry merits careful study, since France is not the 

only country where isbas been noticed.20 

In the capital and surrounding areas, as well as in the large manufacturing 

cities and seaports, a large proportion of crimes against property is committed by 

professional thieves,21 whose number for the kingdom as a whole is said to be no 

fewer than thirty to forty thons and individuals ofboth sexes. Among them are found 

many young men who have openly prepared themselves in our reformatories for the 

exercise of the ir infamous craft. Ex -convicts who have served the ir sentences, 

though they are objects of terror for society, are rarely found guilly of crimes as 

dreadful as is imagined in the wor!d at large. Since they know the penal laws 

perfectly weil, they carefully avoid conunitting actions that would carry them to the 

gallows, and their crimes are thus no longer directed against persans, but against 

property. They enter the bagnes as premeditated murderers or ether kinds of killers 

and come out as thieves and forgers. 

Here would be an appropriate place to examine an opinion which we cannat 

share, even though it is found in worthy and esteemed writings. We shaH not 

conclude without a few words on the subject. 

20Whilst commerce bas increased one balf, crime bas nearly quadrupled. - Statistica/ 
Illustrations of the British Empire (London, 1827, Preface); Girard, Report to the Academy of 
Sciences on a Memoire by Monsieur de Morogues Entit/ed"On the Usefulness ofMachines and Their 
Inconveniences, etc.," page 17 (Paris, 1832). 

21 This observation applies with even greater force to the city ofLondon, wherethieves, more 
numerous and more skilled than here in France, have fonned akind of corporation or trade guild-·a 
regularly organized society -·Minutes of Evidence before the Select Committee on Secondary 
Punishments (London, September 1831, page 1 03). --Report from the Select Committee on Criminal 
Commitments and Convictions (London, July 1828, page 5). 

--Minutes o[Evidence Taken before Select Committee on Secondary Punishments (London, 
June 1832, page 64). 
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Attacks against persons are, it is said, the most serious of all crimes. 

Assure dl y, they are the most serious for th ose who are the victims, but is this equally 

true for those who are found guilty? Do such crimes presuppose greater corruption 

and perversity than crimes against property? We do not think so. Assault and 

battery, simple homicide, even manslaughter, when they are not with the object of 

facilitating a theft, are most often due to being caught up in a violent passion which 

can leave behind remorse-a fit ofjealousy, an uncontrollable rage, a desire to rebuff 

a provocation or avenge an injustice. In particular circumstances, such crimes may 

even have a sense ofhonor as their source; while it is true that we know them to be 

wrong, we are inclined to excuse them. 

In contrast, crimes against property, which are planned out for a long time 

and endlessly repeated, are evidence of a distressing perseverance in wrong-doing, 

and presuppose depravity no less than cowardice. Never do they excite any 

sympathy. The swindler, the forger, the fraudulent bankrupt of our northem 

departments who, with his polished etiquette and wide-ranging education, coldly 

accomplishes the ruin of twenty farnilies wh ose trust he bas abused, is, in our eyes, 

more vile, more irrunoral than the illiterate inhabitant of our southem departments, 

who strikes down his adversary in a brawl and kills hlm. 
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EDUCATION 

It is said that ignorance is the principal cause of crime, and that to make men 

better and happier, it is sufficient to give them an education. This opinion bas been 

sustained in Parliament and in the Royal Prison Society, and is general! y accepted 

in France. Since the publication of the Compte général de l'adrninstration de la 

justice criminelle, this position has been repeated with so much assurance and in so 

many forrns that it bas become a widely-accepted truth, a corrunonplace that requires 

no additional proof. 

What is the major basis of this opinion? It is based on the observation that 

the departments where education is !east widespread are those where the most 

crimes are committed. But the question is, is thls really true? To resolve it, it is 

necessary to detemrine exactly, over a period of years, the distributions of education 

and crime in the various parts of the kingdom. We believe we have succeeded in 

doing this. 

The difference which exists in the data on education between what sorne have 

since called the "dark" France and the "illuminated" France was noted for the first 
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time in 1823 by Monsieur Malte-Brun as a fact worthy of serious attention.22 The 

number of male students admitted to the schools, which that author used, was the 

only component of educational data available at that time. It is also the only 

component considered in later research published on the same subject. 

lt was thought to be extremely probable thal the number of students in each 

department could more or less represent the state of education of the population as 

a whole. There was, however, reason to fear that the data sent to the ministry were 

not everywhere collected with the same accuracy' and that, moreover, they ignored 

the number of children taught by their families or by uncertified teachers. 

We now have a more reliable way of arriving at a solution to the problern. 

Sin ce the military dra ft of 1827, the Minister of War has required young men called 

up to the anny to subnrit to an exarnination ascertaining how many know how to read 

and write at the time of the ir selection. We have drawn a comparative education map 

for the various departments using information on this subject collected over a three

year period. It merits ali the more confidence since it includes, for the same time 

period, men from all social classes without distinction, and, since the figures are not 

calculated on the basis of total population, which is often poorly known, but on the 

basis of the nurnber of young men listed in the census returns. 

What is most striking wh en one first looks at the map of education is the light 

shading spread across the thlrty departrnents in the northeast, those that are located 

above a straight line thal could be drawn from the departrnent ofla Manche to thal 

of Ain. The departrnents of Meuse, Doubs, Jura, Haute-Marne and Haut-Rhin, 

included in :tbis series, show the most favorable proportions. For every 100 young 

men listed in the census returns, 71 ta 74, or almost three-quarters, know how to read 

and write. 

22The frrst documents published on the educational statistics of France may be found in the 
works of the leamed Venetian geographer Monsieur A[driano] Balbi, Statistics of the Kingdom of 
Portugal and of Algarve, as noted in the Journal des Débats for July 21, 1823. 
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It is not, as sorne incorrectly belîeve, in the southem provinces that the 

greatest ignorance is found, but rather in the western and central provinces, in Berry, 

Limousin,andBrittany. Forevery 100 young men, no more than fifteen in the 

department of Finistère know how to read and write; the percentages are 14 in 

Morbihan, 13 in Cher, the Haute-Vienne, and Allier, and, finally, on! y 12 percent, or 

approximately one-eighth, in Corrèze. 

Exceptions must be made in the west for the departments of Deux-Sèvres, 

Charente-Inférieure, Charente, Gironde, and Basses-Pyrénées, which fall above the 

average for the entire kingdom. In the departme:ç1t of Corsica, which îs widely 

belîeved to be backward with respect to education, half the young men ( 49%) know 

how to read and write. There are sixty departments that have not attained this 

proportion. 

Let us now compare this map with the one for crimes against persons. The 

maximum crime rate is in Corsica, in the southeastem provinces, and in Alsace. Is 

this because there is greater ignorance there? Our map supplies evidence to the 

contrary. Furthermore, the minimum occurs in the western and central provinces. 

Can it be said !hat the bighest leve! of education prevails there? Clearly the 

relationship people talk about does not exist. 

We have shown above that the distributions of crimes against persons and 

against property, whatevertheir causes, are now known extremely weil, and thatthey 

are repeated each year in a uniform way. 1his point having been weil established, 

it seems to us that one can now no longer contest the value of these findings by 

contending that, even according to our work, the distribution of education remains 

uncertain and accidentai, or that it might change from one year to the next or 

according to the components of education used, and that, as a consequence, nothing 

can be concluded about the relationship between education and crime. Even if the 

order in which the departments are ranked is not rigorously exact, it is nonetheless 

certain that, when the departments are collapsed into groups, the partial errors 

compensate for one another, that this order becomes almost invariant, and that this 
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is true even though the order of the groups is deterrnined by numerical proportions 

thal differ only slightly arnong themselves. The table on the following page, 

constructed using various pieces of information collected over a period of severa! 

years, provides convincing evidence of this observation. 

The three parts ofTable 18 (A, B, C) being, as can be seen, based on different 

kinds of information, it is evident that reporting errors for any one of them are 

entirely independent of those which might affect each of the others. The partial 

results serve as checks on one another. Now, whether we consider the ratio of 

students to the total population, the ratio of educated defendants to the total number 

of pers ons accused, or, preferably, the ratio of the number of young men who know 

how to read and write ta the total number of young men listed in the census reports, 

we always :find the same distribution of education across the five regions of the 

king dom. 

Tbese regions, classified according to the education oftheir residents, appear 

in the same arder every year: eastern, northem, southem, weste~ and central. The 

west, it is true, in one instance in seven appears immediate! y after the central region 

rather than immediately before it, but it should be noted that, since the figures for 

these two regions are roughly the same, they can alternate without the order really 

being reversed as a result. 

In the three parts of the table, the eastern region al ways shows at }east twice 

as rouch education as does the central, and three times as rouch in the table showing 

the ratio of students to the population (C.). 

The general results of the education map are th us full y confirmed, and it is 

demonstrated that the departments where there is the greatest ignorance are not, as 

we hear in everyday conversation, those where most crimes against persans are 
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Region 

E"'t 

North 

South 

West 

Central 

Region 

North 

South 

Central 

W"t 

Region 

North 

South 

Central 

Table 18 

Distribution of Instruction in the Five Regions 

A. Young Men Counted in the Census 

Ratio of the Number of Young Men Knowing How to Read and 
Write to the Number of Young Men Recorded in the Census 

Tables 

1827 

51 

48 

32 

26 

24 

E 

N 

s 

w 

c 

1828 

56 

53 

33 

27 

25 

B. Persans Accused of Crime 

E 

N 

s 

w 

c 

1829 

58 

55 

34 

27 

25 

Ratio of the Number of Accused Persans at Least Knowing How 
to Read to the Total Number ofDefendants Brought Before the 

Assize Courts 

1828 

52 

49 

31 

29 

25 

E 

N 

s 

w 

c 

C. Students 

1829 

52 

47 

28 

25 

23 

E 

N 

s 

w 

c 

Ratio ofthe Number ofMale Students to Population 
(One Student for Every ... lnhabitants) 

92 

1829 

14 

16 

43 

45 

48 

1830 

53 

47 

30 

24 

23 

commÜ:.ted.23 It would not be useful to discuss crimes against property at this point, 

since they are found primarily in the departments with the highest levels of 

education. 

It has been recognized for sorne time that crimes against property should no 

longer be attributed to ignorance, as they once were. 

Changes over time in this educational distribution are hardi y noticeable, since 

the numbers of students bas been increasing everywhere, although 

disproportionately, so that the various parts of the king dom al ways remain in more 

or less the same order. The following evidence supports this conclusion: 

According to the tables appended to the primary education bill presented last 

year to the Bouse of Peers, fifteen years ago, in 1817, the maximum level of 

education was, as it is toda y, in the north east, in the educational districts of Metz, 

Strasbourg, Besançon, Douai, and Dijon, where there was, respectively, one student 

for every 14, 14, !5, 16 and 17 people in the population. The minimum, again, fel! 

in the western and central regions, in the educational districts of Lyon, Bourges, 

Clermont, Grenoble, and Rennes, where no more than one student per 113, 126, 190, 

158, and 567 inhabitants, respectively, was counted. 

Ten years later, in 1827, the se proportions had increased, but without the rank 

ordering of regions being noticeably changed. The maximum was again in the 

schools of Besançon, Metz, Amiens, Strasbourg, and Dijon, where the student ratio 

was one in 11, 11, 12, 12, and 15, respective! y. The minimum was in the districts of 

Angers, Limoges, Orléans, Rennes, and Clermont, where the ratio was only one in 

74, 92, 128, 150, and 159 inhabitants. Renee these educational districts always 

follow one another in roughly the same order, but with more and more favorable 

proportions. 

23These results confillll those already presented in Statistique comparée de l'état de 
l'instruction et du nombre des crimes, whlch we published in 1829 with Monsieur A[driano] Bal bi, 
but they are worthy of greater confidence because they cover a longer period, especially since the 
distribution of instruction is now better established. 
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Those who attributed most crimes against persans committed in the southern 

region to educational deficits found it necessary, to be consistent, to argue at the 

same time that those individuals who are found guilty of crimes agaînst persans are 

more ignorant than tho se who commit only crimes against property. They considered 

this true beyond any doubt. Now tbat tbe Compte de la justice has for tbree years 

presented data on the educational levels of defendants, is it the case that there is 

indeed greater ignorance among individuals prosecuted for crimes against persans 

than among other defendants? Hardly, since it is precisely the opposite. 

In crimes against property, 38 percent of the accused have received sorne 

education; the figure is 42 percent for crimes against persans. Moreover, we must 

not fail to mention the fact that among these latter crimes, the most depraved and 

perverse appear generally to be committed by preference by educated perpetrators. 

Thus, educated offenders commit43% of assaults and battery against strangers, 44% 

of assaults and battery against family members, 45% of indecent assaults against 

adults, 47% of indecent assaults against children, 47% of manslaughters, 49% of 

prerneditated murders, and, :finally, 49% of poisonings, or twice as many as highway 

robbery. 

Let us examine one last argument which is found in most v.ritings on public 

education and which sorne believe is unanswerable. It is said that the proof that 

ignorance is the principal cause of crime is that, at various points intime, bath in 

England and here at home, halfto two-thirds of the prisoners did not know how to 

read. 24 1.}1hat can be concluded from this? Absolutely nothing, except that this was 

the case. In arder for this fact to take on sorne importance, it would be necessary to 

14The investigations conducted by arder of the British Parliament suggest to us that, by 
comparison, instruction is rather widespread among prisoners in England Those in London, in 
particular, for the most partknow how tore ad and write, but it appears that they are grossly ignorant 
in ali other respects. ''Most of them can read and write, but they are excessive/y ignorant, the ir 
reading and writing gives them no sort ofknowledge. lt is the same as if they could not re ad or write 
as to any useful knowledge" (Minutes of Evidence before Select Committee on Secondary 
Punishments··London, September, 1831, page 104). 
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prove that the total population from which the prisoners came was more educated 

than the prisoners, but it is unknown whether this is the casè. If three-quarters of the 

prison ers knew neither howto re ad nor how to write, but in the total population four

fifths of tbe inhabitant of tbe sarne age and sex were completely illiterate, tbe 

prisoners would then be proportionately more educated, and ignorance could no 

longer be regarded as the cause of their crimes. 

Since this manuscript was submitted to the Academy of Sciences,25 sorne 

believe themselves to have found a better proof of the influence of education in 

reducing the number of crimes. "1bis influence,, we are assured, "will be evident 

ifit can be dernonstrated that young criminals bec orne increasingly rare as education 

expands. Now, the number ofpersons onder sixteen years of age who were accused 

was 143 in 1828, but no more tban 114 in 1830 [see Table 19]. !nstead oftbe 1,278 

accused between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one counted in 1828, there were only 

1,161 in 1830. Since records began ta be kept, the trend has a/ways been 

downward." 

Instead of fust examining whether this principle is incontestable, we shaH 

lirnit ourselves, in response to it, to the presentation of the number of youths accused 

during tbe five-year period 1826-1830, inclusive. We would only make tbe 

observation that thenumber of crimes prosecuted being slight1y reduced in 1830, for 

reasons which we have already indicated, it is not surprising that the number of 

accused of any given age should be lower than during the preceding year. 

It is now easy ta determine whether the trend in the number of young 

criminals is al ways decreasing as has been claimed. 

Sorne may perhaps reproach us for overtuming theories long sanctified by the 

most respected authorities. Our response is that we are not creating doctrine here~ 

15 At a session on July 2, 1832. 
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Age 

Under 16 

16-21 

Table 19 

Number of Y ouths Accused of Crimes Against Persons 

and Against Property, by Age 

1826 

124 

1,101 

1827 

136 

1,022 

96 

Year 

1828 

143 

1,278 

1829 

107 

1,126 

1830 

114 

1,161 

we are exposing the facts without claiming to explain them. In any event, we are 

persuaded that any error would ultirnately be deplorable, and that, in order to be 

useful to science and to men, it is necessary to place the authority of the facts before 

the authority of names, and never to sacrifice any truth to these secondary 

considerations. 

If our research were not limited to France, we could add that these unexpected 

findings are in agreement with those obtained in the most enlightened nations by 

know1edgeab1e and honorable men. ln England, in Gennany, and in the United 

States, where the happy influence of enlightenrnent and industrial development on 

moral improvement was celebrated oniy a few years aga, it has already been 

recognized that establishing schools is not sufficient to prevent the corruption of 

morais and that we must search for another cure for the mal ad y that plagues society.
26 

26The SeventhReport ofthe Committeefor the lmprovement of Prison Discipline (Appendix, 

page 108). 

Report of the Select Committee of the House ofCommons, Appointed to lnquire into the 
Cause of the lncrease in the Number o[Criminals [sic] Committements [sic] and Convictions in 

England and Wales (June, 1827). 

London Medical Repository, New Series (vol. 3, page 337). 

Brougham, Speech in the House ofCommons (June, 1820). 

John Miller, Inquiry into the Present State of the Statute [sic] ofCriminal Law of England 

(London, 1832, page 231). 

FirstAnnual Report of the Board of Managers of the Prison Discipline Society (Boston, etc., 

page 83). 

Stat istical Illustrations of the British Empire Compiled by the Or der of the London Statistical 

Society (London, 1827, voL 1, page 9). 

Quetelet, Recherches sur le penchant au crime, pages 44 and 78 (Mem. de l'Acad de 

Bruxelles, vol. 7, 1831). 

A. de Candolle, De la statistique criminelle (Bibliothèque universelle de Genève, January, 

1831). 

Rao, G6ttingische gelehrte Anzeigen (1828, voL 1, page 58). 
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lt would perhaps be tempting to conclude that from the foregoing that the 

cultivation of the intellect is incapable ofweakening criminal tendencies, and that, 

rather, it strengthens them. This would undoubtedly be an additional error. 

Julius, Vorlesungen über die Geftingnisskunde 2c (Berlin, 1830). 

Zellweger, Neue Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen gemeinnützigen Gesellschaft über 
Erziehungswesen, Gewerbjleiss und Armenpjlege (Zürich, 1827, vol. 3, page 257). 

Two magistrat es of the Royal Court ofParis, Messieurs G[ustave] de Beaumont and A(lexis] 
de Tocqueville, who have just traveled throughout the United States of North America, where they 
have collecte cl a considerable number of documents on procedures of the penitentiary system and on 
criminal statistics, have been good enough to communicate to us the following note excerpted from 
the very notable work which they are now preparing for publication: 

"Sorne pers ons in the United States believe that the enlightenment provided by instruction, 
so widely available in the northem states, tends to reduce the number of crimes. 

"In the state of New York, with a population oftwo million, five hundred fifty thousand 
children are taught in the schools, and the state alone spends more than six million francs each year 
on education. lt would seem that an educated population for whom employment is available in 
agriculture, commerce and manufacturing ought to commit fewer crimes than a population possessing 
these same employment opportunities but lacking the sarne leve! of education. Nevertheless, we do 
not think that the Iower leve! of crime in the north should be attnOuted to education, since, in 
Connecticut, where education is even more widespread than in the state ofNew York, the crime rate 
is rising extremely rapidly. Although one cannat biarne education for this prodigious increase in 
crime, one is at !east forced to recognize that education is powerless to prevent it. 

"Education, even wh en notseparated from religions beliefs, gives birth to a multitude of new 
wants and desires, which if unsatisfied drive those who have experienced education into crime. 
Education in creas es social contacts; it is the sou! of commerce and industry. But it th us creates 
between individuals a thousand opportunities for :fraud and bad faith that simply do not exist in an 
ignorant and uncouth population. Thus, it is in the nature of education to increase rather than 
decrease the number of crimes. Moreover, this point appears to be rather generally known today, 
since in Europe it bas been observed that crimes are increasing in most of the countries where 
education is very widespread. We will take this opportunity to express our full opinion on the 
influence of education. lts advantages appear to us infinitely greater than its inconveniences. It 
develops ali intellects and supports ail activities. Itthus protects the moral strength and material well
being of nations. The passions it excites, disastrous to society wh en nothing holds them in check, 
becomepregnant with benefits wh en they can attain the goal toward which they strive. Th us, it is true 
tb at education spreads sorne seeds of corruption among men, but ît is also true that it makes a nation 
richer and stronger. For a nation surrounded by enlightened neighbors, it is not only a benefit, but 
also a political necessity." 

G. de Beaumont and A de Tocqueville, Du Système Pénitentiare (Part I, Chapter 3). 
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Education is an instrument whîch can be used weil or poorly. The instruction 

offered in our elementary schools, which consists entirely of learning, in a rather 

imperfect way, how to read, write, and do arithmetic, cannot make up for faulty 

moral education,27 and it is not necessarily obligated to exert rouch influence on 

morality. We believe it serves neither to corrupt nor to improve morality. It is 

diffi.cult for us to understand how training a man to do certain almost mechanical 

operations could be sufficientto pro vide him at the same time with steady morais and 

to develop in him a sense ofhonor and probity. 

Moreover, we are far from suggesting by the foregoing that this knowledge 

is useless, and we sincerely applaud the zeal of honorable men who, for the last 

:fifteen years, have striven to expand this type of training in our country. Ifit does 

not provide all the advantages that were supposed at fust, it at least destroys absurd 

or harmful prejudices, teaches sorne orderly habits, permits people to devote 

themselves to less laborious occupations, and may thus contribute to improving the 

conditions of the working classes. 

27The distinction between "instruction" and "éducation" which seems at times to be 
misconstrued, bas often been called to mind by sorne of our best joumalists, Messieurs Degérando 
and Roter CoUard among others. The latter, in a speech delivered in 1817, put itthis way: "Without 
education, instruction would be but an instrument of ruin. . . . Morality is born of education; 
education al one creates it and perpetuates it, because ital one really te aches how to carry dutythrough 
in practice." 

It is beyond the sc ope of this work to search for the means whereby moral education might 
be combined with instruction. We might say, however, that, without exaggerating the influence of 
"book-leaming," it would be necessary to encourage, through national fmancial compensation, the 
composition of good textbooks for popular instruction, and especially textbooks useful for teaching 
morality. 
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ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN" 

Based on population movements in the king dom over the twelve-year period 

1817-1828, data on which have been pub1ished by the Bureau des Longitudes, 29 the 

average annual number of illegitimate births is 67,876, of which 34,708 are males 

and 33,168 females. For every illegitimate birth, 13.3, or more than 13, legitimate 

children are born. 

The ratio of the number oflegitimate children who are female to those who 

are male is about 15:16, but itis on]y about20:21 for illegitimate births, which is to 

say that for every twenty illegitimate girls, twenty-one illegitimate boys are born. 

The quantity by which this fraction deviates from the general ratio of 15:16 is not 

small enough for the deviation to be attributable to chance, and the number ofbirths 

on which it is based is too large. Strange as it may seem, there is reason ta believe 

28The rates shawn on the map were calculated by Monsieur Villermé, using the figures 
published by the Bureau de Longitudes for the five years 1817~1821 (Bulletin universelle de M de 
Férussac, Section 6, January, 1826). 

29The Bureau des Longitudes, which still exists today, was established in 1795 with the 
charge of improving the astronomical determination of longitudes. Its activities expanded to include 
cartography, weather and climate and the influence of astronomical and climatological events on 
human behavior. -trans. 
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that there exists, with respect to illegitirnate children, sorne sort of cause which 

reduces the preponderance of male births over female births. This influence rnakes 

itself felt in the same way on births for a single year, as may be confirmed by 

calculating the ratio ofbirths of the two sexes for each of the years in the ten-year 

period 1817-1826.30 

The department of the Seine, which accounts for approximately one thirty

second of the population of the king dom, produces a sixth of the i!legitimate births. 

Their nurnber there is sorne 11,000 per year. 

The ratio ofthese births to legitimate births for the department as a who le is 

one to 2.66; for the city of Paris by itself, it is on the order of one to 1.77. In 

consequence, there is one illegitimate birth for a little less than every two legitimate 

births. 

This proportion, which is higher, it is true, in sorne departments in the 

interior, would seem to imply that more than a third of the indigenous population of 

the capital is cornposed ofbastards. If the proportion is much Iower than this, it is 

because most of the children will perish in the asy1ums which take them in at birth. 

According to research by Dr. Villermé, during the period 1817-1821 almost three

fifths (58%) of illegitirnate children are abandoned by their mo th ers, and rnortality 

among them is as high as 67 percent before attaining the age oftwo.31 Renee, for 

every three children turned over to public charity, no more than one is still alive by 

the end of the first year. The mortality is no Jess shocking in St. Petersburg, Vi enna, 

Dublin, Florence, and Madrid. Monsieur Malthus has observed, moreover, that, a 

man indifferent to his choice of means for holding dawn population could do no 

better than to increase the number foundling homes, in which chi1dren would be 

30Poisson-Memoires of the Academy of Sciences, Paris, 1830 (table IX, p. 241). 

31Villermé-The Laws of Population, or Relationships of Medicine and Political Economy 
(Vol 2, Mortality, Abandoned Children) (unpublished). 
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received without distinction and in unlimited numbers.32 These establishments, 

whose cost becomes more onerous each year, seem to have had the inevitable effect 

of increasing the nwnber of illegitimate births in the country, just as legal charity 

indîrectly increases the number of poor people in England. 

lt has already been noted !hat three-fifths of illegitimate children are 

abandoned, and that, for the most part, they die during the ir first year. What becomes 

ofthose who survive? How do they behave in a world where they :find themselves 

without guidance and support?· A general statistical study of prisons would no doubt 

provide the answer, but the administration, which al one has access to this piece of 

information, has published nothing on this subject. In regard ta illegitimate girls, 

recent research has verified that in the large cities they are generally doomed to a life 

of prostitution. In Paris, at least one of every seven prostitutes is an illegitimate 

chîld, and it must be noted that, in any event, this proportion, based on nearly 4,000 

observations, applies only to girls whose birth certificates could be found. It would 

certainly be much greater ifit included the considerable munber for whom ithas not 

been possibleto obtain accurate information, and who se origins consequently remain 

uncertain. The fate of these girls in the capital is well-known: stupefied by bad 

treatment, corruption, habituai drunkenness, severe poverty, implicated in brawls, 

theft, and swindling, thrown in turn from the prison to the hospital, when they do not 

succumb earl y to shameful diseases, they tenninate the ir sad existence in poorhouses 

or lunatic asylums. 

32Malthus-Essay on the Principle of Population, or a View oflts Past and Present Effects 
onHuman Happiness (London, 1807,2 vols.-Book 3, Ch. 3, page 367). 

Y ethere in France, this position of the noted English economist on the pernicious influence 
of foundling homes is generally regarded as repugnant lt is nonetbeless shared by a man whose 
works are authoritative in these matters, Monsieur de Gouroff, Vice Chancellor of the University of 
Petersburg, who has traveled throughoutEurope collecting cornponents of his research on illegitimate 
children and foundlings. His work, bound in three volumes and accompanied by a large number of 
statistical tables, will saon be published in Paris. 
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Table 20 

Number of Prostitutes Coming to Paris from V arious Departments 

R•nk 
Or der Department 

Seine 

2 Seine-et·Oise 

3 Seine-Inférieure 

4 Seine·et-Marne 

5 Oise 

6 Aisne 

7 Nord 

8 Somme 

9 Loiret 

10 M""' 
11 Aube 

12 Côte-d'Or 

13 Calvados 

14 Eure 

15 Eure-et· Loire 

16 Haute-Marne 

71 G,.d 

72 Vendée 

73 Aniège 

74 Corrèze 

75 Dordogne 

76 Landes 

77 T•rn 

78 Basses-Alpes 

79 Vaucluse 

80 Aveyron 

81 Hautes-Alpes 

82 Aude 

83 Cors ica 

84 Gers 

85 Lot 

86 Lozère 
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Numberof 
Prostitutes 

4,774 

874 

545 

456 

338 

327 

309 

302 

262 

260 

207 

204 

194 

179 
178. 

178 

5 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 
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This information has be en communicated tous by Dr. Parent-Duchâtelet, who 

has for several years been assembling data for a statistical analysis of prostitution in 

the city of Paris. This new research, assisted by the municipal administration and 

conducted with the care and exactitude by which all the works of Dr. Parent are 

distinguished, presents findings equally interestingto medicine, public hygiene, and 

moral philosophy. 

It would be interesting to compare the distribution of prostitution in the 

different parts of the kingdom with the distribution of illegitimate births and with 

certain crimes against persans, but as of yet we Jack a way of establishing a 

comparison. We can only indicate, based on Dr. Parent's findings, the number of 

prostitutes coming to Paris from varions departments during the fifteen years from 

1816 to 1831. We should note that the figures on the previous page probably often 

contain undercounting err ors resulting from omissions in the registrations during the 

fust years in the series. 

It is remarkable that the greatest number of prostitutes do not, as would be 

expected, come from the departments closest to Paris, but mainly from the 

departments of the northeast and northwest in the old provinces of Normandy, 

Picard y, Champagne, Alsace, and Bourgogne. So the maximum, instead of forming 

spokes around the capital, is extended fairly regularly in each direction, including 

almost all departments extending north of a line drawn from the department of La 

Manche to the department of Jura. The nurnbers promptly drop offto the south of 

this line, and before longremoteness from the capital begins to make itselffelt. Then 

the influence of the cities other than Paris with the greatest commercial development 

becomes more distinct! y recognizable than in the north. Indeed, the departrnents in 

this large southem area which furnish the most prostitutes are those where the cities 

of Nantes, Bordeaux, Montpelier, Nîmes, and Marseille are located. 

Sorne interior departrnents, among them Puy-de-Dôme, Allier, Cantal, and 

Creuse, show not very favorably here, just as in the map of illegitimate children. 
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This finding, which is perhaps unexpected, would seem to be explainable by the 

annual migrations to the capital by part of the population ofthese departments. 

The departments of Rhône, Seine-Inférieure, Nord, and Calvados are those, 

excluding the Seine, which have the most illegitimate births in proportion to their 

populations. The departments of Vienne, Côte-du-Nord, Ille-et-Vilaine, Ardèche, 

and Vendée are those with the fewest. In the first four, there is one illegitimate child 

for each three, five, seven and eight legitimate children, respective! y. In the other 

five, there is only one illegitimate child for every 35, 36, 40, 42, and 62legitimate 

children, respectively. 

It is said that population concentration increases illegitimate births. This 

opinion would appear to be justified if one limits oneself to the departments with the 

highest rates on this map, but it becomes clear on cl oser examination that it is not 

always justified by the facts. 

Indeed, there are many more illegitimate children in proportion to the 

population in the departments whose principal cities are Le Mans· (19,000 

inhabitants), Bàyonne (13,000), Châlons (12,000), Blois (!1,000), Tarbes (8,000), 

and Vesoul (5,000) than in the departments containing the cities of Rennes and 

Angers (29,000 inhabitants), Clermont, Toulon, Saint-Étienne (30,000), Montpellier 

(35,000), Nîmes (39,000), Toulouse (53,000) and Nantes (71,000). 

In the fust six of these departments, the ratios of illegitimate to Iegitimate 

children are one in 10, !1, 12, and 13; in the other eight, they are only one in 14, 15, 

18, 21, 28, and 29. 

The effects attributed to seaports to not appear to be very marked, since, 

although illegitimate births are corn.mon in the departments of Bouches-du-Rhône, 

Seine-Inférieure, and Gironde, where they might nonetheless be due to different 

causes, they are nonetheless very rare in departments containing the ports of 

Rochefort, La Rochelle, Lorient, Saint-Malo and Brest, departments which are ali 

weil ab ove the average, with ratios of illegitimate to legitimate births of only one in 

23, 31, 40, and 28, respectively. 
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Moreover, to resolve these issues and the many ethers surrounding the sarne 

subject, it would be indispensable to have available the number ofillegitimate births 

in the cities and in rural areas, data that have long been provided by Sweden and 

Prussia. Thus, it would be desirable for the administration to publish data on the 

general state of vital statistics with necessary breakdowns, instead oflimiting itself 

each year to data on births and deaths in each department. 

The departments ofVienne, Corsic~ Indre-et-Loire, Deux-Sèvres, Aveyron, 

and Haute-Vienne are tho se where the most infanticides are committed. Annually, 

the ratios of these crimes to total population are one in 84,000, 85,000, 96,000, 

108,000, Il 0,000, and 127,000, respectively. The departments of Pas-de-Calais, 

Gironde, Nord, and Cantal show only one per million residents, and~ fmally, the three 

departments of Pyrénées-Orientales, Ardennes, and Oise have not had a single 

infanticide over a five-year period. 

The departments with the most illegitimate births are general! y those where 

the fewest infanticides are committed, and, conversely, those where infanticides are 

most numerous are frequently those where the fewest illegitimate births are 

encountered. The departments of the Seine, the Rhône, Seine-Inférieure, Nord, 

Calvados, and Bouche-du-Rhône, ranked fust on the map of illegitimate children, are 

ranked 67th, 33rd, 6lst, 8lst, 56th, and 74th on infanticides (see Table Al in the 

Appendix). On the contrary, the departments of Ain, Vienne, Côtes-du-Nord, Ille-et

Vilaine, Ardèche, and Vendée, which show the fewest illegitimate births, are ranked 

601
\ Pt, 69th, 3 pt, 47th, and 44th on infanticide. As a consequence, they fall closer to 

the average, which in this case is found in 43rd position. Thus, it would seem that, 

with the exception of foundling homes, which are equally distributed across the 

kingdom, the causes that tend to increase illegitimate births at the sarne time 

contribute to a reduction in infanticide. 
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DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS 

The citizens of France have the right, under certain conditions, to give ali or 

part of the ir wealth to religious or charitable organizations. The summary of the se 

donations, prepared on the basis of royal authorization orders inserted in the Bulletin 

des lois, completes the picture of our moral situation and presents an additional 

aspect of it. 

Statements are frequently publisbed of the amounts given annually to 

poorhouses, communes, and clergy in mo ney, endowments, and real estate. This 

research, in which generosity is considered as comprising a sort of subordinate 

budget, reports mainly on financial matt ers; ourresearch is more specifically focused 

on moral questions. It demonstrates how public beneficence is practiced in each part 

of the king dom and in various stations of civillife. It can lead to sorne interesting 

comparisons and shed sorne light on sorne points oflegislative reform. Indeed, it îs 

impossible to modify the laws goveming the right to dispose of property if one 

ignores how these laws are exercised and, even more important, whether general 

opinion in this regard is not only incorrect but also accepts as true the precise 

opposite of what is actually the case. 
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We present the frequency of trans fers without consideration independently 

of their value. Listing amounts would substantiate wealth more that the spirit of 

beneficence, since a single considerable bequest could raise a department above 

another where the bequests are nonetheless much more numerous. In any event, it 

is impossible to determine the amounts raised annually through these acts of 

generosity, sin ce valuation estimates for sorne of them are missing while ath ers are 

clearly undervalued. In limiting ourselves in this way, we nevertheless do not regard 

our findings as having great accuracy because the authorization orders often contain 

only incomplete information. We have seen sorne which indicate neither the se x nor 

the number of the donors, nor even the nature of the transactions included in their 

wills. In others, there is no mention of the department in which a commune receiving 

a donation is located. We have thus been compelled to make severa! omissions, but 

they do not alter the specifie findings even though they reduce the overall total. 

Therefore, the reader should somewhat increase the total so that it more closely 

approximates the actual figure, while at the same time taking into account gifts of 

under 300 francs, for which royal authorizations are not necessary, and secret gifts 

which avoid legal scrutiny. 

DONATIONS TO THE POOR 

Dispositions of property through gifts and bequests to the poor, poorhouses, 

and public charitable establishments in general (schools excluded) account for more 

than half(52%) the total number of such dispositions. 

More than three-fifths, or61 percent, are given bymen, whileonlytwo-fifths 

are donated by women; these figures are the sarne for two separate time periods, 

llO 

1815-1820 and 1820-1825, and they differ by only one percent from those found by 

Monsieur B. de Châteauneuf for the twenty-two year period 1802-1824.33 

For every sixteen persans who give to the poor, only one does sa 

anonymously. Among those who make donations to the clergy, for whom the 

comparable figure is only one anonymous gift in forty-nine, anonymity is preserved 

Jess than half as often. 

N ext, if we consider the nature of these transactions, we see that the po or 

receive almost twice as mu ch from bequests as they do from donations inter vivos. 34 

This distinctionreveals sorne odd fmdings, which appear di:fficult to explain, 

for dispositions made by women. Married women give more to the poor than single 

women through donations during their lifetimes, and single women give more than 

widows. In contrast, widows leave more in their wills than single women, and single 

women leave more to the poor than married women. This is exactly the reverse. 

These donations are distributed [as shawn in Table 21]. 

In orcier to assure ourselves that this inverse relationshîp was not accidentai, 

we partitioned the data into two successive five-year periods. Each series produced 

exact! y the same results, which thus cannat be att:ributed to anything ether than a 

cause which operates with regularity. 

If one draws a straight line from the department of Côte-d'Or to the 

department of Ariège, most of the donations to the poor will be found to the 

south east of this line, in the departments formed from Provence Lan cruedoc , 0 , 

Bourgogne, and Dauphiné. The fewest donations are in the provinces in the western 

and central regions. In the department of Vaucluse, there was one donation to 

33Bulletin universel des sciences, 1825, vol. 5, p. 9. 

34Bequests were gifts to charities from the estate of the deceased donor, who provided for 
them in a last will and testament. Donations inter vivos were made during the donor's lifetime. AH 
su ch donations in amounts greater th an 300 francs were supposed to be registered. -trans. 
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Table 21 

Donations and Bequests to the Poor by Marital Status of Women 

Donations Inter Vivos Bequests 

Percent 

By Married Women 38 By Married Women 

By Single Women 33 By Single Women 

ByWidows 29 ByWidows 

Total 100 Total 

112 

Percent 

25 

36 

39 

100 

DONATIONS TO THE POOR 

Map6 

Donations to the Poor 
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charitable establishments for every 1,246 inhabitants during the ten-year period 

!815-1825; in the departments of Hérault, Rhône, Lozère, Mayenne, and Haute

Garonne, these dispositions were in ratios of one in every 1,680, 1,983, 2,040, 2,107 

and 2,286 inhabitants, respective! y, but in the departments of Morbihan, Corrèze, 

Deux-Sèvres, Finistère, Calvados, and Corsica, they were only in ratios of one in 

every 14,000, 16,000, 23,000, 27,000, and 37,000 inhabitants. 

By comparing this map with the map of crimes against persans and with 

Table Al, colunm C in the Appendix, it can be seenthat, ifCorsica is excluded, one 

encounters the greatest contributions to the poor in those departments where the 

Catholic clergy is most widespread and where crimes against persans are at the sarne 

time most common. 

It is also notable that it is there that the most illegitimate children are born, 

though Brittany, Alsace, Lorraine, and Vendée are exceptions. Here again, one 

should keep in mind the influence of the distinct customs and unique character that 

in so many other ways set apart the residents of our southern regions. 

The departments where education is least prevalent seldom make donations 

to the clergy, and even more seldom to the poor. It cannat be supposed that this is 

due only to the effect ofwealth, since, as we have already pointed out, we consider 

only the number of dispositions regardless oftheir value. 

DONATIONS TO RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS 

Among the dispositions of property to religions establishments, we have 

included th ose made for building and maintenance and th ose made to clergy, to 

communes (whenever the donation pertaîns to goods related to worship ), to 

seminaries, and, finally, to members of religions orders. We have, however, treated 

gifts to the Christian Brothers and the Sisters of Charity as indirect donations to the 

poor and the schools. 
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These dispositions amount to almost half the total number of donations inter 

vivas and bequests. It is generally believed that this proportion is muchhigher. 1bis 

belief no doubt results from the fa ct that status reports published up until recently, 

rather than comparing the amounts received by religions establishments to the total 

designated for the poor, used instead the partial totals of such things as gifts to 

poorhouses, govemmental lending institutions, 35 and various philanthropie 

foundations. 

Men give more than women to both charitable organizations and religions 

establishments, even though the opposite is often claimed. It is also widely believed 

that transactions to the clergy without consideration are accomplished primarily 

through bequests and that they are most often the result of un due influence brought 

to bear on the minds of the dying. Because of this, sorne believe that greater 

restrictions should be placed on the right to dispose of property in this mann er. But 

it is not testamentary gifts but donations inter v iv os which are most often given to the 

clergy. Thus, the legislator seeking to make donations to the clergy more difficult 

and less frequent should focus his attention on gifts made during the donor1s lifetime. 

Through such donations, married women again contribute more than single 

women and single women more than widows, while, on the contrary, widows leave 

more in their wills than single women, at least for the time-period 1815-1820, and 

the latter Ieave more than married women. This is on1y slîghtly different from the 

distribution in the table of disposition of property in fa v or of the poor. 

Gifts to PrOtestant establishments are too rare for data on them to be of any 

interest. They represent hardi y more than one disposition in 150. Most dispositions 

in this category--more than three-fourths-- are given by bequest and by men. They 

pertain to religions establishments, which comprise more than half the total 

JsThe French is mont-de-piété, or, literally, a pawn-shop, but in 19th-century Fran~e the term 
connoted a governmental ]en ding institution where the poor could receive loans using th err property 
as collateral. -trans. -
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Table 22 

Donations and Bequests to the Clergy by Marital Status ofWomen 

Donations Inter Vivas Bequests 

Percent Percent 

By Married Women 41 By Married Women 24 

By Single Women 31 By Single Women 38 

ByWidows 28 ByWidows 38 

Total 100 Total 100 
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dispositions, while gifts to the poor amount to only about a third. Nonetheless, it is 

only fair to make the observation that, while, on the one band, Protestants give less 

than Catholics to the poor, they also do not forget our charitable establishments when 

making donations to their co-religionists, and that it is among them that the schools 

fmd their greatest benefactors. 

A frequently repeated observation is that the departments where there are the 

most priests and the least education are those where the clergy receive the greatest 

contributions. An exarnination of the facts pro v es there is nothing to this, sin ce the 

departments ofCorsica, Lozère, Aveyron, Pyrénées-Orientales, Basses-Alpes, and 

Cantal, which rank on! y 84th, 42nd, 23rd, 77th, 37th, and 60th in terms of donations, 

are nonetheless the six highest-ranked departments in the rank-order distribution of 

Catholic clergy. 

The greatest number of dispositions of property in favor of religious 

establishments are foun_d in the provinces of Lorraine, Brittany, Normandy, Artois, 

and Champagne and the smallest number in Berry, Limousin, Auvergne, Corsica and 

Dauphiné. With the exception of sorne departments in Brittany and Midi, it is thus 

the wealthiest, most enlightened part of the kingdom, in a part of the king dom long 

distinguished by its free elections and industrial ingenuity, that accounts for the most 

dispositions of property in favor of religious establishments. 

Although there is an astonishing regularity from yearto year in gifts to public 

charities ~d theirvarious activities, it does not follow thatthe number ofthese gifts 

has remained stationary. Instead, they have rapidly increased. From 1815 to 1820, 

there were only 2,000 bequests and donations inter vivas to the cler gy each year; this 

increased during the following year to 3,800, almost double the earlier figure. lt is 

troubling that during this same period gifts to the poor increased by only 45 percent, 

or on! y half as rouch. 
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DONATIONS TO SCHOOLS 

In France, dispositions of property to institutions of public education, among 

which we have included the endowment of prizes, are the rarest form of such gifts 

and bequests. They accouut for only about a thirtieth ofthe total number, although 

it appears tbat in England, where such assistance would seem Jess necessary, they 

account for almost a third.36 

Like the cler gy, the schools receive more from gifts during the life of the 

donor than from bequests and more from men than from women. In whatever form 

they dispose of their property, urunarried women give more to the schools than 

marrie cl women and widows. This last fin ding recurs in two time periods, but, on the 

ether band, the figures are too small to indicate anything but a tendency. 

Donors wh ose nam es re main unknown are five times more numero us among 

those who give to the schools than among those who dispose of their property in 

favor of the clergy. It is in the departments of the northeast, where education is, as 

is well known, already widespread, that donations to the schools are most frequent. 

They are most frequent in Franche-Comté, Normandy, Champagne, Lorraine, and 

Bourgogne. 

There are seventeen departments where, over a six-yearperiod, there was not 

a single disposition of property in favor of the schools. These were generally those 

where the least education prevails. Of these, thirteen are in the western and central 

regions, and, of this number, eleven are contiguous with one another. Thus, even 

admitting that sorne inaccuracy may have slipped into the data, these inaccuracies are 

present in only a few departments, and they cannot explain such a finding. 

The departments of Sarthe, Maine-et-Loire, Rhône, Loire, Puy-de-Dôme, 

Cantal, and Haute-Loire rival our most enlightened provinces in this regard. Perhaps 

36Statisticallllustrations of the British Empire (London, 1827). Chapter 8, "Charitable 
Donations for the Support of Public Schools." 
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the statistics, by making known a few years ago the terrible state of primary 

education in these parts of the kingdom, contributed to the increasein gi:fts whichhas 

improved education there. We hope this example will not be lost on the provinces 

of the western and central regions, and that the total number of dispositions of 

property in fa v or of the schools, which more than doubled its previous lev el during 

the 1820-1825 time period, will continue to grow at the same rate. 
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SIDCIDES 

Among the subjects included in moral statistics, suicide is one ofthose which 

bas attracted the most lively attention and about which there has been the most 

discussion. But until about the end of the last century, as a result of the intellectual 

temper of the times, discussion of this matter was al ways limited to abstractions, 

generalities, and, above ali, debates over the question of whether man is permitted 

to put and end to his existence. There was no attempt to do research on the motives 

that usually cause suicide, and even less of an appreciation of the extent to which a 

person who cornmits suicide may be subject to exteinal or philosophical influences 

when he carries out this deadly decision. Here, as in alrnost ali of our previous 

discussion, the data are recent--no more than five years old. Also, despite numerous 

public writings on suicide, we have been completely ignorant nntil now, not only of 

the most common motives which lead to suicide in France, but also, the age and sex 

of suicides, which would be much easier to ascertain. 

The only bits of information available on suicides committed in France go 

back only four years. They were published in the Compte général de la justice 

criminelle, and indicate only, for each department, the number of suicides bronght 

to the attention of the Crown Counsel's Office for which it was necessary to 
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investi gate the circumstances. Our suicide rates for the various parts of the kingdom 

are calcu!ated over tabulations for 1827, 1828, 1829, and 1830. Additional 

statistical fmdings are taken from my unpublished research on suicides committed 

in Paris during a thirty-six year period from 1794 up to 1832.37 

According to Ministry of Justice tabulations, there were 6,900 suicide during 

the period 1827-1830, or almost 1,800 per year. 

One would be seriously mistaken to regard these figures as entirely accurate; 

they are probably much tao law. The lists submitted by the Crown ProseCutors 

include far from all known suicides--and knoWn suicides are only a portion of the 

suicides committed--but only those that are verifiedjudicially, which is to say, in 

almost ali cases, those in which death follows from circumstances which lead to the 

suspicion that a crime has taken place which gave rise to a preliminary investigation. 

It is impossible to know the ratio of either verified suicides orthose which are 

simply known about to the total number of suicides committed. We can, however, 

give, at }east for the city of Paris, the proportion of the number of persans who, in 

attempting to end their lives, only manage to grievously wound themselves wh en the 

37In our tabulation for the city of Paris, we have attempted to note the fol.Iowing for each 
suicide: Sex, age, physical condition--Profession or occupation-Dwelling place-Place ofbirth
Marital status, single, widowed or married, with or without children--Financial condition, 1 = 

wealthy, 2 =affluent, 3 =po or, 4 =abject poverty-Education, 1 = literary education, 2 = knows how 
to read and wr:ite, 3 = illiterate--Mental state--Moral character, having been convicted of adultery, 
prostitution, gambling, unmarried cohabitation, habituai drunkelUless, etc.--Religion. 

The location where the suicide was committed, its principal circumstances, evidence oflegal 
drugs-Date, day of the week and time of day of the suicide--Weather conditions-Wh en and how the 
suicide became known to authorities and investigated. 

Known or presumed motives--Letters written by suicides, what do they contain that is 
noteworthy?-If there bas been a previous suicide attempt, when and how it occurred--Whether 
relatives were lunatics or eornmitted suicide--Objects found with or on the body, account books, 
petitions, lottery tickets, pawn tickets, playing cards from gambling houses-Whether the body is 
identified and claimed, when and by whom. 

This study will be preceded by Historical Research on Suicide and a general bibliography 
ofworks on the same subject 
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execution of their plan does not entirely run aground. This proportion varies 

according to the means chosen for killîng oneself. Based on observations for six 

years chosen at random from the thirty-six year period of which we spoke above, 

unsuccessful suicides account for 35 percent, or more than a third, of the total 

number of attempts. If one then considers that family înterests and affections 

combine to conceal incidents of this sort from public scrutîny and that many deaths 

classi:fied as accidentai, especially tho se resulting from falls or submersion, are re ally 

voluntary, we would estimate that the number of actual suicides is probably almost 

double the number investigated. 

Moreover, without relying on any estima tes, if one limits oneself to carefully 

collecting information about known suicides, their number is almost always greater 

than the number verified by court proceedings. Th us it is that in assembling official 

records preserved in the archives of the Office of the Commissioner ofMetropolitan 

Police in Paris, and comparing them with individual reports, with mortality listings 

drawn up in town hall, and with registers from the morgue, we have succeeded in 

appreciably increasing the figures in the official tabulations for certain years. It is 

probable that in the departments the number of suicides could be increased by about 

the same proportion if multiple sources oflistings and ways of verifying them existed 

as they do in the capital. 

Despite the frequent omissions which inevitably appear in the Ministry of 

Justice tabulations, the total number of suicides for the en tire king dom is, as we have 

seen, about 1,800 per year. It is thus a1most as high as the number of crimes against 

pers ons, and it is almost three times the number of cases of manslaughter and murder 

combined. It can be concluded from this that whenever a man dies a violent death 

in France, but does not perish in an accident or involuntary manslaughter, it is, in 

general, twice as likely that he will make an attempt on his own life as it is that his 

death will be the result ofvoluntary manslaughter or murder. 

Although suicide has not been considered a crime in our country for a long 

time and probably should not become the object of any future legislation, it is 
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nonetheless an extremely serions matter for moralists and statesmen, and certainly 

one that is as împortant to study as the varions criminal offenses included today in 

criminal statistics. It seems to us that it is incumbent upon high levels of 

administration to collect and periodically publish official documents on this type of 

moral illness, which every year with regularity deprives their families and their 

cmmtry of almost two thousand individuals, most of them in their prime of life. 

We shall not examine the question of wh ether suicide is, as îs often claimed, 

more frequent toda y th an in the past, nor shaH we explore the issue of whether_more 

suicides are com.mitted in France than in other countries. These two issues, both 

sides ofwhichare al ways argued with equal certainty, present considerable difficulty 

and beg to be carefully studied. We are now working to collee! and coordinate the 

data which may serve to bring about a solution. 

After these general observations, we shall consider suicides, and particularly 

their geographical distribution, and we shall then speak of sorne of the causes to 

which suicide is most often attributed. 

If the total number of suicides in France in each year from 1827 through 183 0 

is represented by 100, the percentages of the total for each of the five regions are as 

shawn below [in Table 23]. 

During these four years, the proportion of suicides committed in each region 

did not vary by more than three one-hundredths from the average; in the central 

region, it varied by only one one-hundredth, and, fina!ly, in the western region, the 

greatest difference from one year to the next was less than one one-hundredth. 

The distribution of suicides is thus no less constant than those of various 

types of crimes against persons or against property. 

If we now establish ratios of suicides to the populatio~ the five regions, 

classified according to the number of suicides committed there, present themselves 

in the following arder [Table 24]: 
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Table 23 

Percentage of Total Suicides in Each Region:38 

Yoar 

Region 
1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

North 51 N 48 N 54 N 51 N 51 

South 14 s 15 s 12 w 12 w 13 

East 17 E 16 E 15 E 16 E 16 

West Il w 11 w Il c Il c Il 

Central 9 c 10 c 8 s 10 s 9 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

Table24 

Ratio of the Number of Suicides to Population 

(One Suicide for Each ... Inhabitants) 

Year 

Region 1827 1828 1829 1830 Average 

North 11,257 N 10,376 N 8,470 N 9,742 N 9,853 

East 24,542 E 21,714 E 19,667 E 21,553 E 21,734 

Central 29,766 w 26,751 c 25,935 c 27,145 c 27,393 

West 23,060 s 26,964 s 32,177 s 28,559 s 30,499 

South 35,752 c 27,005 w 32,448 w 32,150 w 30,876 

38Guerry gives the title ofTable 23 as the "ratio of the number of suicides to the population," 
but the table is clearly mislabeled. As we have shawn by changing the title, the body of the table 
actually shows the percentage of the total number of suicides found in each of the five regions. 
Moreover, many of the numbers in the table are internaily inconsistent, especially in the column 
showing means. We have made no attempt to correct them--trans. 
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The northern and eastern regions occupy the frrst two positions every year. 

The central, southern and western regions, where suicides are generally twice as 

uncommon, do not follow in the same order each year, sin ce the ir figures are roughly 

equal. In the departments of the Seine, Seine-et-Oise, Seine-et-Marne, and Bouche

de-Rhône, the annualratio of suicides ta the population is one in 3,500, 5,800, 6,900, 

and 9,400, respectively. lt is only one in 98,000, 185,000, 122,000, 214,000, and 

222,000, respectively, in the departments of Cantal, Ariège, Allier, Haute-Loire, and 

Hautes-Pyrénées. 

As we have pointed out, the department of the Seine annually accounts for a 

sixth of the illegitimate births, and it also sees the commission of a sixth of the total 

nwnber of suicides. There are as many suicides in this department as in thirty-two 

southern and central departments combined. 

Since about a third of the population of Paris is composed of migrants, it 

would not be without interest to know the proportion of natives of other departments 

who attempt to kill themselves in this city. We have constructed a table whose 

findings are quite close to those of the preceding tables. The influence of proximity 

to Paris is once again quite perceptible, as might be expected. 

Of a thousand suicides by migrants to Paris, one finds the numbers in Table 

25 for the twelve highest ranked departments and for each of the :five regions. 

With the exception of the transposition of the western region, which maves 

above the southern region in this table, this rank order is the same as the one for 

suicides cornmitted in the interior of the kingdom. The minimum falls in the central, 

western, and southem regions, and the northem region, even excluding the 

department of the Seine, ag ain produces more than half the suicides. 

The concentration of the population in the large cities does not seem to 

contribute to an increase in voluntary deaths, as sorne have claimed. They are more 

frequent in the departments whose principal cilies are Langres and Meaux (7,000 

inhabitants each), Evreux (9,000), Mâcon (10,000), Blois (11,000), Auxerre, 

Châlons, Beauvais and Bar-le-Duc (12,000 each), and Chartres (13,000) than in the 
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Table 25 

Number of Suicides Conunitted in Paris 

Rank Order ofDepartment 
on Suicides in: 

France Paris 

2 

4 2 

11 3 

12 4 

26 5 

48 6 

3 7 

23 8 

22 9 

78 10 

40 11 

9 12 

Rank Order 
on Suicides 

Committed in 
France 

2 

3 

5 

4 

A. By Residents of Other Departments 

Department 

Seine-et-Ois·e 

Seine-et-Marne 

Somme 

Aisne 

Rhône 

Calvados 

Oise 

Côte-d'Or 

Meurthe 

Aube 

Moselle 

Loiret 

B. By Residents ofEach Region 

Region 

North 

East 

Central 

West 

South 

Total 

127 

Per 1,000 Suicides 
Committed in Paris 

109 

41 

39 

37 

33 

30 

29 

29 

28 

26 

24 

23 

Per 1,000 Suicides 
Committed by 

Migrants in Paris 

504 

210 

168 

65 

52 

1,000 



departments where the cities of Clermont and St. Etienne (30,000 inhabitants each), 

Montpellier (35,000), Caen (38,000), Metz (49,000) Toulouse (53,000), Nantes 

(71,000) and Bordeaux (93,000) are found. 

In general, no matter where one begins in France, the number of suicides 

increases regularly as one approaches the capital. This progression is especially 

strikîng for the departments traversed by the roads from Paris to Lyon, Strasbourg, 

Nantes, or Bordeaux. Upon leaving from Bordeaux in the direction of Paris, one 

finds one suicide for every 28,000 inhabitants in the department of Charente, one for 

every 25,000 in the department of Vienne, one for every 18,000 in Indre-et-Loire, 

one for every 14,000 in Loir-et-Cher, one for every 10,000 in Loiret, and, fmally, one 

for every 5,000 in the department of Seine-et-Oise and one for every 3,000 in the 

department of the Seine. 

These six departments, whose shadings on the suicide map become darker 

and darker the closer they get to the department of the Seine, show the following 

ranks, successive! y, on suicide rates: 41, 34, 20, 18, 9, and2. Along the raad from 

Lyon to Paris, one successively encounters departments with ranks of35, 23, 8, 4, 

and 2. Starting in Strasbourg, the ranks along the road to Paris are 28, 22, 14, 16, 6, 

4 and 2. Finally, from Nantes to Paris one finds the progression 50, 45, 19 and 2. 

Thus, whatever the population density may be in each of the departments 

tbrough which one travels, and regardless of the level of education, or oftrade and 

industry, the distribution of the Catholic cler gy or the rates of various crimes against 

persans or against property, the number of suicides increases regularly and from ail 

directions to the extent that one approaches the capitaL Of all the maps we have 

drawn, there is none that shows the influence of proximity to Paris in a more 

remarkable manner. 

In the same way, in several departrnents in the southeast, the nurnber of 

suicides increases to the extent that one approaches Marseille. Thus, with regard to 

suicide, Marseille appears in certain respects to be to Provence and Dauphiné what 

the city of Parisis for the rest of France. 
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One rnight think that the rough manners, the întensity of passions, and the 

violent national character of our southem provinces, which produce sa many sudden 

brawls and produce such a large number of crimes against persons, should also lead 

many people to kill themselves. But this would be încorrect. A comparison of the 

suicide map with the one showîng crimes against persons leads to the discovery that, 

with a few exceptions (especially for Alsace and Provence), the departments where 

the lives of others are most often attacked are precise! y those where people most 

rarely make attempts on their own, and vice versa. 

A passion for the lottery bas been singled out as among the causes that impel 

man to kill himself. Sorne have go ne so far as to argue on the floor of the legislature 

for a direct link between the number of drawings and the number of suicides! If one 

consults Table Al, Column Gin the Appendix, one will discovf:r that there are many 

departments where the average proceeds from stakes in the lottery are very high, 

while suicides are nonetheless comparatively rare, and vice versa. We can rest 

assured, for Paris at least, that very few suicides are due to this cause. We should not 

be su~prised by this. A passion for the lottery does not produce the sudden and 

unforeseen ruin that drives one to desperate solutions; it on1y drains resources, 

accustoming him to painful privations, and, after having weakened his cbaracter, it 

reduces hlm to a life of dependence on public charity. Gambling bouses, whose 

drawbacks have attracted less attention, seem to bave much more distressing effects 

in this regard. 39 

On! y statistical studies, do ne with cri ti cal judgment and good faith, cau shed 

light on the source of a loss of reason of this kind. 40 The studies publisbed so far are 

39We have often found playing cards from gamb!ing bouses among the papers of suicide 
victims. 

40In order to judge how much confidence is merited by most of the published views on 
suicide and its motives, it is usually sufficient to compare them and to see the extent to which they 
agree among themselves. We shall only cite a few. 
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insufficient, since the most disparate causes are sometirnes confounded with one 

another and lumped together in the same category. It is insufficient to be told, in 

general terms and without drawing distinctions, that disordered marals, domestic 

troubles, abject poverty, illnesses, and disgust with life drive one to hopelessne:ss and 

produce a third or a fourth of voluutary deaths. This ahnost amouuts to saying that 

suicide has its causes, but they can easily be surmised without having to resort to 

statistics. \Vhat would be useful to know would be the frequency and importance of 

each of these causes relative to ali the ath ers. Beyond this, it would be necessary to 

determine whether tbeir influence, once it is establisbed for the population as a 

whole~ varies by age, sex, education, wealth, or social position. 

In the notes left behind by the uufortunate people who take their own lives, 

one can usually find indications of the true motives behind their decision to kill 

themselves. 

A philosophical anal y sis oftbese suicide notes would undoubtedly be of grea~ 

interest for the moral sciences if it could be totally disentangled from personal 

opinions and theoretical presuppositions. We have contemplated the possibility of 

reducing the ideas most often expressed in these notes to a smaller number of 

Voltaire, who lived in opulence, thought that suicide was ordinarily caused by the abuse of 
the enjoyments of life, bore dom, or the passions of love or of youth (Dictionnaire philosophique). 

Montesquieu, preoccupied by ideas about the influences of climate and constitution, 
attributed suicide to a defect involving the infiltration of nervousjuices. "The machine who se motive 
force always fmds its'elfwithout activity," he said, "grows tired ofitself. The sou] no longer feels 
sadness, but only a certain difficulty with existence" (Esprit des Lois, L. IV, Ch. 12). 

Mercier, a man whose writings enjoyed a great deal of success for sorne time and who 
proposed countless refonns to public administration, uncovered a cause completely different from the 
above in his Tableau de Paris. "If, during the last twenty-five years," he wrote, "so many people have 
killed themselves in Paris, it is not necessary to biarne modern philosophy, it is the result of the 
government" (Tableau de Paris, Volume 3, Page 193, Amsterdam, 1782). 

Their genius notwithstanding, if men su ch as Voltaire and Montesquieu did not divine that 
which can only be understood through observation, and if they can be reproached for serious errors 
on severa} statistical points, it would nonetheless be ignorant and presumptuous to flatter ourselves 
that toda y we are more fortunate or more skillful or that the workings of the mind can compensate 
for observation. 
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categories, representing them by conventional algorithmic symbols, and then 

assigning numeric values to each category. This method, whose utilization would 

undoubtedly demanda great deal oftime aud attention, would have the advautage of 

introducing observation and quantification into matters for which this approach 

would not at first seem applicable. One would thus learn precisely the sentiments 

characteristic of each sex, each age group, and each time period, those which feed on 

one another and those which are mutually exclusive; one would find out the extent 

to which such and such notions and sentiments develop ?r grow weaker with 

advancing age. lt goes without saying that the results of such an analysis would be 

not be reliable if it were not carried out on an extremely large number of suicide 

notes. 

By way of demonstrating our conception ofhow such an analysis would be 

done and what it would include, we present here, for the city of Paris and only for a 

hundred suicide notes, a table of sentiments, notions, and opinions e:xpressed most 

often by suicide victims. ln general, the table does not include the avowed motives 

for suicide, which will be discussed elsewhere. These various sentiments, to which 

numerical values have not yet been assigned, are classified in the table roughly 

following the order of the ir appearance in the series rather than aécording to their 

relative frequency. 

Nothing appears to be more arbitrary and random than the choice of a method 

ofkilling oneself. Nonetheless, this choice is influenced in unk.nown ways by age, 

sex, social position and a multitude of ether factors which are often very difficult to 

assess. Chance is no more involved in this than in the distribution of crimes or ether 

statistical facts, and although the observations are not very numerous, sorne well

known components of the question may help in de ci ding sorne of the ethers. We 

shall conclude by citing a remarkable example. 

At each age, men choose characteristic methods for killing themselves. Wh en 

they are young, they bang themselves, but this method is soon abandoned in favor 
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Table 26 

Sentiments Expressed in Suicide Notes (City of Paris) 

That they were in possession of their reas on. 
That one is able to deliver oneself from life 

when it becomes a burden. 
That it was not decided upon until after long 

hesitation. 
Mental anguish. 
That their ideas are confused. 
The horror they are filled with by the action 

they are going to commit. 
Preoccupation with the suffering they must 

endure. 
Fear of losing the ir courage. 
Confession of a secret crime. 
Regret at having yielded to seduction. 
Request that they be forgiven for their 

mistakes. 
Desire to expiate a wrong. 
That they are henceforth useless on this earth. 
Disgust with life. 
Insults against persans they have complaints 

against. 
Kindly words for persans they have 

complaints against. 
Requests not to publicize their suicide. 
Invitation to publish their Jetters in the 

newspapers. 
Reflections on the misery ofhwnan destiny. 
Belief in fatalism. 
Indifference toward what might be thought of 

their action. 
Requests that their children forgive their 

suicide. 
That they died a man ofhonor. 

Regrets for failing to demonstratetheirthanks 
to their benefactors. 

Descriptions of vanishing hope. 
Regrets with !ife. 
Requests fortheir friends to shed tears in their 

memory. 
Regrets for being separated forever from a 

brother, etc. 
Requests to conceal the nature of their death 

from their children. 
Concem for the furure of the ir children. 
Farewells to their friends. 
Desire to recover the blessings of the 

church.41 

Insults to clergymen. 
Belief in a future life. 
Thoughts of debauchery and libertinism. 
Materia1ism. 
Uncertainty oftheir future destiny. 
Commendîng their soul to God. 
Confidence in divine mercy. 
Funeral instructions. 
Request for the ir friends to preserve a Jock of 

hair, a ring, etc., in theirmemory. 
Desire to be buried with a ring or other 

souvenir. 
Recommendations to their friends on the 

manner oftheir burial. 
That they dread being exposed to the 

morgue. 
Reflections on what would short! y become of 

their corpse. 
Desire to be talœn directly to the cemetery. 
Request to be buried in a pauper's grave. 

41This manifestation ofreligious sentiments at the same time that one is about to commit an 
action which religion condemns as a crime is undoubtedly surprising and would appear difficult to 
explain. Be that as it may, similar contradictions are not as unusual as one migh: thînk. Many 
suicides cross themselves before killing themselves, while others kneel and say therr prayers, and 
beads and devotional books are sometimes found with their bodies. 
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of firearrns. As strength weakens, they re vert to the earlier method, and elderly men 

who put an end to their existence usually perish from hanging. 

Plate 7 in the Appendix ("Various Findings") clearly present this finding for 

suicides comrnitted in the city of Paris. 

The height of the columns in Plate 7 express the number of men at the age 

indicated at the bottom who committed suicide by pistol or by hanging. As in each 

of the other graphs in the Appendix, the heights of the columns indicate the ratio of 

the number of cases to the total number of observations, normed to 1,000. 

The curve formed by the top of the columns for suicide by pistol in Plate 7 

attains ils maximum at the age of twenty to thirty and decreases fairly regnlarly 

through the remainder of the life-span. 

The second set ofbars in the graph (suicides by hanging), which is almost the 

inverse of the frrst, shows a curve that increases progressively with age, not attaining 

its maximum until the age offifty to sixty, by which lime the population is greatly 

reduced. It slowly falls off after !hat, but there are more suicides by hanging by 

seventy-to-eighty year-olds than among those aged thirty to forty. Whenever the 

number of observations is large, these various patterns are constantly reproduced. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The findings presented in this work are too varied and deal with issues that 

are too complex to- be briefly sumrnarized or reduced to a small number of 

propositions. One of the most general conclusions that we can draw is that 

everything cornes together to confinn that most facts of the moral arder, when 

considered for populations and not for individuals, are determined by recurring 

causes whose variations are restrained within strict limits and which can be 

subjected, like tho se of the mate rial order, to direct quantitative observation. Another 

conclusion to which our results lead with equal strength is that, on important issues 

of philosophy and civil economy, theoretical systems which have heretofore go ne 

unchallenged are often based on supposed facts that are inaccurate, incomplete, or 

clearly wrong. 

These preliminary essays will rarely steer us in the direction of immediate 

applications, and they eliminate erroneous ideas more often than they establish truth. 

Their usefulness consists less in advancing theories than in encouraging a more 

widespread spirit of skepticism and empirical examination of the facts. In any event, 

these essays are too imperfect to give any idea of the immense advances that could 

be provided by future research along the same tines. 
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Moral Statistics, 42 having as its abject of investigation the mind of man, 

studies his capabilities, his morais and customs, his feelings and sentiments, and his 

passions. Thus it encompasses at once the whole of moral philosophy, politics, 

religion, legislation, history, literature and the arts. Its future progress is linked to 

that of material statistics that provides its foundation and its means of controlled 

observation, and which necessarily preceded it. 

42General statistics, which has long been bound up in geography, excludes description and 
consists essentially of the methodical enumeration of the various components from which it 
determines averages. 
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V ARIOUS FINDINGS 



Departments (a) 

Ain 

Aisne 

Allier 

Basses-Alpes 

Hautes-Alpes 

Ardèche 

Ardennes 

Ariège 

Aube 

Aude 

Aveyron 

Bouches-du-Rhône 

Calvados 

Cantal 

Charente 

Charente-Inférieure 

Cher 

Corrèze 

Corsica 

Côte-d'Or 

Côtes-du-Nord 

Creuse 

Dordogne 

Doubs 

Drôme 

Eure 

Eure-et-Loir 

Finistère 

G"d 
Haute-Garonne 

Gers 

Gironde 

Hérault 

Ille-et-Vilaine 

Region 

E"t 
North 

Central 

E"5t 
E"5t 

South 

North 

South 

E"5t 
South 

South 

South 

North 

Central 

Wost 

We<t 

Central 

Central 

E"t 
Wost 

Central 

West 

E"t 

E"t 
North 

Central 

We<t 

South 

South 

South 

West 

South 

Wost 

Table Al 
Rank Order ofVarious Moral Statistics 

Data by Department 

Size of 
Principal 

City" 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Sm ali 

Small 

Small 

Medium 

Sm ali 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

22 
61 

76 

83 

84 

33 

72 

14 

17 

50 

2 
10 

59 
87 

18 
63 

74 

16 

70 

78 

60 
31 

66 

20 

Il 

36 

26 

23 

40 

8 

12 

55 

139 

10 

66 

49 

65 

4 

60 
3 

35 

70 

26 

48 

7 

47 

5 

56 

80 
83 

12 

86 

82 

72 

57 

41 

17 

21 

84 

31 

40 

30 
20 

34 

77 

82 4 82 36 
68 46 42 76 
5 70 12 37 

10 22 23 64 

28 76 47 67 

50 53 85 49 
39 74 28 63 
42 77 54 9 
15 80 35 27 
3 51 5 23 

30 45 74 55 
7 57 56 11 
6798366 

79 2 7 81 
86 3 38 72 
83 69 Il 86 
46 86 16 82 

81 2 84 

37 49 27 18 
30 6 69 15 
75 75 24 75 
77 64 18 79 
24 38 25 6 
22 21 13 62 
27 39 45 45 
16 18 62 14 
66 24 78 25 

81 15 39 59 

23 62 59 13 
12 43 13 32 
69 27 80 48 
67 47 51 28 
19 12 31 22 

f 
ci 
41 

38 82 

66 16 

80 32 
79 35 
70 19 
31 62 
75 22 

28 86 
50 63 
81 10 
3 23 

13 12 
82 
60 61 

35 74 

44 51 

84 2 

83 9 

33 78 
72 47 

85 4 

77 44 
18 73 
54 46 
47 27 
48 72 

36 77 

20 40 
25 15 

74 30 

4 13 

19 43 
37 50 



Departments {a) 

Indre 

Indre-et-Loire 

Isère 

Jura 

Landes 

Loir-et-Cher 

Loire 

Haute-Loire 

Loire-Inférieure 

Loiret 

Lot 

Lot-et-Garonne 

Lozère 

Maine-et-Loire 

Manche 

Momo 

Haute-Marne 

Mayenne 

Meurthe 

Meuse 

Morbihan 

Moselle 

Nièvre 

Nord 

Oise 

Omo 

Pas-de-Calais 

Puy-de-Dôme 

Basses-Pyrénées 

Hautes-Pyrénées 

Pyrénées-Orientales 

Bas-Rhin 

Haut-Rhin 

Rhône 

Region 

Central 

Central 

EMt 

EMt 

Wo& 

Central 

Central 

Central 

Wo& 

Contra! 

South 

Wo& 

South 

West 

North 

North 

EMt 

West 

EMt 

North 

Wo& 

North 

Central 

North 

North 

North 

North 

Central 

West 

South 

South 

EMt 

EMt 

EMt 

Table Al 

Rank Order of Various Moral Statistics 

Data by Department ( continued) 

Size of 
Principal 

City 

Medium 

Medum 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Mediwn 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

§ 
" 

~ ~ ~ 
-a § .g 
.;. u .s 
< a:i 
54 55 

27 25 

65 46 

62 54 

81 68 

19 23 

24 79 

75 85 

80 76 

9 24 

42 67 

7 53 

77 69 

34 52 

32 73 

13 6 

25 7 

38 75 

57 Il 

52 2 

48 81 

53 19 

44 33 

28 38 

15 14 

35 

45 

51 

79 

85 

71 

46 

58 

6 

140 

62 

39 

78 

71 

51 

37 

16 

29 

18 

Ë ~ ·;:::: e 
'-:& 
" 82 

58 48 

53 52 

32 84 

63 

57 65 

34 78 

8 73 

73 56 

54 44 

20 54 

49 26 

2 72 

43 19 

9 33 

47 8 

18 63 

40 59 

26 5 

33 17 

31 9 

13 35 

80 83 

74 14 

60 31 

21 

44 

52 

38 

17 

4 

64 

65 

35 

29 

36 

42 

34 

85 

67 

23 

40 

37 

ui ~ 

19 83 

3 41 

27 73 

66 43 

43 56 

37 70 

77 34 

17 65 

52 29 

22 16 

15 68 

32 46 

45 42 

36 20 

70 3 

58 39 

55 4 

40 8 

71 

65 12 

29 7 

9 2 

20 80 

81 38 

86 50 

50 

79 

63 

72 

75 

84 

48 

53 

33 

31 

10 

61 

60 
71 

77 

51 

17 

21 

1 
0 
69 
15 

23 

39 

73 

46 

42 

62 

12 

17 

78 
52 

86 
24 

59 
22 

56 

61 

21 

58 

32 

16 

63 

7 

43 
57 

27 

53 

34 
76 

Il 

5 

10 

2 

" 0 .Ë 

8 
.~ 
:>: 
:ci 
29 

49 

26 

71 

28 

54 

6 

3 

45 

60 
24 

34 
5 

76 

21 

81 

65 

58 

70 

59 
69 
68 
37 

64 

57 

25 

48 

8 

7 

20 
18 

53 

56 

14 

Departments (a) 

Haute-Saône 

Saône-et-Loire 

Sarthe 

Seine 

Seine-Inférieure 

Seine-et-Marne 

Seine-et-Oise 

Deux-Sèvres 

Somme 

Tom 

Tarn-et-Garonne 

V rue 

Vaucluse 

Vendée 

Vienne 

Haute-Vienne 

Vosges 

Yonne 

Region 

EMt 

EMt 

Central 

North 

North 

North 

North 

West 

North 

South 

South 

South 

South 

W"t 
West 

Central 

EMt 

CentraJ 

Table AI 

Rank Order ofVarious Moral Statistics 

Data by Department ( continued) 

Size of 
Principal 

City 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Large 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

§ 

i è 

"~ E '@ 
0~ 

0.5 
~ a:i 
69 27 

49 61 

41 45 

9 

3 22 

4 13 

5 8 

39 59 

21 36 

47 44 

29 50 

43 39 

64 28 

56 64 

68 
67 

82 

30 

43 
63 

42 

15 

59 
41 41 

85 60 

62 28 

56 16 

45 10 

72 30 

48 7 
14 13 

29 66 

61 55 

78 61 

70 50 

71 

76 

5I 

55 

20 
68 
58 

32 

:a .8 
"0 :g ~ 
:§ 0 Ill 

c ·-g ü 
<f9 .:::Ill 

.5 .8 t: 
ui ~ 
68 57 

IO 58 

57 19 

67 53 

61 74 

73 26 

30 24 

4 85 

64 33 

9 47 

41 52 

49 40 

76 54 

44 30 
t 

6 

34 
22 

44 

78 
5 

35 

K 
0 
65 

45 

49 

1 

9 

29 

6 
71 

30 
67 

64 

26 

8 

68 
40 
55 

!4 

51 

" 0 

·~ 

" É' 
~ 
:ci 
83 

31 

75 

33 

36 

67 

42 

84 
80 
17 

39 

52 

41 

79 

38 

Il 

85 

66 

(a) The figures in the eight lettered columns of the table indicate the rank of each department in the series of 
86 departrnents classified by wealth, industry, etc. The maximum is a! ways indicated by "1" and the 
minimum by "86." Departrnents whose figures are identical are classified in alphabetical arder. 

* "Large" indicates the ten departments where the ten iargest cities are fouad, and "Small" the ten 
departments wh ose principal cities have the srnallest populations. 

A. W ealth-Share of taxes on persona! and movable property per inhabitant (Proposition de lois pClUr la fr:xation 
des dép. et des recettes de 1821. État CandE, No. 2. Calculated by Monsieur Villot--Bull. untv. Section VI, 
January, 1826). Maximum-North and Southwest.- Minimum-Centrai, Lorraine aml Dauphiné(?) 

B. Commerce and Industry-Ratio of the number of patents to the population, 1830--(Rapport au roi sur 
l'administration des fiances, by Monsieur de Chabrol. Tables and statistical documents, État X). (Maximum
Northeast --Minimum--Centrai, Brittany, South east -· Coïncides with the distribution of instruction. 
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C. Distribution of Clergy-Ratio of the number of Catholic priests in active service to the population. 
(Almanach officiel du clergé, 1829). --Maximum--Corsica, Southeast and Nol1Tiandy. Minimum-Flanders, 
Picardy, central and west('?). Coïncides with crimes against persans and with donations to the poor. 

D. Crimes against Parents--Ratio of the number of crimes against parents tc ail crimes against persans-
Average ofthe six years 1825-1830 -(Compte général de l'administration de la justice criminelle). -Maximum 
-- Northeast and west(?)-- Minimum-- Central, south and Corsica 

E. Infanticide--Ratio of infanticides tc population-Average of the six years 1825-1830- (Compte général de 
l'administration de la justice criminelle).~ Maximum- Corsica and central. Minimum- North, east and 
Auvergne(?) 

F. Donations to Clergy-Ratios of the nwnber ofbequests and donations inlervivos to population-Average 
of the ten years 1815-1824. (Bull. des lois, ordonn. d'autorisation)-- Mmimum- Northeast, Anjou, Brittany 
and Nonnandy -Minimum -- Central and southeast 

G. Lottery-Ratîo of the proceeds beton the royal Jottery to the population-Average of the seven years 1822-
1826. (Comptes rendus par le ministre desfinances-Développemens par départemens et par produits, sur les 
contributions et les revenus publics) -Maximum-- North east and departments with large cities (?)-Minimum 
-Central. 

H. Military Desertion--Ratio of the numberofyoung soldiers accused of desertion to the force of the military 
contingent, minus the deficit produced by the insufficiency ofavailable billets-Average of the three years 1825-
1827 -- (Compte du ministre du guerre, 1829, état ~ - Mmimum - Central and south west - Minimum -
North east-- The maximum coin ci des with the minimum of crimes againstpersons and crimes against property, 
and the minimum corresponds with the maximum of instruction. 
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Table A2 
Data on Donations to the Poor, I!legitimacy, Literacy, Crime and Suicide 

Population Percent Population 
Population per Poe Who Can per Crime 

Donations Illegitimate Read and Against Crime 

Department to the Poor Birth Write Property Against Persans 

Aisne 8901 14572 51 5521 26226 

Allier 10973 17044 13 7925 26747 

Basses~ Alpes 2733 23018 46 7289 12935 

Hautes-Alpes 6962 23076 69 8174 17488 

Ardèche 3188 42117 27 10263 9474 

Ardennes 6400_.- 16106 67 8847 35203 

Ariège 3542 22916 18 9597 6173 

Aube 3608 18642 59 4086 19602 

Aude 2582 20225 34 10431 15647 

Avéyron 3211 21981 31 6731 8236 

Bouches-du~Rhône 2314 9325 38 5291 13409 

Calvados 27830 8983 52 4500 17577 

c,.,tai 4093 15335 31 11645 18070 

Charente 13602 19454 36 13018 24964 

Charente-Inférieure 13254 23999 39 5357 18712 

Choc 9561 23574 13 10503 21934 

Corrèze 14993 19330 12 12949 15262 

Cors ica 37015 24743 49 4589 2199 

Côte~d'Or 2540 15599 60 9159 32256 

Côtes-du-Nord 10387 36098 16 7050 28607 

Creuse 10997 14363 23 20235 37014 

Dordogne 4687 21375 18 10237 21585 

Doubs 3436 12512 73 5914 11560 

Drôme 2829 16348 42 7759 13396 

Eure ll712 16039 51 4774 14795 

Eure-et-Loire 4553 14475 54 4016 21368 

Finestère 23945 28392 15 6842 29872 

Gwcd 3048 28726 40 7990 13IJ5 

Haute-Garonne 2286 15378 31 7204 18642 

Gorn 2848 15250 38 10486 18642 

Gironde 5076 10676 40 7423 24096 

Hérault 1680 21346 45 10954 12814 

Ille-et~ Vilaine 7686 40736 25 6524 22138 

Indre 11315 20046 17 7624 32404 

Indre-et-Loire 7254 16601 27 6909 19131 

Isère 4077 12236 29 8326 18785 

Jura 3012 20384 73 8059 26221 

Landes 12059 15302 28 6170 17687 

Loir-et-Cher 5626 13364 27 6017 21292 
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Population Per 
Suicide 

12831 

114121 

14238 

16171 

52547 

26198 

123625 

10989 

66498 

116671 

8107 

31807 

87338 

25720 

16798 

19497 

47480 

37016 

16128 

75056 

77823 

36024 

40690 

23816 

13493 

15015 

25143 

18292 

56140 

61510 

19220 

30869 

45180 

25014 

15272 

36275 

34476 

35375 

14417 



TableA2 
Data on Donations to the Poor, lllegitimacy, Literacy, Crime and Suicide (continued) 

Department 

Loire 

Haute-Loire 

Loire-Inférieure 

Loiret 

Lot 

Lot-et-Garonne 

Lozère 

Maine-et-Loire 

Manche 

M=e 

Haute-Marne 

Mayenne 

Meurthe 

Meuse 

Morbihan 

Moselle 

Nièvre 

Nord 

Oise 

Orne 

Pas-de-Calais 

Puy-de-Dôme 

Basses-Pyrénées 

Hautes-Pyrénées 

Pyrénées-Orientales 

Bas-Rhin 

Haut-Rhin 

Rhône 

Haute-Saône 

Saône-et-Loire 

Sarthe 

Seine 

Seine-Inférieure 

Seine-et-Marne 

Seine-et-Oise 

Deux Sevres 

Somme 

T= 
Tame-et-Garonne 

V ac 

Donatio 

"' to the 
Poor 

3446 

2746 

8310 

4753 

5194 

4432 

2040 

4410 

5179 

3963 

4013 

2107 

3912 

4196 

14739 

9515 

10452 

6092 

5501 

9242 

5740 

5963 

3299 

6001 

11644 

14472 

6001 

1983 

11701 

3710 

3357 

4204 

7245 

5303 

4007 

16956 

4964 

3449 

4558 

2449 

Population Per 
Il!egitimate 

Birtll 

29605 

31017 

14097 

9986 

20383 

17681 

25157 

18708 

14281 

11267 

17507 

18544 

12355 

17333 

31754 

13877 

19747 

8926 

18021 

20852 

10575 

22948 

12393 

12125 

15167 

14356 

14783 

3910 

11850 

20442 

10779 

2660 

7506 

16324 

16303 

25461 

12447 

29305 

23771 

14800 

Percent 
WhoCan 
Read and 

Write 

29 

21 

24 

42 

24 

JI 

27 

23 

43 

63 

72 

19 

68 

74 

14 

57 

20 

45 

54 

45 

49 

19 

47 

53 

JI 

62 

71 

45 

59 
32 

JO 
71 

43 

54 

56 

41 

44 

20 

25 

23 

144 

Population per 
Crime 

Against 
Property 

12665 

18043 

9392 

5042 

9049 

8943 

5990 

8520 

7424 

4950 

9539 

9198 

6831 

9190 

7940 

4529 

8236 

6175 

6659 

8248 

4040 

12141 

8533 

9797 

7632 

4920 

4915 

4504 

7770 

10708 

8294 

1368 

2906 

5786 

3879 

6863 

7144 

6241 

8680 

9572 

Population 
per Crime 
Against 
Persans 

27491 

16170 

19314 

17722 

5883 

22969 

7710 

29692 

31078 

15602 

26231 

28331 

26674 

24507 

23316 

12153 

25087 

26740 

28180 

28329 

23101 

17256 

16722 

12223 

6728 

12309 

7343 

18793 

22339 

28391 

33913 

I3945 

18355 

22201 

12477 

18400 

33592 

13019 

14790 

13145 

Population Per 
Suicide 

71364 

163241 

27289 

11813 

48783 

38501 

11092 

33358 

55564 

8334 

19586 

28331 

15652 

13463 

34196 

25572 

29381 

13851 

5994 

34069 

15400 

78148 

65995 

148039 

37843 

18623 

21233 

17003 

39714 

22184 

29280 

3632 

9523 

7315 

3460 

24533 

12836 

68980 

48317 

I3380 

TableA2 
Data on Donations to the Poor, lllegitimacy, Literacy, Crime and Suicide (continued) 

Department 

Vaucluse 

Vendée 

Vienne 

Haute-Vienne 

Vosges 

Yonne 

Donations 
to the Poor 

1246 

14035 

8922 

l3817 

4040 

4276 

Population Per 
Illegitimate 

Birtll 

17239 

62486 

35224 

19940 

14978 

16616 

Percent 
Who Can 
Read and 

Write 

37 

28 

25 

13 

62 

47 

145 

Population per 
Crime 

Against 
Property 

5731 

7566 

4710 

6402 

9044 

6516 

Population 
perCrime 

Against 
Persans 

I3576 

20827 

15010 

16256 

18835 

18006 

Population Per 
Suicide 

19024 

67963 

21851 

33497 

33029 

12789 
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